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Abstract
Output variability and prediction difficulties with respect to solar and wind electricity resources increase
the requirement of grid-scale reserve capacity and add strain to existing firm generators used for reserves
and other ancillary services. Residential and commercial buildings account for a large portion of the
electricity consumed in the U.S. and can play a significant role in smart grids to help meet challenges
brought about by intermittent renewable generation. High resolution power consumption and HVAC
performance data measured in a real building was used to identify real-world operational qualities of
VAV systems to be considered by building researchers and building practitioners. This includes the
relative magnitude of building power loads, the direct and indirect relationships between environmental
conditions and HVAC power consumption, the discrete operation of staged or cycled power loads, and the
presence of HVAC operational faults. Also, three static pressure adjustment tests were performed over a
one day period. Results showed that fan and terminal unit controllers responded within two minutes and
system air flowrate was strongly related to power consumption.
Dynamic models were created in order to simulate the performance of a VAV system providing spinning
reserves by four different common demand response strategies: zone air dry bulb temperature setpoint
adjustment (ZDBA), duct static pressure setpoint adjustment (SPA), supply air temperature adjustment
(STA), and chilled water temperature adjustment (CWA). Simulations were run over ranges of imple-
mentation and cooling load intensities and the results were used to create characteristic curves for each
strategy, which map performance in terms of system power consumption reduction, system airflow re-
duction, and zone temperature rise. Inflection points on the curves that delineate performance effective-
ness are found to result from maximum or minimum terminal unit damper positions. In the future, the
development of mathematical functional forms of these characterization curves could help predict and
optimize the performance of VAV systems in providing ancillary services to electricity networks.
Thesis Supervisor: Leslie K. Norford
Title: Professor of Building Technology
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Due to mounting concerns over CO2 emissions, air quality, resource depletion, national security, and
cost, a focus has shifted to how usable energy is generated, transmitted, and consumed. Central to this
energy revolution is the proposed revitalization of electric grids around the world, considered in both
the U.S. and EU as "smart grids" (U.S. House, 110th Congress, 2007; European Commission, 2011).
The common definitions of these enhanced electric grids describe an electric generation, transmission,
distribution, and consumption infrastructure that provides sustainable, low cost, and high quality elec-
tricity to consumers. Features include large-scale renewable generators, increased distributed generation,
upgraded measurement and automation for efficient network control, management of plug-in-hybrid-
electric-vehicles (PHEV), and participation of demand-side resources. While such features in future
electric grids have the potential to mitigate the concerns stated above, many challenges stand in the way
of their wide-spread penetration. These challenges stem from a diverse collection of technical, economic,
regulatory, and behavioral processes. This thesis focuses on exploring technical processes related to how
buildings may help meet some of the growing number of challenges associated with the development of
future electric grids.
1.1 Modern Electric Grids
Delivery of electricity to consumers can be separated into three parts; generation, transmission, and re-
tail distribution. Generation includes the production of electricity, transmission includes the transport of
large amounts of electricity between network nodes at high voltages, and retail distribution includes the
delivery of electricity to consumers through low voltage networks. Nodes refer to points on the trans-
mission network of energy injection or energy consumption, typically comprised of grid-scale generators
and distribution substations. Before widespread restructuring, also called liberalization, took place across
regions of the U.S. in the late 1990s, these three operations were primarily owned and operated by single
local regulated utilities, where consumers paid a price determined as fair return on utility investments.
Though the origin of restructuring this landscape is outside the scope of this thesis, its effect is of great
importance to understand in the present context.
In a restructured electricity network, generation, transmission, and retail distribution are operated by
13
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separate entities, each of which participate in electricity markets that are designed to ensure delivery
of high quality electricity to consumers at the lowest cost. High quality electricity in the U.S. refers to
the delivery of electricity within standards set by the North American Electric Reliability Corporation
(NERC, 2013b). For consumers, the important standards are with regard to power voltage and frequency.
Due to physical constraints imposed by Kirchoff’s voltage and current laws, the injection of electrical
energy into the network must equal the consumption of electrical energy from the network at all times.
While the system contains a certain amount of instantaneous inertia from the rotating masses that com-
prise most generators, significant imbalances of such energy flows reduce the stability of the network and
negatively affect the quality of electricity delivery, specifically the frequency. This assertion requires the
network operator to have knowledge and control of the output of each generator on the network in order
to match the real-time demand and ensure system stability. Under vertically integrated utilities, this was
made possible almost trivially, as generators were owned by entities that also owned the transmission
and distribution networks. However, under restructured regimes, monopolized control of the transmis-
sion network is given to an independent system operator (ISO) or regional transmission organization
(RTO), as they are known in the U.S. Figure 1.1 depicts a map of U.S. regions operating under such
organizations, which constitute approximately two-thirds of the population (King et al., 2011). Similar
organizations exist in the EU, called transmission system operators (TSO), with slight technical varia-
tions from their American counterparts. For simplicity, ISO, RTO, and TSO will all be grouped under
the term "system operator."
Figure 1.1 – Map of Regional Transmission Organizations operating in the U.S. (FERC, 2012)
System operators control the network by developing, directing, and overseeing a number of electricity
wholesale markets that operate at varying time-scales and for different purposes. Through these markets,
they are able to control generation such that network stability is maximized and cost of delivery is min-
imized for all nodes on their regional network for all time. Energy markets are used to ensure balance
of the supply and demand of electricity and generally operate on day-ahead and hourly time-scales. Sec-
ondary markets procure balancing and stabilizing services from resources connected to the network and
14
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operate from day-ahead to real-time, sub-hourly timescales. These services are called ancillary services
and include contingency reserves and operating reserves. Contingency reserves represent extra capacity
that can be dispatched in the event of a large contingency event, such as the sudden loss of a large gen-
erator or failure of a transmission substation. Operating reserves represent extra network capacity that
can further be split into regulation, spinning reserves, and non-spinning reserves. Regulation refers to
the second-by-second adjustment of generator output to follow the instantaneous variations in demand.
Spinning reserves and non-spinning reserves are more intermediate reserves that generally account for
forecasting errors or small contingency events. Spinning reserves refer to resources connected and syn-
chronized with the grid, allowing them to respond within 10 minutes. Non-spinning reserves refer to
resources that are not synchronized with the grid and generally have response times up to 30 minutes.
Other markets, such as forward capacity or forward reserve markets, may exist to allow system operators
and investors to strategically plan for future network expansion. It is important to note that the exact
definition of ancillary service terms vary among regional markets. Their presentation here is generalized
from the definitions given by NERC (2013a) to provide the reader with sufficient terminology definitions.
The buying and selling of energy is based on the economic concept of supply and demand. In the most
commonly operated energy markets, independently owned generators bid their capacity and marginal
cost of generation ($/MWh) for a given time period into the market. These marginal costs include both
fixed costs and variable costs, such as fuel. Simultaneously, retail distributors submit their expected
demand and corresponding marginal price to the same market. As shown in Figure 1.2, the cheapest
generators are dispatched until the demand is satisfied, with the resulting price of electricity being the
system marginal price (SMP), or clearing price. Base generators are marginally the cheapest and the most
inflexible, causing them to be dispatched almost all of the time. Nuclear plants are an example of this
type. Intermediate generators are marginally more expensive, but are also more flexible, allowing them
to be dispatched somewhat periodically throughout a day. Coal power plants are an example of this type.
Peak generators are marginally the most expensive but are also the most flexible. These generators are
dispatched to meet peak demand throughout the day and participate heavily in ancillary service markets.
Combined cycle gas turbines (CCGT) are examples of this type. After this economic dispatch scheduling
takes place, adjustments are made to ensure spatial network stability based on transmission losses and
congestion. These adjustments lead to slight modifications of the SMP at each network node. The new
nodal prices are called Locational Marginal Prices (LMP), which are paid by retailers and to generators
for the consumption or supply of electricity at that specific time and network location. Occurring during
a day-ahead market, this process leads to the first hourly dispatch assignments and pricing schedules for
the following operating day. Subsequent real-time energy markets and ancillary service markets refine
the initial dispatching schedule to maintain instantaneous high quality delivery of electricity. Chapter 2
will present a more detailed description of the day-to-day operation of electricity markets for an example
regional system operator in the U.S.
1.2 Growth and Impact of Wind and Solar Generation
A large part of the current energy revolution focuses on the integration of higher amounts of renew-
able energy sources on both the utility and distributed scale. These sources include hydro, wind, solar,
biomass, municipal waste, and geothermal. In 2011 in the U.S., renewable generators accounted for
approximately 50% of new electric-only generation capacity (EIA, 2012). In 2011 in the EU, renew-
15
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Figure 1.2 – Generalized determination of System Marginal Price (SMP) of electricity during day-ahead energy
markets.
able generators accounted for approximately 71% of new capacity (EWEA, 2012). While the U.S. has
no national target, 37 states have mandatory or voluntary renewable portfolio standards (RPS). Most
of these standards target about 20% of state electricity generation to come from renewable sources by
2020 (DSIRE, 2013). The EU has mandated that by 2020, 20% of the energy supply be from renewable
sources (Commission of the European Communities, 2008) and by 2050, the goal is to have electricity
generation be zero-carbon (eurelectric, 2009). In addition to governmental portfolio targets, other drivers
of increased renewable generation installment include net-metering programs, tax incentives, cash grants,
feed in tariffs, and decreasing installation costs.
Of particular interest is the growth and penetration of wind and solar generation. By 2020, 34% of
renewable electricity generating capacity in the U.S. is projected to come from wind and 13% is projected
to come from solar (EIA, 2012), as depicted in Figure 1.3. Also by 2020, 43% of renewable generating
capacity in the EU is projected to come from wind and 4% from solar (eurelectric, 2010). In each region,
these two sources are expected to account for almost half of the renewable generating capacity, with the
next highest coming from hydro. The primary advantages of using wind and solar resources include
their virtually unlimited, free, and sustainable fuel supply, characteristics that help mitigate almost every
energy-related concern. However, the natural variability in the real-time availability of wind and solar
resources materialize into significant challenges for future electric grids that have implications for both
network stability and cost.
Electricity grids are designed to meet variability introduced by loads or generators through the presence
of ancillary service markets. However, the increased variability associated with wind and solar power
requires larger capacities to be held in a number of these markets to counteract errors in forecasting
and real-time generation fluctuations. Wind production forecasting uncertainties at the hour-ahead to
day-ahead levels range approximately from 5 - 17% mean absolute error (eurelectric, 2010). eurelectric
16
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Figure 1.3 – Distribution of projected renewable generating capacity in the U.S. in the year 2020 (EIA, 2012).
(2010) also figures that every MW of wind capacity may require one MW of firm backup to ensure 90%
availability. Similarly, King et al. (2011) reports that the capacity value, defined as the percentage of
nameplate capacity that can be counted on to serve peak load, for wind can be as low as 20-30% . Ad-
ditionally, King et al. (2011) suggests the average capacity requirement for spinning reserves (including
regulation) could triple in the eastern region of the U.S. electric grid by 2024. Higher penetrations of
wind require more expensive peaking plants to be online in order to provide a greater capacity of an-
cillary services, displacing the normal capacity otherwise supplied by intermediate generators. This, in
addition to wind displacing base and intermediate generation from the bottom, can squeeze intermediate
plants out of hourly dispatching schedules. The increased start and stop frequencies of these intermediate
plants in addition to less remuneration from power sales will inevitably increase their marginal cost of
generation, with the potential of ultimately increasing the SMP. Additionally, durability and reliability
of these plants becomes a concern due to higher start and stop frequencies than anticipated during plant
design.
Separate from energy balancing, a second major concern of grid-scale wind and solar is the decrease of
system inertia (MIT, 2011). While thermal generators create electricity by spinning large masses with
magnets through magnetic fields, wind and solar are often connected to the grid via power electronics
to control their output; whether it be converting from DC to AC, in the case of solar photovoltaics,
or minimizing the effect of turbine angular velocity changes on output quality, in the case of wind.
Instantaneous energy imbalances in the grid network that cause frequency deviations can be absorbed
by the large rotating inertia of thermal plants until plant-specific controls, called governors, regulate
the rotational speed to the appropriate level. Therefore, the decrease in system inertia with increased
penetration of wind and solar can also lead to increased capacity requirements for ancillary services.
1.3 The Role of Building HVAC Systems
The problems facing the electric grid as a result of the increasing penetration of variable renewable energy
sources motivate a need for grid-scale technologies that can provide economic flexibility, namely storage
potential. A number of promising storage technologies still face barriers to wide-spread adoption (MIT,
2011), including pumped hydroelectric storage plants (PHES), utility-scale batteries, and vehicle-to-grid
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concepts. PHES require geographical areas with specific topography characteristics and require long
lead-times for construction. Consequentially, there has been only one major PHES plant built in the U.S.
in the last 15 years (Deane et al., 2010). Utility-scale batteries and flywheels have shown potential in
pilot projects, however, are still considered to be too expensive for full implementation in today’s electric
grid (Rastler, 2008; Oldak, 2012). Vehicle-to-grid service (Kempton and Tomic´, 2005a,b) relies on the
wide-spread adoption of plug-in-electric vehicles, something that will take time to occur (MIT, 2011).
Buildings consume 74% of the electricity in the U.S. (EIA, 2012) and contain inherent characteristics
that can make their consumption flexible. The combination of these qualities can make the building stock
an aid in providing grid-scale economic flexibility from the demand side.
Industry
26%
Residential
Buildings
39%
Commercial
Buildings
35%
Figure 1.4 – Distribution of U.S. electricity consumption in 2011 (EIA, 2012).
Electricity consumption flexibility in buildings comes primarily through their HVAC systems, which
directly couple a building’s electricity use with its thermal storage potential and accounted for 27% of
electricity consumption in commercial buildings in 2011 (EIA, 2012). It should be noted that potentials
exist for lighting systems as well (Rubinstein and Kiliccote, 2007; Rubinstein et al., 2010), which ac-
counted for 21% of commercial building electricity consumption (EIA, 2012), however this thesis does
not concentrate on them. A simple example of HVAC flexibility considers a single room with a window
air-conditioner supplying cooling such that the room air temperature is in the middle of thermal com-
fort limits. If the air-conditioner in the room is turned off, it will take a characteristic amount of time,
dependent on the cooling load, construction, and contents of the room, for the air in the room to heat
to an uncomfortable level. At this point, the room air-conditioner would have to be turned back on in
order to restore proper service to its occupant. To a system operator, the electricity consumption of the
air-conditioner is seen as flexible, as it may vary to a certain extent without significant loss of service.
The keys to the potential of this flexibility lie in determining the extent of consumption alteration without
subjecting occupants to a substantial loss in service. This service is composed of the provision of both
thermal comfort and indoor air quality.
This concept of demand-side flexibility in electric grids is commonly known as demand response and
can include both building and industrial loads. Demand response is different than energy efficiency in
that demand response measures are enacted with a specific short-term operational goal in mind, while
energy efficiency measures are implemented for long-term sustainability. This important distinction will
be made more clear with examples in the literature review of the next chapter. The effectiveness of
demand response activities are measured by the reduction in load compared to a baseline that represents
"normal" operation during the same time period and conditions.
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In the last decade, a number of research projects, demonstration projects, and system implementations
have set out to explore the potential of demand response in buildings. In most cases, demand response
is a considered resource when there is an anticipated imbalance between energy supply and demand
on the network, and has been called slow-DR (Piette et al., 2008). This energy imbalance is typically
brought about by demand spikes during hot summer afternoons and is represented by increases in hourly
electricity prices at the wholesale level. A utility company or consumer with knowledge of such price
volatility sheds or shifts electric loads during this time to save money and to prevent strains on the
network. In a smaller number of cases, demand response is a considered resource to provide ancillary
services, generally reserves, and has been called fast-DR (Piette et al., 2008). In these cases, a consumer
or an organized group of consumers under a single utility company or Curtailment Service Provider
(CSP) curtail load as dispatched by the system operator. Providing the expected magnitude and duration
of service becomes more imperative to system operators as the window for planning reduces to real-time
network operation. Therefore, fast-DR is inherently more challenging than slow-DR. More real-time
instabilities are expected with the growing penetration of wind and solar generation, contributing to a
similarly growing need to research how buildings may effectively provide the required ancillary services.
While building HVAC systems can provide solutions for economic grid-scale flexibility, a number of
challenges exist with such implementations, particularly in the case of providing ancillary services where
the importance of reliability is at its highest. These challenges stem from the dependence of HVAC
electricity consumption on building type, building location, system type, and system loading, which is
further a function of time-varying environmental conditions and occupant activities. This variability can
make it difficult for system operators to rely on building HVAC systems for ancillary services unless
the building can communicate reliable, predicted, and time-dependent service potentials to the system
operator similar to the requirement of generators providing the same services.
Having buildings participate in the same ancillary service markets as generators and being able to provide
reliable performance information allows system operators to produce the optimal plan to maintain a high
quality of electricity delivery. However, providing such information requires not only new communica-
tions infrastructure for buildings, but the ability for a building’s ancillary service potential to be predicted
on market timescales. While a significant amount of work has resulted in a communication protocol for
buildings to communicate with system operators (Piette et al., 2009; Ghatikar and Bienert, 2011), the
work towards predicting and controlling a building’s time-dependent ancillary service abilities has been
less unified and comprehensive. This is particularly the case of commercial buildings, which consti-
tute almost half of building electricity consumption in the U.S. (EIA, 2012). These buildings typically
have multiple thermal zones and, as a result, utilize more complex HVAC systems than their residential
counterparts, which have been the primary focus of study when considering building-provided ancillary
services. Timescales associated with these services are in the seconds to minutes range, which corre-
spond to the transient timescales of HVAC systems. Therefore, in order to predict the service potential
of common commercial HVAC systems, the transient dynamics of the operation of these systems during
demand response events must be fully considered and understood.
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1.4 Thesis Objectives and Structure
In response to a growing need for economic grid-scale flexibility, the objective of this thesis is to explore
the technical processes by which new and existing commercial building HVAC systems can provide
ancillary services for the electric grid. The primary ancillary service considered is the provision of spin-
ning reserves, where response times are expected to be within 10 to 30 minutes, depending on network
requirements. Regulation service is discussed in the context of describing ancillary services, however,
mechanical durability concerns associated with the necessary control of HVAC equipment leave this
topic to be more fully developed elsewhere. The primary HVAC system considered is the variable air
volume (VAV) system controlled by a building automation system (BAS) or energy management system
(EMS). This system type is one of the most commonly implemented for new and existing multi-zone
commercial buildings. Specifically, this thesis will:
• Identify real-world operational qualities of buildings with VAV systems which need to be consid-
ered for ancillary service provision.
• Identify the needs, requirements, and methods for dynamic simulation of HVAC systems for future
study of ancillary service demand response.
• Develop characterization curves for a range of demand response strategies that can be used to map
their performance for varying implementation and load intensities.
• Identify sources of performance variability within and among a range of common demand response
strategies.
• Suggest advantages or disadvantages associated with a range of demand response strategies for
providing ancillary services.
The objectives stated above are accomplished primarily through the analysis of high-resolution perfor-
mance data from a test building and dynamic simulations of a representative VAV system. In conclusion,
this work looks to lay a foundation for future development of ancillary service demand response in both
new and existing commercial buildings, particularly that associated with developing algorithms to predict
demand response potential for electricity market bidding.
This thesis is structured as follows:
Chapter 2 provides a literature review and background of the subject of research. This begins with a
more detailed description of day-to-day electricity market operations so that the context of the research
is more fully understood. A strict dichotomy is then emphasized between energy efficiency and demand
response, which primarily separates design-based operational strategies from service-based operational
strategies. This is followed by a literature review of demand response research and implementation
activities in the last decade.
Chapter 3 details the analysis of a monitored test building. Electrical and HVAC performance data of
both normal operation and a simple demand response test are presented, followed by a discussion of the
real-world operational challenges and insights of building-provided ancillary services.
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Chapter 4 develops the need and requirements for dynamic HVAC system simulation to further study
ancillary service provision and discusses the challenges associated with such simulations. Multiple sim-
ulation programs are trialed in order to demonstrate the strengths and weaknesses of certain simulation
programs to serve as the necessary tools for simulation and study.
Chapter 5 details the simulations of a representative VAV system performing ancillary service with differ-
ent demand response strategies as well as varying implementation and load intensities. These simulations
are used to identify sources of performance variability as well as advantages or disadvantages associated
with each strategy in providing ancillary services.
Chapter 6 provides final conclusions and suggests future work.
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Chapter 2
Literature Review
The goal of this chapter is to not only put the work of this thesis within the context of other building
demand response research, but also to relate the work to real-world regional electric grid operation.
To that end, Section 1 will provide a more detailed description of typical day-to-day electricity market
operations than was presented in the previous chapter. The goal is to inform the reader of the complex, yet
systematic approach to delivering high quality electricity to consumers, which emphasizes the need for
predictability and reliability. Section 2 will express the differences between demand response and energy
efficiency in order to clearly define the targeted services and outcomes of each. Section 3 provides an
outline of important building demand response research activities so that it is better understood how the
conclusions of this thesis progress the work in this area of research. Finally, Section 4 presents examples
of building demand response operations and performance in regional electric grids today.
2.1 Electricity Market Operations
Building practitioners are often not aware of the complex, almost miraculous, processes performed by
system operators, generators, and utilities to reliably deliver electricity to the buildings they design and
operate. However, knowledge of grid operations is vital to the general understanding of where buildings
currently fit into the larger scheme of energy use and foreseeing how this role can change in the future.
More specifically, an awareness of the extensive planning efforts and execution precision gives reason
to studying in more detail the demand response operations in multi-zone HVAC systems. In order for
buildings to truly become an integral part of network operation, they need to be able to provide timely
and accurate demand response information to the system operator.
The principles of operation are generally the same for each regional system operator, with only slight
technical variations in timing and optimization. For this reason, and in the interest of scope, the operation
of one regional grid will be described in this section; the Independent System Operator of New England
(ISO New England). More specific references to individual system operators will be made in the later
section on demand response implementations. The occurrence of both sequential and parallel time-
sensitive processes can make understanding grid operation difficult. In order to relieve some of this
difficulty, a graphic description of the daily operation time line is displayed in Figure 2.1 at the end of
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this section. Unless otherwise noted, the information presented in this section is drawn from ISO New
England (2013b).
2.1.1 Energy
Energy can be defined as the flow of electric power in the system from supply generators to demand
consumers. It is an inherent property of regional electric systems that the amount of supply must meet
the amount of demand at all instants in time. For this reason, two markets exist to procure enough energy
(MWh) to meet both the anticipated and real-time demand. These two markets are the Day-Ahead Energy
Market and the Real-Time Energy Market.
Day-Ahead Energy Market
The Day-Ahead Energy Market opens at 0000 the day before Operating Day, and closes at 1200 of
the same day. During this time, market participants can submit supply offers and demand bids for the
hourly production or consumption of energy the following day. Included in specific resource supply
offers are items such as the magnitude and cost of supply, start-up or no-load fees, minimum run-time,
economic maximum limits of supply, economic minimum limits of supply, and emergency minimum
limits of supply. The offer is not to be below $0/MWh or above $1,000/MWh. Included in specific
demand bids is the cost of demand, also in $/MWh, which represents the price retailers are willing to
pay for electricity. Note that units of capacity here are MWh, which denote the power in MW for the
hour of interest. Upon market closure at 1200, ISO New England begins to create day-ahead hourly
schedules of supply and demand for each market participant as well as hourly energy prices, called the
system marginal price (SMP). Each of these pieces of information is developed based on a least-cost,
security-constrained economic dispatch process, and is published on the ISO New England website at
1600. The specific energy prices that each market participant is responsible for are calculated at various
locations throughout the system, called nodes, and take into account the system-wide cost of energy,
node-specific transmission congestion, and node-specific transmission losses. The resulting Locational
Marginal Prices (LMP) can, therefore, vary above and below the system-wide cost of energy by slight
amounts. The results of the Day-Ahead Market are binding to the market participants. That is, suppliers
are responsible for supplying their scheduled amount of energy for each hour during the Operating Day
and will be compensated based on the Day-Ahead LMPs. Similarly, buyers are responsible for using their
scheduled amount of energy for each hour during the Operating Day and must pay based on Day-Ahead
LMPs. In general, the hourly day-ahead credit charged to each market participant can be expressed
as Equations 2.1 and 2.2 on the following page (ISO New England, 2013a). Note that the day-ahead
generation and demand obligations include energy contracted in bilateral agreements or other reported
transactions that move the energy responsibility to or from the resource in question.
Real-Time Energy Market
The Real-Time Energy Market officially opens at 1600 the day before Operating Day. The time from
1600 to 1800 is considered the Re-Offer Period, whereupon after seeing the results of the Day-Ahead
Market, and possibly better forecasts of supply and demand, market participants may edit and re-submit
their supply offers and demand bids. Upon the close of the Re-Offer period at 1800, ISO New England
performs a Reserve Adequacy Analyses (RAA), where it determines the adequacy of energy, reserves,
and regulation scheduled for the Operating Day. Upon completion and publishing of the RAA at 2200
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before the Operating Day, the ISO enacts the Current Operating Plan, to be used at the start of the Oper-
ating Day at 0000. The Real-Time Energy Market is re-evaluated every 5 minutes during the Operating
Day. Upon each re-evaluation, the ISO sends new dispatch instructions to supply resources to maintain
the stability and reliability of the system at all times. Additionally, 5-minute LMPs are calculated based
on real-time system conditions. Market participants are responsible for payment or subject to compen-
sation based on the net difference between the amount of energy supplied or purchased during real-time
and the amount of energy that was scheduled as a result of the Day-Ahead market. Settlement of these
differences is made based on Real-Time LMPs, which are calculated at the end of each hour as the time-
weighted average of 5-minute LMPs during that hour. In general, the hourly real-time credit charged to
each market participant can be expressed as Equations 2.3 and 2.4 below (ISO New England, 2013a).
Note that the real-time generation and demand include energy contracted in bilateral agreements or other
reported transactions that move the energy responsibility to or from the resource in question.
EDA = GDA−DDA (2.1)
CDA = EDA× (LMPEnergyDA +LMPCongestionDA +LMPLossDA ) (2.2)
Where:
EDA = Day-Ahead Net Energy Obligation (MWh)
GDA = Day-Ahead Generation Obligation (MWh)
DDA = Day-Ahead Demand Obligation (MWh)
CDA = Day-Ahead Charge(-) or Credit (+) ($)
LMPEnergyDA = Day-Ahead Energy Component of LMP ($/MWh)
LMPCongestionDA = Day-Ahead Congestion Component of LMP ($/MWh)
LMPLossDA = Day-Ahead Loss Component of LMP ($/MWh)
ERT = GRT −DRT (2.3)
CRT = (ERT −EDA)× (LMPEnergyRT +LMPCongestionRT +LMPLossRT ) (2.4)
Where:
ERT = Real-Time Net Energy (MWh)
GRT = Real-Time Generation (MWh)
DRT = Real-Time Demand (MWh)
CRT = Real-Time Charge(-) or Credit (+) ($)
LMPEnergyDA = Real-Time Energy Component of LMP ($/MWh)
LMPCongestionDA = Real-Time Congestion Component of LMP ($/MWh)
LMPLossDA = Real-Time Loss Component of LMP ($/MWh)
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2.1.2 Operating Reserves
Operating reserves are procured to handle the loss of generating equipment, loss of transmission equip-
ment, errors in load forecasting, and regulation (ISO New England, 2011). Regulation will be discussed
separately later in this section. There are three types of operating reserves, including Ten-Minute Spin-
ning Reserves (TMSR), Ten-Minute Non-Spinning Reserves (TMNSR), and Thirty-Minute Operating
Reserves (TMOR). TMSR and TMNSR are resources that are required to reach their dispatched energy
output within 10 minutes of being called to do so, while TMOR resources are required to reach their
designated energy output within 30 minutes. Spinning reserves are already synchronized to the system
while non-spinning reserves are not. CLAIM10 and CLAIM30 values define the amount of megawatts
a resource may output by the end of a 10 minute or 30 minute period respectively. These values are
determined by periodic demonstration testing by the resource for the ISO.
The Forward Reserve Market procures TMNSR and TMOR to ensure the required amount of operating
reserves is available. A forward reserve auction is held approximately two months before the reserve
procurement period for that auction, where market participants submit reserve bids as TMNSR or TMOR
with $ /MW-month amounts. The auction is held twice per year and is cleared, along with the Forward
Reserve Clearing Price, to minimize the cost of providing the required amount of reserves for the reserve
procurement period. The two procurement periods are from June 1 through September 30 (Summer
Capability Period) and October 1 through May 31 (Winter Capability Period). Delivery of the Forward
Reserve is only required on weekdays from hour ending 0800 through hour ending 2300, except those
weekdays considered NERC holidays.
Market participants with resulting Forward Reserve Obligations must assign the megawatts of obligation
to specific resources under their control for each hour of the Operating Day by the end of the Re-Offer
period prior to each Operating Day during the same reserve procurement period as their obligations.
Alternatively, the market participant may enter into a bilateral contract for fulfillment of the Forward
Reserve Obligation, which must be processed by 2400 of the day prior to the Operating Day. Resources
not obligated by the results of the Forward Reserve Market must also submit hourly supply offers for
reserves into the Real-time Energy Market by the end of the Re-Offer period. The supply offer for a
reserve resource must be at or above the Forward Reserve Threshold Price, a price that is calculated to
ensure the offered resource has a low probability of being dispatched for energy and a high probability of
being dispatched for reserves. If a resource is assigned a Forward Reserve Obligation and is not cleared
in the Day-Ahead Energy Market, it is automatically offered into the Real-Time Energy Market. The
ISO maintains an amount of Ten-Minute Reserve equal to the amount required to replace the capacity
of the largest dispatched generator (first contingency loss) multiplied by an adjustment factor. A certain
percentage of that must be TMSR, depending on the past performance of the ISO in handling contin-
gencies (ISO New England, 2011). The ISO maintains an amount of TMOR equal to at least 50% of
the capacity of the second largest operating generator (second contingency loss). An initial schedule for
operating reserve designation is created as a result of requirements determined during the Day-Ahead
Energy Market and is continually updated, every 5 minutes, through the Real-Time Energy Market based
on system conditions and resulting reserve requirements.
As described by equations 2.5 to 2.8, market participants are compensated for their Final Forward
Reserve Obligation Megawatts as well as their Real-Time Reserve Designation Megawatts (ISO New
England, 2013a). Final Forward Reserve Obligation Megawatts are the minimum of Forward Reserve
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Obligation Megawatts cleared from the Forward Reserve Market and the Forward Reserve Delivered
Megawatts. The Forward Reserve Delivered Megawatts is the minimum of 1) CLAIM10 or CLAIM30
values as reported by the resource in the supply offer, 2) the Forward Reserve Assigned Megawatts, or 3)
the Megawatts offered above the Forward Reserve Threshold Price. Final Forward Reserve Obligation
Megawatts are compensated based on hourly Forward Reserve Market Clearing prices and Real-Time
Reserve Designation Megawatts are compensated based on the Real-Time Reserve Clearing Price. This
is calculated at the end of each hour as the time-weighted average of 5-minute Real-Time Reserve Clear-
ing Prices throughout the same hour. A failure-to-reserve occurs when a market participant’s Forward
Reserve Delivered Megawatts is less than their Forward Reserve Obligation. This action results in forfeit
of payment for any Forward Reserve Obligation not met plus a financial penalty. A failure-to-activate
occurs when a market participant’s resource fails to deliver the dispatched energy when called to do so
by the ISO and results in financial penalty separate from the failure-to-reserve penalty. It is the responsi-
bility of the market participant to communicate resource conditions that affect operating reserves to the
ISO (ISO New England, 2011).
CrFR = PFR×RFR (2.5)
CrRT = PRT ×RRT (2.6)
ChFT R = PFT R× (−1.5)RFR (2.7)
ChFTA = PFTA×max[−2.25×RFR,−LMPRT ] (2.8)
Where:
CrFR = Forward Reserve Credit ($)
PFR = Forward Reserve Obligation (MW)
RFR = Forward Reserve Payment Rate ($/MW)
CrRT = Real-Time Reserve Credit ($)
PRT = Real-Time Reserve Designation (MW)
RRT = Real-Time Reserve Clearing Price ($/MW)
ChFT R = Failure to Reserve Charge ($)
PFT R = Failure to Reserve Megawatts (MW)
ChFTA = Failure to Activate Charge ($)
PFTA = Failure to Activate Megawatts (MW)
LMPRT = Applicable Real-Time LMP ($/MW)
2.1.3 Regulation
Regulation allows the ISO to stabilize the system on a moment-by-moment basis, as the process entails
the adjustment of generation output by dispatching Automatic Generation Control (AGC) signals to
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those generators providing regulation service every 4 seconds. Generators with the ability to supply
regulation service can submit regulation offers along with their day-ahead energy bid in the Day-Ahead
Energy Market. These offers include the hourly regulating unit status, regulation offer price ($/MWh),
hourly regulation high and low limits, automatic response rate (minimum 1 MW/minute), and regulation
capability (equal to the less of five times the automatic response rate or one-half of the regulation range
defined by the high and low limits). Additionally, the Regulation Market is open during the Re-Offer
period where generators can buy and sell regulation services.
Five minutes after every operating hour, and as needed throughout the hour, the ISO develops a Reg-
ulation Rank Price, used to rank the generators who have been scheduled for that hour in the most
economical dispatch order to provide the determined regulation requirements for that hour. The Regula-
tion Clearing Price is calculated at the end of each hour and is based on the time-weighted average of the
highest Regulation Offer of all units scheduled to provide Regulation during the same hour. Also at the
end of each hour, unit-specific Regulation Opportunity Costs are calculated that are based on the Real-
Time LMPs. The Regulation Clearing Price and Regulation Opportunity Costs are used for determining
regulation service settlement with each generator.
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Figure 2.1 – Time line of electricity market operation for ISO New England.
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2.2 Demand Response vs. Energy Efficiency
Demand response is action taken by a load resource to alter its electricity demand in response to a dis-
patch signal or trigger by the system operator or utility. While it can also include distributed demand-side
generation, these reductions generally come from industrial processes or building HVAC and electrical
systems. Order 745 of the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC, 2011a) identifies two types of
demand response; I) price responsive and II) resource oriented. Type I is generally dispatched in the case
of emergency situations when the network is strained on generating capacity or transmission congestion,
indicated in real time by high real-time LMPs or forecasted by high day-ahead LMPs. Benefits for the
load participant include either outright remuneration for taking action or general cost reductions resulting
from using less energy during periods of high prices. The latter case is only applicable where wholesale
prices are directly translated to retail rates, such as real-time pricing schemes. Mutually beneficial to
system operators is the maintained stability of the network without the need for blackouts. Type II treats
demand-side resources similarly to generators, giving them the ability to bid a variety of services into
existing electricity markets. Here, demand response is in direct economic competition with generation
for specific services, including the provision of capacity, energy, or ancillary services.
Energy efficiency is action taken by a demand-side resource that promotes the long-term reduction in
energy usage. Energy efficiency strategies are not utilized for a specific service or during a specific
time period, as demand response strategies are. A simple example is that of replacing incandescent
light bulbs with compact fluorescent ones. Other HVAC-related examples range from design-oriented to
control-oriented. Design-oriented measures include those found in ASHRAE Standard 189.1 (ASHRAE,
2011), such as improving the construction of facades or installing high efficiency equipment. Control-
oriented examples include night-time zone temperature setbacks, VAV duct static pressure reset strategies
(Englander and Norford, 1992b; Warren and Norford, 1993), advanced fault detection and diagnostics
(Samouhos, 2010), or daily energy optimization using thermal mass (Armstrong et al., 2006b,a; Gayeski,
2010; Zakula, 2013). Seeing the need for a global reduction in energy usage in both space and time, some
system operators are include energy efficiency measures as viable capacity bids in their future planning
markets (PJM, 2010; ISO New England, 2012b).
2.3 Demand Response Research
The predominance of research on multi-zone commercial building demand response has been in the area
of type I demand response, as defined in the previous section. One of the largest studies of demand
response in commercial buildings was performed by the Demand Response Research Center (DRRC)
at the Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL), which is a leader in many aspects of demand
response research. A 2007 report (Motegi et al., 2007) summarized the findings of demand response
tests performed on 28 non-residential buildings from California to New York from 2003 to 2006 and of-
fered recommendations regarding the effectiveness of various demand response strategies. The majority
of building types were offices, along with supermarkets, retail stores, public assemblies, a high school,
laboratory, a museum, and a post office. Tests utilized three hours of afternoon high price signals to en-
act pre-programmed demand response strategies for each building. The strategies included both HVAC
and lighting system alterations. The four most common HVAC strategies were global zone setpoint ad-
justment, duct static pressure decrease, supply air temperature increase, and chilled water temperature
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increase. A fifth strategy often combined with supply air temperature increase and chilled water temper-
ature increase was supply fan speed limiting. The dynamics associated with each of these strategies will
be discussed in more detail in Chapter 4 of this thesis and form the basis of the simulations described in
Chapter 5. In general, LBNL found a global zone setpoint temperature adjustment to be the most effec-
tive due to the combination of electricity curtailment with the relative control of occupant service loss.
A dependence of load curtailment on outdoor air temperature and time of day is also noted, though the
study suggests more research to better understand the performance potential of different buildings, with
different systems, in different climates. Finally, the findings also point out the occurrence of rebound,
where an electricity spike occurs after returning system operation to normal. Other studies (Mathieu
et al., 2011) have defined additional characteristic parameters of demand response performance, includ-
ing average shed (kW), intrashed variability (kW), and residual ramp time (min). These parameters are
important for comparing demand response performance between among individual events and buildings.
Mathieu et al. (2011) also introduce a 15-minute interval baseline load prediction model based on an
ordinary least squares regression on past load, time, and outdoor temperature data. This model was then
used to analyze variability in performance characteristics over different demand response events (Math-
ieu et al., 2011). This study, using 15-min demand response performance data from 38 commercial and
industrial buildings, found that performance variability could be more related to baseline calculation
variability then actual performance variability.
A second major study of type I demand response was performed by the Pacific Northwest National
Laboratory (PNNL) as part of their Pacific Northwest GridWise Testbed Demonstration projects. The
Olympic Peninsula Project (Hammerstrom et al., 2007) demonstrated that the use of real-time pricing can
be used to limit distribution feeder congestion, by delivering real-time wholesale market energy prices to
residential and commercial loads. Residential thermostats adjusted setpoint temperatures based on real-
time market prices and commercial buildings controlled their energy use by using transactive control, a
controls philosophy that uses the economics of efficient supply and demand to meet heating and cooling
loads. Under this strategy, zone thermostats would bid for available cooling or heating energy (based
on feeder conditions) with signals proportional to the amount of cooling or heating needed. The most
needed zones were allotted more of the available cooling or heating energy. In addition to building
load reduction, this study also utilized buildings’ emergency diesel generators to effectively island their
facilities from the grid.
Raustad and Basarkar (2011) performed over 32,000 building simulations to quantify the effect building
type, HVAC system type, demand response strategy type and implementation method, and climate have
on demand response performance. The simulations assumed a three hour demand response signal in
the afternoon. Lighting power density reductions were found to be able to curtail approximately 10%
of electric load, peak demand savings for thermostat setpoint adjustments were found to be 12%, peak
demand savings for chilled water temperature reset were 16% with pump speed limiting, and peak de-
mand savings for supply air temperature reset were 14% with supply fan speed limiting. Savings varied
greatly, however, with respect to all of the varied input parameters from negative, to negligible, to the
peak value. It was noted that without pump and fan speed limiting, adjustment of supply air and chilled
water temperature could increase electric demand, as the supply fan and chilled water pump speed up to
maintain the same level of cooling in these cases. EnergyPlus(v4) (U.S. Department of Energy, 2013a)
was used as the simulation program, to which code modifications had to be made in order to simulate
fan speed and pump speed limiting. While a large number of inputs were varied, meaningful correlations
between performance and input are difficult to make with the data presented. Specifically, identifying
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what is happening within the HVAC system to cause such performance variations.
Lee and Braun (2008) and Greensfelder et al. (2011) use optimal pre-cooling of thermal mass to min-
imize peak electricity demand in response to time-of-use and real-time pricing schemes respectively.
Both identify zone temperature cooling setpoint trajectories for air-based HVAC systems throughout the
day using either a model predictive control algorithm applied to an inverse model, in the case of Lee and
Braun (2008), or simulation software, in the case of Greensfelder et al. (2011). Other research utilizes
inverse models to optimize the schedule of chiller operation in radiant cooling applications to minimize
daily energy use (Gayeski, 2010; Zakula, 2013). The study of optimal pre-cooling strategies and devel-
opment of inverse modeling techniques to minimize peak demand or daily energy begins to transition
our study of type I demand response to type II demand response. The use of these optimization and pre-
diction schemes can conceivably serve as a basis for the formation of day-ahead or real-time electricity
market bids, either for energy or ancillary service.
For type II demand response there has been a large amount of research on residential-type HVAC sys-
tems. Phase I of the Demand Response Spinning Reserve Demonstration by LBNL (Eto et al., 2007)
demonstrated the ability for residential AC units on a single distribution feeder to be switched off for use
as 10-minute spinning reserves in the CAISO operating area. Results showed demand response within 20
seconds of signaling, far less than the required 10 minutes for the reserve type. Additionally, statistical
methods were used to develop correlations between ambient weather conditions and time of day with
load curtailment amount. These correlations, however, require a wider range of weather conditions and
more specific information about individual units for further development and increased accuracy. Phase
2 of this demonstration (Eto et al., 2009) expanded the project to include multiple distribution feeders
spreading among multiple geographical regions. It also tested the ability for curtailment signals to be
initiated via the CAISO Automated Dispatch System (ADS) every five minutes. While this report also
found that demand-side curtailment can respond much faster than the required 10 minutes, there was dif-
ficulty in predicting the exact effect of the curtailment on two of the four distribution feeders. This was
due to a limited number of participants, small loads per AC unit, or other technical difficulties in commu-
nication and feeder assignments. Another study demonstrated the ability for hotel room air-conditioners
to provide spinning reserves (Kirby et al., 2008). A 162-room hotel in Tennessee was able to curtail 22%
and 37% of its load during tests performed over two days. For each test, the load was curtailed within 12
to 60 seconds of dispatch of the curtailment signal. Curtailment lasted 15 minutes and an average room
temperature rise of 1.7 ◦F was observed over that time. The study points out that HVAC systems may
actually perform better as spinning reserves than as peak load reducers or energy providers. This is due
to the time it takes zone temperature to rise compared to the characteristic time period of each service.
Other projects have explored the ability for residential-type loads to provide instantaneous frequency or
power factor support. The first is the Grid Friendly Appliance Project (Hammerstrom et al., 2007), the
second part of the Pacific Northwest GridWise Testbed Demonstration projects referenced earlier. This
project demonstrated the use of frequency detection technology to control residential appliances for au-
tomatic response to grid underfrequency events. Specifically, grid friendly appliance (GFA) controllers
were installed on 150 new residential clothes dryers and 50 retrofitted residential water heaters and were
programmed to shed their load upon detection of 59.95 Hz or less. Though the number of participants
and corresponding load amount was small compared to the system at large, the study demonstrated the
successful operation of such controllers and, therefore, the possibility of automatic, fast acting (< 1
s), demand-side response to underfrequency events. Research at Virginia Tech explored other support-
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related roles for residential buildings, including power factor correction services performed by a Plug-in
Hybrid Electric Vehicle (PHEV) connection in combination with renewable generation and other com-
mon residential loads (Cvetkovic, 2010). It was proposed that a bidirectional power converter (BPC),
in conjunction with the PHEV battery, can be used to control the power factor seen by the utility at the
house feeder connection. A central control system to be located inside the house is developed that can
receive power factor setpoints from the system operator, monitor the total house power factor, and send
control signals to the BPC to modulate the power factor accordingly. Laboratory tests showed successful
power factor adjustment by this system.
Callaway (2009) showed the ability for a collection of thermostatically controlled loads (TCL) to be
controlled using small temperature setpoint adjustments by a central operator such that their aggregate
power output follows a wind generator. The TCL dynamics are represented by a general first-order re-
sistance capacitance model served by a discrete ON/OFF heater or cooler with constant heating power
efficiency or cooling coefficient of performance (COP). Koch et al. (2011) generalized the method of
control to a state space formulation in order to allow for system identification techniques to be used
when the measured states of all or a group of TCL’s are known. This method was used in a model
predictive control scheme in which the collection of TCLs followed a desired power output trajectory.
Callaway and Hiskens (2011) point out the difficulty in centralized load control due to the size of the data
and communications infrastructure that would have to be established, past the current implementation of
digital load meters and smart meters. Much for this reason, Mathieu and Callaway (2012) extended the
direct TCL control work in the case of incomplete state knowledge for the collection of TCLs, showing
that, to an extent, a Kalman filter may used for system identification and control with incomplete state
knowledge. While this work pushes the boundary for the control of TCLs for load following, the as-
sumptions of such discrete HVAC system control with constant efficiencies, in addition to a first-order
resistance capacity model to represent load temperature evolution, may only go so far in real applications.
Multi-zone commercial buildings often utilize VAV systems with variable speed drives (VSD) control-
ling fans, pumps, or compressors that do not have such discrete power consumption profiles. COP is also
a function of operating conditions, particularly evaportating and condensing temperatures, which are set
by chilled water and outdoor air temperatures respectively. Lastly, all of the zones do not experience the
same daily heating or cooling load profiles, mainly due to building orientation, and a more rigorous ap-
proximation of individual zone temperature evolution is needed to maintain thermal comfort. Citing the
requirements of this additional state information for multi-zone commercial buildings, a communications
infrastructure where buildings are responsible for producing their own performance potential forecasts
and bidding them into already existing ancillary service markets could be more practical, as described
by the following study.
Three buildings, including an office building, a furniture store, and a bakery, were used in another project
by the Pacific Gas and Electric Company (PG&E) called Participating Load Pilots (PLP) (Kiliccote et al.,
2009). During this study, the buildings actively bid hourly load curtailment into the CAISO non-spinning
reserve ancillary service market two days in advance. These bids were based on 5 minute load forecasts
created by Itron/Metrix IDR (Itron, 2013), a company that develops retail consumption forecasts for
electricity and gas utilities and customers. A second window to change bids occurred the following
morning until 9 am. The day-ahead market closed at 10 am and dispatch results were awarded at 1 pm the
day before real-time according to the CAISO economic dispatch schedule. An OpenADR infrastructure
(Piette et al., 2009; Ghatikar and Bienert, 2011) was used to communicate the dispatch schedule from the
CAISO automatic dispatch system to the building energy management systems. Additionally, metering
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was installed to deliver 4-second telemetry information to CAISO system operators in order to verify
load shed and maintain stability for the grid. Monetary settlement was made based on the 5 minute
load data that indicated the difference between actual load and forecasted load (used as baseline). For
the office building, the DR strategy used was global zone temperature setpoint adjustment. A feedback
approach was attempted in which the zone temperature was scaled by 1 ◦F in an attempt to maintain load
output. Conclusions from the project found that HVAC and global temperature adjustments meet the
requirements for non-spinning reserve ancillary service participation (10 minute response and two-hour
duration). However, better forecasting methods are required for the initial ramp dynamics of curtailment
as well as highly variable loads.
2.4 Demand Response Implementation
Recently, two final rulings by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) have tried to encour-
age the adoption of demand side resources in all electricity markets. FERC Order 745 (FERC, 2011a)
promoted the fair and non-discriminatory compensation of energy supplied by demand resources by man-
dating full payment of nodal LMP’s for such services. FERC Order 755 (FERC, 2011b) promoted the
fair compensation of ancillary services supplied by demand resources by trying to delineate frequency
regulation compensation by the quality of service provided. This ruling differentiates between resources
with small capacities with high ramp rates, such as storage, demand response, and distributed generation,
from resources with high capacities but slower ramp rates, such as many traditional generating plants.
This section presents opportunities that currently exist for demand resources to participate in wholesale
electricity markets as well as example performance data from a few of these programs.
Table 2.1 summarizes the opportunities for demand response within each U.S. RTO or ISO. Every pro-
gram listed operates under different market and dispatch rules specific to each regional operator. How-
ever, an effort was made to generalize the programs into broader classes of market types to promote a
succinct depiction of existing opportunities. The market types are defined as:
• Forward Capacity - Resources may bid reduction capacity for energy balance on a timescale of
years.
• Price Responsive / Emergency - Resources are capable of responding to high price signals or dis-
patch signals from the system operator during a time of high network stress or capacity deficiency.
• Energy - Resources may submit time-sensitive energy reduction bids into day-ahead or real-time
energy markets. If cleared, the bids are binding and settlement is subject to the individual market
rules.
• Ancillary Services - Resources may submit time-sensitive energy reduction bids into ancillary
service markets such as those for operating reserves and/or regulation. If cleared, the bids are
binding and settlement is subject to the individual market rules.
It can be seen that most of the system operators allow almost full participation in their electricity markets
from demand response. In most cases, demand response resource bids have minimum capacity require-
ments that require the aggregation of individual load resources by curtailment service providers or load
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1 (ISO New England, 2012a, 2013b)
2 (NYISO, 2013)
3 (PJM, 2013; McAnany, 2013)
4 (MISO, 2010)
5 (California ISO, 2011, 2013)
6 (ERCOT, 2007)
Table 2.1 – Current demand response programs in U.S. regional electricity networks.
serving entities (e.g. utilities). For energy markets, there is a minimum LMP threshold above which the
inclusion of demand response is determined to be economically beneficial for the network. This price is
determined by the Net Benefits Test, to be performed by each system operator as outlined in FERC Order
745 (FERC, 2011a). For a detailed description of each program, the reader is referred to the references
listed under each RTO or ISO name in Table 2.1. Note that the Southwest Power Pool (SPP) also con-
tains opportunities for demand response in the form of a Dispatchable Demand Response Resource and a
Block Demand Response Resource (SPP, 2013). However, specific details regarding how these demand
response resources are procured and dispatched were unobtainable and a specific market type could not
be defined.
Table 2.2 displays 2012 data from the NYISO Emergency Demand Response Program (EDRP) and
Installed Capacity-Special Case Resource Program (ICAP/SCR), which together accounted for 5.8% of
the 2012 Summer Capability Period peak demand of 32,439 MW (NYISO, 2013). EDRP pays demand
response resources the greater of $500/MWh and the LMP to reduce load in response to ISO dispatch
signals that occur from a deficiency in reserve capacity. All registered loads acted through an aggregator
or Load Serving Entity (LSE). While they provide an available reduction capacity upon registration, the
value is not binding upon dispatch. ICAP/SCR allows demand response resources to sell curtailment into
the installed capacity market through Responsible Interface Parties (RIPs). Cleared curtailment capacity
is binding for each resource. In the summer of 2012, ICAP/SCR represented 92.2% of the sum of EDRP
and ICAP/SCR. Note that while the Day Ahead Demand Response Program (DADRP) and Demand
Side Ancillary Service Program (DSASP) were available for participation in 2012, no offers were made
in either program for the data analysis period of September 2011 to August 2012.
From the winter of 2006 to the summer of 2010, ISO New England performed the Demand Response
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Table 2.2 – Performance data for NYISO demand response programs in summer 2012 (NYISO, 2013).
Reserve Pilot Program in order to asses the capability of small demand resources to provide 30-minute
operating reserves (KEMA, 2010) under varying system conditions. A total of 107 events occurred dur-
ing the program, each lasted between 30 and 60 minutes, and the times varied from morning to afternoon.
The load resources were separated into three categories, including Load Reduction Assets, Generation
Assets, and Direct Load Control Assets. Load Reduction Assets participated by reducing their electricity
consumption relative to a baseline and included mainly building HVAC and lighting systems. Genera-
tion Assets participated by starting behind-the-meter generators. Direct Load Control Assets consisted
of groups of residential air-conditioners under direct control. Reduction compared to a baseline, there-
fore, was only used for the Load Reduction Assets. Each asset enrolled with a contracted amount of
reduction capacity. Table 2.3 shows the average performance of Load Reduction Assets calculated by
averaging the demand reduction (MW) over each event for each time period as well as for each resource.
The Load Reduction Assets provided approximately half of their contract overall. Note that individual
event performances averaged over all of the resources ranged from 30% to 70% with outliers at 20%
and 130%. Load Reduction Asset performance was deemed less reliable than diesel and gas turbine
generators performance the same service.
The PJM Interconnect has some of the most active demand response programs in the country. In the
year 2012, over 8,800 MW of demand response were active in the PJM system, with 2,250 MW (25%)
participating in economic demand response programs, which include participation in energy and ancil-
lary service markets, and 6,577 MW (75%) participating in emergency demand response, which are only
dispatched during network capacity deficiencies (McAnany, 2013). Of the emergency demand response
capacity, 22% comes from HVAC load, 22.5% coming from manufacturing, 22.6% coming from backup
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Table 2.3 – Performance data summary for ISO New England spinning reserve pilot program from 2006 to 2010
(KEMA, 2010).
generation mainly diesel generators. Industrial and manufacturing facilities account for 46% of the emer-
gency demand response capacity, while only 6% come from office buildings and 14% from residential
buildings. Detailed statistics could not be found on the economic demand response sources, however,
performance statistics are displayed in Table 2.4. This data summarizes the performance of economic
demand response for each month of 2012 as well as the participation of demand in two types of ancillary
services, synchronous (spinning) reserves and regulation. The portion of reserves served by demand
response for a particular load zone is also given.
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Table 2.4 – Performance data summary for PJM demand response programs in 2012 (McAnany, 2013).
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2.5 Conclusion
A two-day workshop, organized in October 2011 in Washington D.C., brought together many of the
leading minds in ancillary service demand response research and some of the most influential people in
its industry adoption (Kirby et al., 2011). Representatives were present from both the system operator
perspective in addition to the demand-side perspective. The findings of the workshop agree well with the
general conclusions from this research review. In summary, these findings were:
• Load participation in ancillary services can increase system flexibility to help manage higher pen-
etrations of sustainable variable energy resources.
• While demonstration projects have shown the capabilities of residential and small commercial
customers to provide ancillary services, they do not typically participate in today’s markets.
• While HVAC loads match well with the requirements of ancillary service provision, particularly
spinning reserves, temporal and service constraints limit the amount of service HVAC systems can
provide at any one time.
• Physical and operational limitations of HVAC systems in providing ancillary services must be
better understood.
• Reliability of demand response for ancillary services is difficult for system operators; as is the
forecasting of performance in terms of ramp rate (MW/min) and magnitude (MW).
• There is a need for better commercial HVAC system control systems, in association with decision
support tools, to bid reliable services.
The results of the literature review suggest a need to better understand the dynamics associated with
multi-zone commercial HVAC system demand response strategies, which are on the same time-scale
as ancillary service operations (sub-hourly). A review of daily market operations revealed the extensive
planning undertaken by system operators to ensure network stability and high-quality electricity delivery.
Financial penalties ensure the reliability of generators to perform the dispatched service. For demand re-
sponse to be economically viable in the long run for commercial building owners and system operators
alike, reliability must be a priority. A review of demand response research indicates the lack of study
of specific HVAC-provided ancillary service strategy dynamics for common multi-zone systems, such as
VAV systems. This includes both the thermo-fluid and cascading control loop responses from thermostat
to central plant, which ultimately drive both the change in electrical consumption as well as occupant
services. Much of the baseline and curtailment load predictions use outdoor air temperature and time
as independent variables, without considering the physical and engineering processes that underlie per-
formance variability. These dynamics are important for understanding and ultimately forecasting the
ancillary service potential for HVAC systems utilizing various curtailment strategies and operating under
differing load conditions. Additionally, there is a lack of simulations aimed at better understanding these
dynamics. Simulations can be valuable tools in the subject of building controls engineering, especially
in the case of demand response, because there are no occupants to service and virtually any operating
condition can be tested. Lastly, a review of the performance of some demand response programs im-
plemented or piloted around the U.S. reveals the performance variability in some of today’s demand
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response markets as well as a hesitation for some load to participate in ancillary service markets. Over-
all, these topics motivate the need for the research presented in the the next three chapters of this thesis,
which aim to improve the understanding of VAV HVAC demand response operation and serve as a basis
for future forecasting of demand response potential in ancillary service markets.
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Test Building Analysis
A test building was equipped with monitoring devices to measure both electrical and HVAC system
performance at high-resolution timescales. The data collected is used to gain insights into the operation
of a VAV system on a normal basis as well as during an example demand response event. The goal
of this chapter is to identify real-world operational qualities of multi-zone buildings with VAV systems
which need to be considered for ancillary service provision. Section 1 will describe the test building
architectural design, engineering systems, and data recording systems. Section 2 will use data collected
during normal summertime operation to identify everyday operational and control characteristics that
affect a building’s ability to provide ancillary services. Section 3 will describe the setup and results of a
simple demand response test, during which the duct supply static pressure setpoints for two air-handling
units (AHU) were lowered for 30 minutes three times during a day. Data from these tests will be used to
identify event-specific operational and control characteristics that affect ancillary service provision.
3.1 Building Overview
3.1.1 Architecture Design and Construction
The test building is used jointly between the Fraunhofer Center for Manufacturing Innovation (CMI) and
the Boston University Department of Manufacturing Engineering. It is located on the Boston University
Campus in Brookline, MA and is designed to serve as a leading R&D center for applied research in the
U.S. (Fraunhofer USA, Inc, 2011). The exterior of the building was erected in 1992 to be used as a
parking garage and a renovation in 1995 added the research facilities and offices that exist today.
The test building is approximately 4,069 m2 total (3,251 m2 usable) over two stories, with research
laboratories and a few offices on the basement floor, and offices and conference rooms on the first floor.
A carport is located on the basement floor in the west wing of the building and is unconditioned. The
floor-to-floor height is 4.84 m for the basement floor and 3.1 m for the first floor. An average 1.78 m
truss depth gives a plenum of the same average depth between the roof and first floor ceiling. Where
large manufacturing machinery is located on the basement floor, the space extends two stories high. The
building is attached on the north side to neighboring buildings whose entrances are oriented north on
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Commonwealth Avenue. The entrance to the test building is on the first floor and is facing east onto
St. Marys Street. The south facade and relatively insignificant western facade face directly onto the
Massachusetts Turnpike.
The exterior walls are approximately 0.191 m (7.5 in) thick masonry connected via a 0.0254 m (1 in)
expansion joint to a 0.0921 m (3-5/8 in) metal stud wall with 0.0889 m (3-1/2 in) fibrous insulation
and 0.0159 (5/8 in) gypsum wallboard on the interior. Office partitions are 0.092 m (3-5/8 in) metal
stud with 0.0159 (5/8 in) gypsum wallboard while research lab partitions and those around stairwell and
elevator shafts are 0.203 m (8 in) concrete blocks with 0.0159 (5/8 in) gypsum wallboard attached by
0.0222 m (7/8 in) furring channels 0.406 m (16 in) oc. Corridor partitions with offices are 0.0921 m
(3-5/8 in) metal stud with 0.0921 m (3-5/8 in) gypsum wallboard and a second layer of 0.0127 m (1/2 in)
gypsum wallboard on the corridor side. The first floor corridor partition with the two-story section of the
basement is 0.00635 m (1/4 in) laminated glass with an aluminum frame. The basement floor is a 0.152
m (6 in) slab-on-grade while the first level floor is primarily supported by a concrete t-beam system with
floor thickness of 0.127 m (5 in). The building contains a shallowly sloped roof that is composed of a
roofing membrane on top of polyisocyanurate insulation supported by a concrete substrate.
3.1.2 Mechanical Systems
The HVAC system, diagrammed in Figure 3.1, is composed of two VAV systems served by a central
plant and is controlled by a Schneider Electric Andover Continuum control system (Schneider Electric,
2013b). AHU1 serves the ground floor lab and office areas with a design capacity of 11.5 m3/s (24,400
cfm) and 4.365 m3/s (9,250 cfm) of outdoor air. AHU2 serves the first level office areas with a capacity
of 11.3 m3/s (24,000 cfm) and 1.89 m3/s (4,000 cfm) of outdoor air. AHU1 is located on a mezzanine
above the first floor level and AHU2 is located on the basement floor. Each air handler is equipped with a
pre-filter, preheat coil, cooling coil, final filter, humidifier, and supply fan. Each supply fan has a 0.768 m
(30-1/4 in) wheel diameter and blows cooling supply air at 12.8 ◦C (55 ◦F) to terminal unit boxes at each
zone. Each supply fan is served by a 29.8 kW (40 HP) motor with 480 V/3 phase/60 Hz electrical service
and a variable frequency drive (VFD). Each AHU system also contains an in-line centrifugal return fan
with a wheel diameter of 1.02 m (40-1/4 in) that moves air from a return plenum on each floor back to
its respective AHU. Both return fans are served by a 11.2 kW (15 HP) motor with 480/3/60 electrical
service and a VFD. In addition, a total of seven smaller roof exhaust or propeller fans exhaust air from
toilet rooms, two electrical rooms, two mechanical rooms, and a fume hood. All of these fans contain
motors of 0.186 or 0.248 kW (1/4 or 1/3 HP) and are served by 120/1/60 electrical service with no VFDs.
A total of 51 pressure-independent terminal unit (TU) boxes with hot water reheat deliver the appropriate
amount and temperature of air to condition each zone. All perimeter zones on the south side of the
building along with a few perimeter zones on the north side of the building also contain one of two types
of fin-tube radiation. With few exceptions, the fin-tubes are located under the windows. Two cabinet unit
heaters are located on the ground floor of two stairwells on the north side of the building and two unit
headers are located in the loading area on the north side of the ground floor. Additionally, one cabinet
unit heater is located above the main entrance vestibule on the first floor level.
Chilled water (CHW) is produced by a 615 kW (175 ton) air-cooled chiller. The chiller contains two
refrigerant circuits with screw-type compressors, one rated at 281 kW (80 ton) and the other at 334
kW (95 ton). The rated load amperage (RLA) at 460 Volts of each compressor are 136 A and 155 A
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respectively, corresponding to a total power draw of approximately 185 kW and a nominal COP of 3.3
if a power factor of 0.8 is assumed. The condenser is made up of a fin and tube heat exchanger and (14)
0.711 m (28 in) diameter fans, each with a 1.12 kW (1.5 HP) motor. The evaporator uses a shell and tube
type heat exchanger and is designed to cool 0.0235 m3/s (373 gpm) of water from 11.1 ◦C (52 ◦F) to 5.56
◦C (42 ◦F) for service to the AHU cooling coils. The chiller is loaded at one of eight operating capacities
from 0% to 100% by independently staging the two compressors at 0%, 50%, 75%, or 100% in a lead-lag
arrangement. This staging is clearly seen in the presentation of recorded chiller power consumption data
in the next section. Two CHW distribution pumps sized for 0.0240 m3/s (380 gpm) at 20.9 kPa (70 ftwg)
distribute chilled water from the chiller to the AHU cooling coils with 7.46 kW (10 HP) motors. The
pumps operate with n+1 redundancy and no VFDs. The chiller is located on the roof of the western wing
of the building and the chilled water distribution pumps are located in the ground level mechanical room
on the north side of the building.
Hot water (HW) at 93.3 ◦C (200 ◦C) is produced through a heat exchanger with low pressure 50.3 kPa
(7.3 psi) district steam. A summer time gas fired boiler also produces 63 kW (215,000 btuh) with a
net efficiency of 0.70. A boiler circulation pump sized for 0.00126 m3/s (20 gpm) at 35.8 kPa (12
ftwg) circulates hot water through the boiler when needed with a 0.248 kW (1/3 HP) motor. Two HW
distribution pumps sized for 0.0158 m3/s (250 gpm) at 179 kPa (60 ftwg) distribute hot water produced
by the steam heat exchanger and/or boiler to the AHU pre-heat coils, terminal unit re-heat coils, fin-tube
radiation, and unit heaters with 5.59 kW (7-1/2 HP) motors. The pumps operate with n+1 redundancy
and no VFDs. The steam heat exchanger, boiler, boiler circulation pump, and the hot water distribution
pumps are located in the mezzanine mechanical room above the first floor level on the north side of the
building.
Equipment cooling water (ECW) is created by a closed circuit cooler (CCC) that is designed to cool
0.00568 m3/s (90 gpm) of water from 35 ◦C (95 ◦F) to 29.4 ◦C (85 ◦F) at 24.4 ◦CWB (76 ◦FWB). The
spray basin is filled with domestic cold water and contains a 2 kW pan heater, assumed to keep the spray
water from freezing. The closed circuit cooler fan is served by a 7.46 kW (10 HP) motor while the
spray pump contains a 0.373 kW (1/2 HP) motor. Two ECW distribution pumps sized for 0.00568 m3/s
(90 gpm) at 164 kPa (55 ftwg) distribute cooled water from the closed circuit cooler to the laboratories
or other equipment cooling water outlets with 2.24 kW (3 HP) motors. The pumps operate with n+1
redundancy and no VFDs. The closed circuit cooler and the equipment cooling water distribution pumps
are located in the mezzanine mechanical room above the first floor level on the north side of the building.
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Figure 3.1 – Diagram of test building HVAC system.
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3.1.3 Electrical Systems
A 1500 kVA transformer connects 13.8 kV utility service to the building’s main 480/277 V, 2400 A
switchboard. The main switchboard distributes power to seven main distribution panels through trans-
formers as required:
1. ACC-1 (Air-cooled chiller, 450 A)
2. MPNH1 (HVAC 1, 225 A)
3. 480/277 Bus (400 A)
4. 208/120 Bus (600 A)
5. GLNH1 (Outdoor lighting and future, 150 A)
6. GPNH2 (HVAC 2, 225 A)
7. 1PNL1 (Main lighting and plug, 600 A).
Table 3.1 below displays the breakout of the two main HVAC panels, MPNH1 and GPNH2. Note that
seven exhaust fans, serving mechanical rooms, electrical rooms, toilets, and a fume hood, are located on
sub-panels served by 1PNL1.
Table 3.1 – Equipment breakout for two HVAC electrical panels in the test building.
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3.1.4 Recording Systems
Building electricity data is collected using one Veris Industries H8238 Multi-Circuit Monitor (Veris
Industries, 2013b), one Veris Industries H8822 Data Acquisition System (Veris Industries, 2013c), and
21 Veris Industries Current Transducers (CT) (Veris Industries, 2013a), as diagrammed in Figure 3.2
below. Seven sets of CTs were installed on the A, B, and C phase feeders of the main panel and six
of the distribution panels. The output signals from the CTs are terminated in panel-specific terminal
blocks, which are connected to the H8238 Multi-Circuit Monitor. The H8822 Data Acquisition (DAQ)
system collects and time stamps the data from the multi-circuit monitor. The data is then downloaded
from the DAQ to a Boston University network hard drive via an ethernet connection. The DAQ is set
to collect and time stamp data continuously at one-minute intervals while the data is downloaded to the
Boston University network drive every one hour. All of the power data presented in this thesis for the
test building was measured at one-minute intervals using this system.
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Circuit
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Transducers
Voltage Tap
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B
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BU
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Figure 3.2 – Diagram of electrical panel recording system for test building.
Building HVAC system data is collected using a software product called Automatic Extended Log
Archiver for Andover Continuum (Schneider Electric, 2013a). The software system is installed on a
Boston University central server where points can be logged from multiple buildings around campus,
one of which being the test building. The resolution of the collected data depended on the number of
points recorded and the length of their recording. This was due to limitations set upon the amount of data
that could be transferred to the central server at one time without disturbing its operation.
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3.2 Considerations from Summertime Operation
3.2.1 Relative Magnitude of End-use Power Consumption
The first major consideration for the ability to provide ancillary services must be given to the rela-
tive magnitude of controllable loads to whole-building power consumption. In the case of demand re-
sponse, these controllable loads primarily comprise of lighting and HVAC, though could also include
non-essential plug loads or other equipment loads. Comparing the power demand of each load type tells
building owners which could provide the most service. In addition, if sub-metering is possible, specific
equipment could be targeted for use. While EIA (2012) reports HVAC electricity consumption accounted
for an average of 27% of commercial whole-building power consumption in 2011, the true number for
any particular building will vary based on system type, loading, and operation scheme. Figure 3.3 below
presents the measured power demand of all of the electrical panels of the test building for a one-week
period in July, 2012. The first two days on the figure are a Saturday and Sunday. Using a total usable
floor space of 3,261 m2, the max building power of 284 kW amounts to 87 W/m2, the max HVAC power
of 230 kW amounts to 71 W/m2, and the max plug load of 30 kW amounts to 9 W/m2. Notice that the
chiller is responsible for approximately half of building power demand during occupied hours. Addi-
tionally, panels MPNH1, GPNH2, and 1PNL1 account for power consumption of similar order. Overall,
it can be seen that on the most demanding day, July 17th, HVAC power accounts for approximately 80%
of building power demand. While this value diminishes over the other days of the week, it is clear that
HVAC power is the primary consumer of electricity in the test building, particularly the chiller. There-
fore, providing ancillary services with HVAC loads over any other is a clear choice, with the target piece
of equipment being the chiller.
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Figure 3.3 – Plot of Main (black), ACC-1 (red), MPNH1 (pink), 480/277 Bus (green), 208/120 Bus (orange),
GPNH2 (dark blue), and 1PNL1 (light blue) electrical panels’ real power demand for one week in July, 2012 for
the test building. Data measured at a one-minute resolution.
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3.2.2 Environmental Dependencies
One of the most implicit challenges of utilizing commercial buildings for ancillary service provision
is their power consumption dependence on environmental factors, driven primarily by HVAC systems.
This is most clearly seen by Figure 3.4, where outdoor air temperature and solar irradiation is plotted
along with chiller, MPNH1, and GPNH2 power consumption and AHU supply air volumetric flowrates
for a one-week period in July, 2012. The environmental data was collected with five-minute resolution
from a weather station located in Cambridge, MA (Weather Underground, Inc, 2013), approximately
two miles from the test building site. A relationship between outdoor air temperature and air-cooled
chiller power consumption can clearly be seen both as a general trend throughout the week as well as
throughout each day. While it is expected that air flowrate fan power may follow a similar suit, these
values are dependent on the total space cooling load, which is not only a function of environment, but
also occupancy, equipment operation, and building construction. As the test building is only exposed to
the environment through two exterior walls and the roof, it is not surprising that space cooling load does
not follow environmental conditions as closely as the air-cooled chiller for each hour during the day,
though a general relationship is seen throughout the week. However, because the chiller accounts for the
majority of HVAC power consumption, and in this test building case whole-building power consumption,
the total building power consumption appears to follow outdoor air temperature. Note that outdoor
air temperature-based regression models are common in predicting baseline building power, such as in
Mathieu et al. (2011). While a model of a similar sort will not be developed in this thesis, it is important
to consider why HVAC power can depend on the environment, and why it may not always be the case.
Both the COP and capacity of a chiller are strongly dependent on whats happening at the evaporator and
condenser (Gayeski, 2010). An increase in the condensing temperature at the same condenser fluid mass
flowrate requires the refrigerant to be compressed to a higher temperature and pressure for the same heat
rejection, requiring more compressor work. In the case of an air-cooled chiller, this is directly related to
outdoor air temperature. An increase in the evaporator inlet chilled water temperature at the same chilled
water mass flowrate requires more heat to be rejected by the condenser, also increasing the compressor
power. In the case of cooling supply air in a VAV system, a change in evaporator chilled water inlet
temperature is directly related to the supply air mass flowrate through the cooling coil, which in turn is
related to the amount of cooling load in the building and, subsequently, to the environmental conditions.
Supply and return fan power consumption is also a function of air mass flowrate, as a higher flowrate
requires more energy to be imparted to the air by the fan. These dependencies are important to consider
when deciding on curtailment strategies and predicting performance during ancillary service provision.
HVAC power consumption will vary heavily with outdoor air temperature if a chiller is air-cooled due
to condensing temperatures and if the building is externally-load dominant due to inlet chilled water
evaporator temperatures and required fan power. Alternatively, if a building is internally-load dominated
or the chiller utilizes a cooling tower, the HVAC power consumption will be a stronger function of the
occupant, plug, and equipment loads or outdoor air wet-bulb temperature respectively.
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Figure 3.4 – Plots of outdoor air temperature (top, blue), solar irradiation (top, orange), ACC-1 (upper middle),
MPNH1 (lower middle, black), GPNH2 (lower middle, gray), AHU1 supply air flowrate (lower, blue), and AHU2
supply air flowrate (lower, red) for one week in July, 2012 for the test building. Environmental data measured at
a five-minute resolution, real power data measured at a one-minute resolution, and air flowrate data measured at a
15-minute resolution.
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3.2.3 Discrete Operations
Consideration must also be given to the presence of electrical equipment with discrete operation. This
operation may come in two forms, as represented in Figure 3.5 below, which presents chiller power and
GPNH2 power for July 17th. The first form of discrete operation is staging and is represented by the
chiller power consumption profile. As mentioned in the previous section, the chiller is staged through
eight available capacities by a lead-lag arrangement on two compressors that operate at discrete part-load
ratios; 0%, 50%, 75%, and 100%. This can present itself as a significant advantage or challenge to the
provision of ancillary services. It presents an advantage if perfect knowledge of the required capacity is
known for the duration of the service provision. In this case, ancillary services can be provided in known
and discrete magnitudes by changing the operating stage of the chiller. However, if there is imperfect
knowledge of the required capacity a slight miscalculation can result in a variation in actual performance
from expected performance equal to the power differences between stages. A remedy for this could be
the controlled prevention of staging during service provision, however, this is likely to have significant
effects on mechanical durability if staging would otherwise be required.
The second form of discrete operation is on-off cycling of equipment, represented by the GPNH2 panel
power consumption profile. The frequent oscillations displayed can be traced to the 15 Hp (11.2 kW)
air compressor served by the panel cycling on and off once every 1-3 minutes. The exact cause of this
cycling is unknown, though is likely due to the maintainability of air pressure in a storage tank that
is subject to demand. In general, if the frequency of cycling is orders of magnitude faster than the time
period of service provision, or if the magnitude of cycling is orders of magnitude smaller than the amount
of service provided, than the oscillatory nature of the equipment could be considered just as noise that is
present normally. If this this not the case, consideration must be given to shutting the equipment down
during service provision, or taking its operation into consideration when providing a service bid.
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Figure 3.5 – Plot of ACC-1 (black) and GPNH2 (gray) real power for July 17th, 2012. Data measured at a one-
minute resolution.
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3.2.4 Operational Faults
Faults in HVAC systems are common sources of building energy inefficiency (Li, 2009; Samouhos,
2010). These can include mechanical faults, such as stuck valves or dampers, clogged coils or filters,
and deteriorating equipment, or they can include control faults, such as improper controller tuning, si-
multaneous heating and cooling, or schedule deviations. If the fault occurs suddenly, the performance
of ancillary service provision can be significantly different than the bid performance, specifically in the
case of stuck actuators. If the fault is developed over a period of time, such as equipment degradation, it
becomes necessary to update performance models with the most recent data available for the bidding of
ancillary services.
3.3 Considerations from a Duct Static Pressure Adjustment Test
3.3.1 Test Setup
A simple test was performed on the test building in order to gain insight into the short term transient
response of a real VAV system to a demand response strategy implementation. The strategy implemented
was a duct static pressure setpoint reset in both AHUs, which was a popular strategy in Motegi et al.
(2007) and was the easiest to implement in the test building BAS system. The test was implemented
on Saturday, November 17th. Though this time represents a period of limited loading on the system,
due to the reduced occupancy, cooler outdoor air temperatures, and weaker solar irradiation, valuable
observations could still be made about the response of the air system. This system ultimately drives the
thermo-fluid and electrical response of the HVAC system, as will be described in more detail in Chapter
4. The observations to be made during the test included how quickly pressure-independent terminal unit
boxes respond to step changes in duct static pressure, how quickly supply fan speed changes in response
to step changes in duct static pressure, the effect system load variations have on air system component
responses, and how these responses ultimately effect electricity consumption.
The test consisted of lowering the static pressure of both AHUs for 30 minutes at three times during the
test day; 10:30 AM, 1:30 PM, and 4:30 PM. The duration of each test was chosen to simulate the delivery
of reserve services as described in Chapter 2. The generally accepted spinning reserve time period of
10 minutes was not chosen in order to allow study of responses at both 10 minutes and 30 minutes after
strategy initiation. The times of implementation through the test day were chosen to study different
loading conditions on the building, allow enough time between setpoint adjustments for recovery to
normal operation, and fit within the scheduled system occupancy period of 10:00 AM to 6:00 PM on
weekends. For each test, the AHU1 duct static pressure was lowered from 248.8 Pa (1 inwg) to 161.7 Pa
(0.65 inwg) and the AHU2 duct static pressure setpoint was lowered from 373.2 Pa (1.5 inwg) to 248.8
Pa (1 inwg). Electrical data was recorded every one-minute and HVAC performance data was recorded
every two minutes, as described in a previous section.
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3.3.2 Results
Measurements from the tests are presented in Figures 3.6 to 3.8 on the following pages, while data
from the test day is summarized in Tables 3.2, Table 3.3, and Figure 3.9. Figure 3.6 displays plots of
outdoor air temperature and total building power for the day of the test. Figure 3.7 displays plots of AHU
performance data as well as HVAC panel power consumption. Unfortunately in the case of AHU data
recording, there were unknown technical difficulties with the HVAC data recorder that caused some loss
of data from approximately 2:00 PM to 3:30 PM and from approximately 5:30 PM to the end of the test
day. Figure 3.8 displays terminal unit data including damper position, air flowrate, and zone temperature.
The data in this figure comes from five terminal units. TU102 and TU108 are on the system of AHU1
and located at approximately 1/3 and 2/3 down the main duct trunk respectively. TU125, TU135, and
TU139 are on the system of AHU2 located at approximately 1/2 down the east duct branch, the start of
the east duct branch, and 1/3 down the west duct branch. Table 3.2 summarizes fan speed and supply
air flowrate for AHU1 and AHU2 and Table 3.3 summarizes power consumption for the main HVAC
distribution panels, MPNH1 and GPNH2.
Overall, the tests were successful in implementing the static pressure adjustment. It is evident from the
data that transient timescales of damper and fan speed modulation in response to adjustments in the duct
static pressure setpoints occurred within the two-minute resolution of data recording. This is important
to consider in the case of predicting and bidding reserve supply, as it would be possible for the air system
to reach a steady-state well before the required reduction times of 10 or 30 minutes.
Additionally, whole-building power measurements plotted in Figure 3.6 show how discrete staging of
the chiller makes it difficult to characterize the overall effectiveness of the curtailment strategy, as de-
scribed in a previous section. It is likely that the chiller would have continued its periodic staging, whose
magnitude and frequency are on the order of those of the curtailment event, through the 10:30 AM test
had it not been for a reduction in AHU airflow as a result of the static pressure reductions. The apparent
magnitude and duration of one of the chiller stage increments is approximately six minutes and 25 kW
respectively and would have to be considered in service settlement. However, the analysis that follows
will focus on the two HVAC electrical panels, and not on whole-building or chiller power, as they provide
more insight into the effectiveness of the curtailment event with respect to air system operation.
As noted in Callaway and Hiskens (2011), the provision of ancillary services is related more to instanta-
neous load adjustments than it is to hourly deviations from a whole-day baseline model. This is especially
true for service periods on the order of 10 to 30 minutes, during which time significant changes in HVAC
load are unlikely to occur. Exceptions for this could be made for the transient periods of morning start-up
and night shutdown. Therefore, changes in electrical and HVAC performance parameters in this anal-
ysis are determined by comparing the time-averaged value of the parameter for 30 minutes before the
curtailment event to the time-averaged value for the 30 minutes during the event. Note in Tables 3.2
and 3.3, reduction magnitude and normalized reduction are defined as in Equations 3.1 and 3.2 so that
curtailments with different reference magnitudes may be compared.
Lastly, the performance of TU139 in Figure 3.8 shows oscillatory damper behavior. This demonstrates
how operational faults, in this case controller tuning, could interfere with ancillary service provision as
indicated in the previous section. Too many terminal units operating in this way could make performance
during any kind of service event erratic as the dampers adjust not only to new system conditions brought
upon by the curtailment strategy, but also by each individually.
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Figure 3.6 – Plot of outdoor air temperature (top, blue), solar irradiation (top, orange), and main electrical panel
real power (bottom) for the duct static pressure adjustment test day, November 17th, 2012. Dotted lines indicate
the beginning and end of the three test periods. Environmental data was measured at a five-minute resolution and
real power data was measured at a one-minute resolution.
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Figure 3.7 – Plots of AHU1 supply (top, solid red) and return (top, dashed red) fan speed , AHU1 duct static
pressure (upper middle, red), AHU2 duct static pressure (upper middle, blue), AHU1 supply air flowrate (lower
middle, blue), AHU2 supply air flowrate (lower middle, red), MPNH1 real power (bottom, black), and GPNH2 real
power (bottom, gray) for the duct static pressure adjustment test day, November 17th, 2012. Dotted lines indicate
the beginning and end of the three test periods. HVAC performance data was measured at a two-minute resolution
and real power data was measured at a one-minute resolution.
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Figure 3.8 – Plots of damper position (top), air flowrate (middle) and zone temperature (bottom) for TU102 (red),
TU108 (pink), TU125 (light blue), TU135 (blue), and TU139 (black) for the duct static pressure adjustment test
day, November 17th, 2012. Dotted lines indicate the beginning and end of the three test periods. Data was
measured at a two-minute resolution.
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Table 3.2 – Summary of test building AHU performance during static pressure tests.
Table 3.3 – Summary of test building HVAC electrical panel performance during static pressure adjustment tests.
αθ = θnormal −θreduced (3.1)
βθ =
θreduced
θnormal
(3.2)
Where:
θ = Parameter Value
αθ = Reduction Magnitude of θ
βθ = Normalized Reduction of θ
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Figure 3.9 – Normalized power reduction of MPNH1 (blue) and GPNH2 (red) against normalized air flowrate
reduction for AHU2 of the test building during three static pressure adjustment tests.
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3.3.3 Discussion
The total power curtailment for each of the three tests, 10:30 AM, 1:30 PM, and 4:30 PM, was 6.32
kW (approximately 6% of whole-building power), 3.63 (3.6%) and 3.5 kW (3.5%) respectively. While
noticeable curtailment was present for each test, the morning test was almost twice as effective as the
two afternoon tests, where the curtailments were approximately equal. Normalized reduction in fan
speed and air flowrate for AHU1 continued to increase slightly throughout the day, while for AHU2,
the normalized reduction in fan speed decreased throughout the day and the normalized reduction in air
flowrate decreased dramatically between the morning and afternoon. Figure 3.7 shows that the return
fans for each AHU follow their respective supply fans very well with an offset. Therefore, it can be
assumed that similar changes in return air flowrates as supply air flowrates can be expected for each
AHU. Unfortunately, direct measurements of fan power could not be made. However, the AHU1 supply
and return fans and the AHU2 supply fan are located on panel MPNH1 while the AHU2 return fan is
located on panel GPNH2. From Table 3.2, Table 3.3, and Figure 3.9, it is clear that the dramatic decrease
in supply and return air flowrate reduction in AHU2 from the morning tests to the afternoon tests had
the largest impact on power consumption for both HVAC panels MPNH1 and GPNH2. Their power
consumption reductions decrease as the air flowrate reductions for AHU2. This analysis reveals a strong
relationship between fan power curtailment and air flowrate reduction when using a duct static pressure
adjustment as a curtailment strategy. It is, therefore, important to explore the reason for higher airflow
reduction in the afternoon than the morning for AHU2.
Air flowrate is reduced in response to duct static pressure adjustments when terminal units are starved.
Pressure-independent terminal units develop a desired air flowrate based on the error of zone temperature
from setpoint. The dampers are modulated in order to attain the desired flowrate or maintain it in the
wake of small duct pressure variations. Lowering the duct static pressure setpoint reduces the pressure
drop across the dampers, lowering the air flowrate through them, and requiring the dampers to modulate
open to retain the desired air flowrate. If the duct static pressure is dropped low enough such that even
with the dampers modulated to fully open there is still not the desired airflow through them, the terminal
unit is considered starved. There is nothing the terminal unit can do to provide the correct amount of air to
meet the load. Note that this can also occur if the load becomes too high compared to the static pressure
setpoint. In general, if a duct static pressure setpoint reduction is made, and none of the terminal units
become starved, then no change in airflow in the system will occur. However, if terminal units become
starved as the result of the decrease in duct static pressure, a reduction in airflow through the system will
occur.
The operation of such a process is visible in the plots shown on Figure 3.8 and Figure 3.7. TU135 is able
to maintain its desired air flowrate through all three tests by modulating its dampers open in the wake
of static pressure reductions during the test. TU108, however, is starved the entire day, as its damper
position remains fully open throughout the entire day. Notice that during the test periods when the duct
static pressure is dropped, the air flowrate through TU108 also drops. Meanwhile, TU102 is starved
during the start of the day, however, is able to modulate open during the test periods of the afternoon. A
loss of damper position data is a possible reason for the display of all zeros after approximately 4:30 PM.
The effect on the total air flowrate through the AHU supply fans is clearly seen in Figure 3.7. Notice
that both AHU air flowrates are reduced during the morning test period, indicating that terminal units
on both systems were starved. However, AHU2 experiences less air flowrate reduction during the two
afternoon test periods, indicating a lesser number of starved terminal units. Recognizing that fan and
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chiller power consumption are strong functions of AHU air flowrate, and AHU air flowrate is dependent
on the starving of terminal unit boxes, predicting when terminal units will be starved in response to a
static pressure setpoint adjustment, or any other demand response strategy, can be key to determining
how much power can be curtailed at a given time. In addition, since terminal unit starving is indicative of
a loss of service, determining which terminal units will starve and to what magnitude can help minimize
loss of service to those critical zones.
3.4 Conclusion
This chapter has used high-resolution power consumption and HVAV performance data collected from a
test building on Boston University’s campus to gain insights into some qualities of VAV HVAC systems
that affect ancillary service provision performance. These insights should be considered by both building
owners and future demand response researchers in order to improve both the ability and reliability of VAV
system to provide ancillary services.
First, main and sub-panel power data during a summer week was used to compare the relative magnitude
of end-use power demand in the building. From this analysis, it was determined that the HVAC system
can account for up to 80% of the building power, most of which is from the air-cooled chiller. Therefore,
it would be desirable in this case to use the HVAC system for any demand response service and target
the chiller as the source of the service.
Second, a relationship between HVAC system power consumption and environmental conditions was
observed. This led to a discussion on the reasons for this relationship. First, outdoor air temperature
has a direct effect on air-cooled chiller condenser operation. Second, there is an indirect effect, through
the cooling loads of the building, environmental conditions have on airflow through the AHU fans and
chilled water temperature entering the chiller’s evaporator. If the building is internally-load dominated
or the chiller is water-cooled, occupancy and equipment loads or outdoor air wetbulb temperature could
play more important roles in determining power consumption.
Third, the presence of discrete equipment operations was presented through power data on the chiller
and air-compressor located on an HVAC electrical panel. Chiller compressor staging was cited as an
advantage or challenge for providing ancillary services, depending on the predicted knowledge of staging
and mechanical durability. On-off cycling of equipment, such as the air compressor, could be considered
as noise if the frequency of oscillations is high enough or the magnitude low enough. Otherwise, the
effect of on-off cycling of equipment on the settlement of ancillary services provided would have to be
considered.
Fourth, the presence of HVAC operational faults must be considered in order for the system to perform as
anticipated during a service event. Example faults that could alter actual performance from anticipated
performance include sticky actuators, the degradation of equipment over time, or improper controller
tuning.
Lastly, a common demand response strategy was implemented to observe event-specific dynamics that
are important to the provision of ancillary services. The duct static pressure setpoint was lowered in each
AHU for 30 minutes three times during a test day. Results of this test showed that fan speed controllers
and terminal unit actuators responded to the static pressure setpoint adjustments within two minutes,
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much faster than the required 10 or 30 minute responses of reserve resources. Additionally, the results
displayed a strong relationship between airflow reduction and fan power consumption. It was shown
that terminal unit starving plays a large role in the reduction in airflow through a system, and is a key to
determining HVAC performance during ancillary service or other demand response events.
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Chapter 4
VAV System Modeling For Ancillary
Service Simulations
Real building tests are good for identifying real-world challenges and system performance capabilities
associated with providing ancillary services. There are, however, many limitations to their use when
trying to characterize the performance of curtailment strategies over a range of operating conditions. The
first of which is the presence of occupants, who rely on normal building operation in their daily life
and work. Manipulating normal control schemes can lead to disturbances in thermal comfort or indoor
air quality that inhibit occupant productivity and willingness to continue test participation. Second, the
ability for data collection can be limited by the level of metering in the building for normal operation.
This includes collection points and frequencies. The installation of additional monitoring equipment
may require the shutdown of building systems for periods of time, which can be a burden on facility
management. Lastly, testing in a real building limits the test conditions to those experienced in real time.
If a large number of tests are required over a range of operating conditions, testing must continue for a
time period on the order of months, at the least, to allow environmental conditions to change.
The limitations listed above are surpassed by the use of simulations. Simulated buildings contain no
occupants to dissatisfy, no laborious installation of equipment, and operating conditions that can be
set at will. However, building simulations also present their own set of challenges. Fundamentally,
building operation involves dynamic thermal, fluidic, and electrical physical processes. The resulting
mathematical models required for simulation can quickly become large, complex, and difficult to solve.
It is necessary, therefore, to do two things; 1) Define the relevant physical processes whose models are
required to capture the operation of interest and 2) Define a method of solving or approximating the
solution of the resulting system of algebraic and differential equations. Accordingly, Section 1 of this
chapter will outline the physical processes required to study VAV-provided ancillary service provision.
The remaining sections will present trials of three readily-available building-specific or dynamic system
simulation packages. Section 2 will present the use of EnergyPlus v6.0 (U.S. Department of Energy,
2013a), Section 3 TRNSYS 16 (Klein, 2007), and Section 4 Modelica via Dymola 2013 FD01 (Dassault
Systemes, 2013). Lastly, Section 5 will conclude the chapter by choosing a modeling and simulation
package with which to move forward for ancillary service simulations in the following chapter.
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4.1 Model Requirements
There are three main parts associated with VAV system operation: the thermal zones, the air system,
and the central plant. The thermal zones represent the space in which occupants reside and includes
the building construction and room air volumes. The air system includes air diffusers, terminal units,
ducting, and fans that are responsible for moving the appropriate amount of air through the building to
meet the thermal loads of the zones. Lastly, the central plant distributes hot and cold water to heating
and cooling coils, which condition the air to the appropriate temperatures.
The heart of a VAV system is the air system, as the total amount of air flowing through the system plays
a large role in fan and chiller power consumption. Terminal unit damper positions are set based on the
required flow to meet time-varying zone-specific cooling or heating loads. While the airflow through the
system is controlled by damper position, it is governed by the physical relationships between pressure
and flow. The fan produces a static pressure in the supply duct sufficient to drive airflow through the
terminal units and diffusers into the thermal zone. The static pressure difference between the duct and
thermal zone must be sufficient to overcome the flow friction resulting from the terminal units, diffusers,
and other duct lengths or fittings in order to provide the proper air flowrate. The modulation of the
terminal unit dampers provides a variable resistance that may be adjusted according to the demanded
air flowrate, provided the static pressure in the duct stays constant. For this reason, supply fan speed is
most commonly controlled to maintain a constant static pressure in the duct while terminal unit dampers
modulate to provide the proper air flowrate to the thermal zone (Montgomery and McDowall, 2008). This
type of terminal unit control is called pressure-independent. The total air flowrate through the terminal
units and total pressure rise across the fan determines the fan power required. Chilled water flow through
the cooling coil is controlled to maintain a supply air temperature setpoint. This is accomplished through
a bypass modulating valve in constant flow systems or variable speed pump or modulating two-way valve
in variable flow systems. As the airflow though the coil changes, the water flowrate through the coil must
modulate accordingly. The change in return water temperature in constant flow systems or the change in
mass flowrate in variable flow systems ultimately determines the change in chiller power.
The primary means of load curtailment for any demand response activity is the adjustment of a setpoint
for one or more of these control loops. The four most common of these strategies found in Motegi et al.
(2007) include a zone dry bulb temperature setpoint adjustment (ZDBA), static pressure setpoint adjust-
ment (SPA), supply air temperature setpoint adjustment (STA), and chilled water temperature setpoint
adjustment (CWA). In order to simulate the dynamic performance of these curtailment strategies over
a range of load conditions, a model describing the pressure-flow physics of the air system in response
to controller signals is required. This is particularly the case for ancillary service provision because the
time period of interest is on the same order as the transient time period of VAV system dynamics.
4.2 EnergyPlus
EnergyPlus v6.0 was the first simulation engine trialed due to its common use for building load and
energy simulations in both industry and research. The program uses a Predictor-Corrector method to
determine the energy flows through the zones, air system, and central plant (University of Illinois and
Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, 2010). In general, this involves the prediction of system and
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plant operation based on assumed zone loads and the correction of system operation and zone air tem-
peratures based on plant and system capacity. For VAV air systems, the method begins with estimating
the load on the air system by assuming the zone air temperature is equal to the setpoint temperature. The
zone-specific loads are translated to corresponding required terminal unit air flowrates, which are then
summed and given to the fan model as inputs. If the fan airflow capacity is not high enough, the available
capacity is distributed to each terminal unit proportional to their design air flowrate and the resulting
zone air temperatures are calculated.
Different fan models are possible depending on the application and are defined in EnergyPlus as Fan:Mod-
elName. These include Fan:ConstantVolume, Fan:VariableVolume, textitFan:OnOff, and Fan:Componen-
tModel, which is new as of v6.0. Fan:VariableVolume and Fan:ComponentModel are most applicable
to VAV systems, with Fan:VariableVolume calculating fan power as a function of the determined air
flowrate and other definitions by the user, including design pressure rise, fan efficiency, motor efficiency,
and part load ratios. The Fan:ComponentModel model calculates fan pressure rise as a function of air
flowrate using a physically-based equation based on air flowrate, system leakage, and duct static pres-
sure setpoint. The calculated pressure rise and air flowrate are used in various functions to calculate
fan efficiency, motor efficiency, and finally total power draw. A model to evaluate the effect of a static
pressure reset strategy also exists, which determines a reduction in fan pressure rise as a function of the
air flowrate location between a minimum and maximum.
The above analysis, however, reveals that no explicit relationship between duct pressure and terminal unit
air flowrates is present. To demonstrate this fact, a daylong simulation was run using a DOE small office
reference building (U.S. Department of Energy, 2013b) in Boston, MA with a VAV template model and
air-cooled electric chiller model. The supply fan had a max air flowrate capacity of 2.19 m3/s, pressure
rise of 995 Pa, and total effeciency of 0.55. The chiller had a compressor COP of 3.2 and total COP of 2.7.
The simulation implemented a zone air temperature setpoint change from the normal cooling setpoint of
22 ◦C to the setback cooling setpoint of 29.5 ◦C at noon until 3:00pm. The output variable names were
Zone Mean Air Temperature, Chiller Electric Power, Fan Electric Power, System Node Pressure, and
VAV Terminal Damper Positions, each with a key value of "*", indicating the reporting of values for each
instance of the variable (e.g. zone or node). The results, shown in Figure 4.1 below, indicate that there
is no change in pressure from the inlet of the fan to the outlet of the fan, despite a change in air flowrate
through the fan, air flowrate through the terminal unit, and terminal unit damper position. Additionally,
the fan outlet pressure is reported lower than the zone pressure, which would indicate backwards flow,
with one crossover point at hour 10. Lastly, there is no explicit modeling of controller dynamics, as the
calculation procedure uses mass and energy balances to assume behavior over a given timestep.
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Figure 4.1 – Single day simulation in EnergyPlus with zone air temperature setpoint adjustment showing core zone
air temperature (top), core zone terminal unit damper position (second), supply fan inlet node pressure (third, red),
supply fan outlet node pressure (third, blue), core zone node pressure (third, magenta), supply fan power (bottom,
solid), and chiller power (bottom, dashed).
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4.3 TRNSYS
4.3.1 Background
TRNSYS is a Transient System Simulation tool which uses a graphically based user environmental to
simulate systems made up of components. Each component, called a type, represents a portion of the
system and many times represents a piece of equipment or process. Types contain inputs and outputs that
are linked together through programming code and user-adjustable parameters. TRNSYS is a popular
choice among engineers and researchers in the building industry due to its flexibility in the models
it simulates. Largely unlike EnergyPlus, TRNSYS allows for user-created types, in addition to many
standard types, to be included in simulations. This gives the possibility of simulating virtually any
building or HVAC system in design, especially those on the cutting edge of study or implementation.
Of particular interest to most is Type 56, which is configured to represent the heat transfer dynamics of
single or multi-zone building construction.
The TRNSYS engine (Kernel) uses a solver, called the Successive Substitution Method (SSM), to solve
the simulation numerically. The SSM solver initializes the inputs of each type with the user-defined or
default (0) initial values. The outputs are calculated and passed to the types that take the resulting outputs
as inputs. These types then calculate outputs and the process continues until all types have calculated
their outputs. The whole process is iterated until the change in output values from each type is within
the tolerance value set by the user or the default value (0.001). If this process does not converge to a
solution, such as in the case with large oscillations in output values, a user-defined relaxation factor may
be put in place. This causes only a fraction of the calculated change in successive iterative outputs to be
considered for the next iteration. Additionally, an allowable number of iterations can be set by the user,
above which TRNSYS reports a warning and moves on to the next timestep using the value resulting
from the previous timestaep. If this occurs over enough timesteps, the simulation is stopped with an
error.
Of interest to this project is the possible use of TRNSYS to model and simulate the explicit relationship
that exists between pressure and flow in duct. Haves and Norford (1997) reported on a research project
during which types were developed to explicitly simulate an HVAC system in the desired manner of
this application. These types included fans, terminal units, heating coils, valves, controllers, and duct
resistances. Types were written for use in HVACSIM+ and TRNSYS and example simulations were
developed and tested in each simulation package (DeSimone, 1995; Haves and Norford, 1997). Re-
sults were acquired and presented using HVACSIM+, however, numerical difficulties were cited when
attempting to use TRNSYS. Unfortunately, HVACSIM+ is no longer heavily supported. Though numer-
ical difficulties during the use of TRNSYS to model dynamic fluid flow with thermal systems was also
cited elsewhere (Wang, 1999), TRNSYS was determined as a better alternative to EnergyPlus with the
underlying assumption that any numerical difficulties should be further explored and could be overcome.
Additionally, the availability of the library of types created as part of ASHRAE 825-RP would greatly
reduce the burden of programming the models required to study building-provided ancillary services.
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4.3.2 Trials
Flow networks are simulated by a system of resistances in series and in parallel, analogues to electrical
resistance networks. A pressure difference can be related to a mass flowrate and duct resistance in
turbulent fluid flow using Equation 4.1 below (Haves and Norford, 1997).
∆P = RQ2 (4.1)
Where:
∆P = Total Pressure Drop (kPa)
Q = Air Mass Flowrate (kg/s)
R = Air Flow Resistance (0.001/kg-m)
Four types, 341, 342, 345, and 346, developed in ASHRAE 825-RP (Haves and Norford, 1997) use
the above relation to model explicit airflow networks. Note that a linear relation between pressure and
flow is employed at low mass flowrates in order to promote convergence of the model at those points.
Types 341 and 342 represent flow resistances and types 345 and 346 represent flow splits and mergers.
Two types are required for each model due to the input-output nature of the TRNSYS simulation. Type
341 calculates pressure drop based on a given flow, type 342 calculates mass flowrate based on a given
pressure drop, type 345 is a flow split that calculates main and branch outlet mass flowrates as well as
inlet pressure given an inlet mass flowrate and outlet pressures, and type 346 calculates inlet and branch
outlet pressures as well as main outlet mass flowrate given an inlet mass flowrate, main outlet pressure,
and branch outlet mass flowrates. Types 342 and 345 can be used at the ends of open systems to calculate
mass flowrates while types 341 and 346 are used in closed or open systems. The mass flowrates through
branches calculated by types 342 and/or 345 can be passed to types 341 and/or 346 to calculate resulting
pressure drops and corresponding node pressures. The resulting pressures can then be passed back to
types 342 and/or 345 to calculate the resulting branch mass flowrates.
After some adjustments were made to the code of each type in order to be handled by the TRNSYS
kernel, initial simulations of the individual types alone were successful. However, difficulties arose
when combining the types into more complex flow networks that are representative of a VAV system,
such as those presented in Figure 4.2 below. Each case represents a pressure source, such as that created
by a fan, and multiple pressure sinks, such as those created by thermal zones. In between, a network of
resistances split the flow into each zone, which represent the terminal units and duct system. Types 342,
345, and 346 were used to simulate this model with the source and sink pressures given. Simulations
were attempted that varied the inlet pressure (P1) from 10 kPa to -10 kPa at one hour steps for 10 days
and held the sink pressures constant at 0 kPa. The resistance of each resistor of the network was equal to
2000 1/kg-m.
For comparison, a MATLAB script was written which performs the same simulation by using the fsolve
function on Equations 4.2 to 4.3 below, developed my performing a mass balance at each of the flow
splits.
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Figure 4.2 – TRNSYS dynamic flow network trial setups, including the schematic (a) and TRNSYS implemen-
tation (b) of the two flow split network and the schematic (c) and TRNSYS implementation (d) of the three flow
split network.
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Where:
P = Pressure (kPa)
R = Air Flow Resistance (0.001/kg-m)
The two flow-split simulation was successful in TRNSYS and agreed well with the MATLAB results, as
shown in Figure 4.3 below. However, the iteration limit in the TRNSYS solver had to be adjusted from
the default 30 to 1,000 and the relaxation factor limited to below 0.45. The three flow-split simulation
failed in TRNSYS as mass flowrates approached zero. This occurred even while increasing the iteration
limit from 1,000 up to 10,000 and varying the relaxation factor between 0.1 and 1.0. Observing a large
spike in the number of required solver iterations during the two flow split network simulation as the air
mass flowrate approached zero, it is hypothesized that the three flow split network simulation fails due
to the larger number of branch mass flowrates approaching zero flow for a longer period of time.
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Figure 4.3 – Results of the successful TRNSYS simulation of the two flow split network showing the air mass
flowrate calculated by TRNSYS (solid) and MATLAB (dashed) of Q1 (red), Q2 (blue), Q3 (light blue), and Q4
(magenta). Simulation of the three flow split network were unsuccessful in TRNSYS due to solution convergence
problems at air mass flowrates close to zero.
4.4 Modelica
4.4.1 Background
Modelica (Fritzson et al., 2012) is an open-source, object-oriented programming language developed to
enhance the modeling, simulation, and library sharing of complex, multi-domain physical systems. Cur-
rently supported by the Modelica Association (Modelica Association, 2013a), the development of the
language specification started in 1996 by the Modelica Design Group in an effort to unite separate, but
similar, ongoing efforts to advance the field of physical modeling for engineering applications (Mattsson
and Elmqvist, 1997). The two results of this effort that make Modelica stand out among other engineer-
ing programming, modeling, and simulation packages are 1) acausal differential and algebraic equation
(DAE) system definitions and 2) object-oriented approach for easy model library sharing.
Acausal mathematical systems are the most natural relationships that can be developed between the sys-
tem state variables of interest and do not consider an input-output data flow of information. Take, for
instance, the example of fluid flow through a pipe expressed by Equation 4.1. This expression describes
the fundamental relationship between pressure drop and flowrate. Most modeling and simulation pack-
ages employ an assignment-based scheme of computation which requires the use of an input-output re-
lationship among physical models. In the case of Equation 4.1, pressure drop is defined as the unknown
output, with the values of resistance and mass flowrate known inputs to the model. However, if the
known variable was pressure drop, the equation would have to be inverted and explicitly solved for mass
flowrate in order to rearrange the input-output relationship, or causality. A simple consequence of this is
the requirement to develop both types 341 and 342 of the previous section. This may not seem terribly
prohibitive in this simple case, however, as systems grow in complexity, so does the choice of which flow
resistance equation to use in each case within the overall model. In general, dynamic systems include
both differential equations and algebraic equations, which commonly results from state and constituent
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equations. The common state-space formulation of such a system inherently defines a causal relationship
between input states and output states (Mattsson and Elmqvist, 1997). As the simple algebraic example
above, the development of multiple models becomes required depending on the order of variable flow.
Modelica alleviates this requirement through the use of acausal modeling. The user need only input the
differential and algebraic equations that describe a system. In doing so, Modeclia effectively separates
the processes of modeling and simulation of complex physical systems. Modelica development envi-
ronments then translate the code into an assignment-based language suitable for compilation and CPU
computation. While the mathematics behind the translation of code is outside the scope of this thesis, the
Tarjan, Pantelides, Tearing, and Relaxation algorithms are central to its execution (Harman and Ricardo,
2005).
An object-oriented approach allows efficient development and connection of complex physical system
models. This is made available in Modelica by the connector and partial model classes. The connector
class defines the connection of a system model to another and contains a potential variable and flow
variable. Potential variables, such as voltage, pressure, temperature, position, and angle, of connecting
models are set equal at the point of connection. Flow variables, such as current, mass flow, heat flux,
force, and torque, are summed to zero at the point of connection. Therefore, connecting two models
forms additional relations between the state variables in each model. Within each model, multiple con-
nectors can be formed to allow more than one connection. Taking resistive fluid flow in a pipe as an
example, a model can be created that defines two connectors, each containing a corresponding pressure
and mass flowrate. Within the model, the flow variables may be equated, while the pressure at each
connection can be related to the value of the flow variable by a resistance, as in Equation 4.1. Note that
other models connected to the flow resistance model may supply either the flow or pressure variable.
The partial model class creates an instance of a model that may form fundamental physical relationships
for a number of specific applications of that model. Using resistive fluid flow in a pipe again as an ex-
ample, the single resistance model described above may be made a partial model that can be extended
to other models that may define the resistance in other ways rather than the constant assumption made
until now. When making those models, one only needs to define the relationship for resistance, while the
relationship between flow, pressure, and the resistance is retained.
The acausal and object-oriented approaches to modeling lead to an ability for wide-spread sharing of
models. One would only need to verify the similarity of connector variables. For this reason, the Model-
ica Standard Library has been created to supply a developer with 1280 models and 910 functions. Other,
domain specific, libraries have also been created. One which aligns itself well to the needs of this thesis is
the Modelica Library for Building Energy and Control Systems Version 1.3_build1 (Wetter, 2009; Wetter
et al., 2011b, 2013). This library contains models for air and water-based HVAC systems, controls, heat
transfer among rooms and the outside, and multi-zone airflow. Components from the Modelica Standard
Library are indicated by Modelica.modelname and components from the Buildings Library are indicated
by Buildings.modelname throughout the remainder of this thesis.
Lastly, a Modelica development environment is required to translate and compile model codes as well as
to simulate the models under given conditions. As many are available (Modelica Association, 2013b),
both commercially and open-source, Dymola was chosen for its high level of industry support.
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4.4.2 Trials
Trials were performed to test the capability of the models developed in the Buildings Library for appli-
cation in this thesis. These trials included simulating the same flow networks described in the TRNSYS
trials of the last section, with each resistance equal to 2000 1/kg-m, the sink pressures held constant at
0 kPa, and the inlet pressure (P1) being varied from -10 to 10 kPa at one hour steps for a 10 day pe-
riod. Two, three, and four flow split networks were implemented in Dymola using multiple instances
of Buildings.Fluid.FixedResistances.SplitterFixedResistanceDpM along with a pressure source and sink
implemented by Buildings.Fluid.Sources.Boundary_pT. Figure 4.4 presents the four flow split network
diagram and implementation in Dymola.
P1
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R1 R2 R3 R4 R5
R6 R7 R8 R9 R10
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Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6
(a)
(b)
Figure 4.4 – Setup for the four flow split network trial in Dymola, including the schematic (a) and Dymola graph-
ical implementation (b).
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Figure 4.5 – Results of the successful Dymola simulation of the four flow split network showing the air mass
flowrate calculated by Dymola (solid) and MATLAB (dashed) of Q1 (red), Q2 (blue), Q3 (light blue), Q4 (magenta),
Q5 (green), and Q6 (black).
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The integration algorithm used was Radau IIa - order 5 stiff, as recommended by (LBNL, 2012) with a
tolerance of 1e-6. The simulations of each of the flow split networks performed very well when compared
to calculations performed in MATLAB using the fsolve function on a system of equations defined by
mass flow conservation at the points of flow split. The results are presented in Figure 4.5.
4.5 Conclusion
This chapter has outlined requirements and methods for the simulation of ancillary service provision
in multi-zone commercial buildings. In order to model the response in system operation to changes
in controller setpoints, explicit modeling of the physical variables by which the system is controlled
is necessary. This is especially true for the air system, which plays an integral role in maintaining
occupant service and affecting plant power consumption on a timescale of similar order to ancillary
service delivery. As fan and terminal unit controllers are based on the pressure-flow relationship in duct
systems, it is important that this relationship is modeled in conjunction with a suitable thermal zone
model and central plant model.
Multiple simulation packages were presented that are common in building and dynamic system modeling
and simulation. The first, EnergyPlus, does not explicitly model pressure-flow relationships in ducts
or associated controllers and instead uses a predictor-corrector method of simulation. While this tool
is useful for the load and energy simulation of large buildings over long time frames, the interest of
this thesis is the short-term, dynamic relationship between system physical variables and controllers.
The second, TRNSYS, faced solution convergence problems at small air flowrates when attempting to
simulate complex flow networks representative of a VAV supply system. The third, Dymola, which is
a development environment for Modelia, proved very successful in simulating complex flow networks.
In addition, the user interface, availability and support for the Modelica Library for Building Energy
and Control Systems, and ease of setting up complex multi-domain physical models make Dymola a
very attractive option for the dynamic simulation of building HVAC systems. Therefore, the simulations
presented in the following chapter as well as those planned for future work will be implemented in
Dymola through the use of the Modelica programming language.
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Chapter 5
Simulations
In order to better characterize relationships between demand response curtailment strategy performance
and system operating conditions, simulations of a representative VAV system serving two thermal zones
were conducted. Section 1 describes the design and modeling of the thermal zones and VAV system used
in the simulations. Section 2 demonstrates the performance of the simulated system in design condi-
tions as well as with step-change disturbances. Section 3 describes the batches of simulations that were
conducted in order to characterize the performance of each curtailment strategy and Section 4 presents
the results of those simulations. Section 5 discusses the results to give reasons for the variability in per-
formance within and among curtailment strategies subjected to different operating conditions. Finally,
Section 6 offers broader conclusions that may be drawn regarding the application of these results to
ancillary service provision.
5.1 System Design and Modeling
The representative VAV system model, diagrammed in Figure 5.1, is able to capture the major dynamics
associated with the provision of ancillary services by various load curtailment strategies. The compo-
nents considered are the supply fan, cooling coil and associated chilled water loop, duct pressure drops,
terminal units, diffuser pressure drops, and two thermal zones. Additionally, 100% recirculated air is
considered. While this does not allow for the inclusion of a fraction of outdoor air mixing, it allows for
the inclusion of the effects that zone air temperature variations may have on the air entering the cooling
coil without the additional model complexity required to include mixing box dynamics and control. The
model was implemented in Dymola using components from the Modelica Standard Library and Mod-
elica Library for Building Energy and Control Systems Version 1.3_build1 (Wetter, 2009; Wetter et al.,
2011b, 2013) where indicated by Modelica.modelname and Buildings.modelname respectively.
5.1.1 Thermal Zones
In order to provide a representative amount of thermal mass, models of two thermal zones were based on
the U.S. Department of Energy’s small office reference building with new construction 2004_v1.3_5.0
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Figure 5.1 – Representative VAV system used for demand response simulations.
(U.S. Department of Energy, 2013b). This reference building is 510 m2 (5,500 ft2) total over one floor
with a ceiling height of 3.05 m (10 ft). Each exterior wall contains 20% glazing, and is constructed by
0.0254 m (1 in) stucco on 0.203 m (8 in) concrete block with 0.0381 m (1.5 in) insulation and 0.0127
m (0.5 in) gypsum wallboard. The floor construction is 0.102 m (4 in) concrete slab on grade. The
ceiling construction is 0.0127 m (0.5 in) acoustic tile ceiling, 0.0127 m (0.5 in) gypsum wallboard, 0.229
m (9 in) fiberglass insulation, and 0.0127 m (0.5 in) gypsum wallboard. Above the ceiling, there is an
unconditioned attic with a height of 1.27 m (4.16 ft), after which the roof is constructed of 0.0183 m (0.06
in) metal decking and a roofing membrane. The internal loads are 10.76 W/m2 for lighting and 10.76
W/m2 for plug and process. The total occupancy is 27 people. The total design cooling load for the
building in a climate of Albuquerque, NM is equal to 18.58 kW. Equation 5.1 was used to determine the
design volumetric air flowrate for the HVAC system. This equation results from application of the First
Law of Thermodynamics to a control volume around the building zones and assuming perfect mixing of
indoor air, that the air leaving the zones is equal to the zone temperature setpoint, that mass is conserved
from zone supply to exhaust, and that the air can be approximated as an ideal gas.
Qcoolingload = ρairV˙aircpair (TZ −TSA) (5.1)
Where:
Qcoolingload = Design Cooling Load (W)
rhoair = Density of Air (kg/m3)
V˙air = Volumetric Supply Air Flowrate (m3/s)
cpair = Specific Heat Capacity of Air (J/Kg-K)
TZ = Zone Air Dry Bulb Temperature (◦C)
TSA = Supply Air Dry Bulb Temperature (◦C)
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Using a 10 ◦C change in temperature from air supply to exhaust, ρair = 1.20 kg/m3 , and cpair = 1,005
J/Kg-K at 20 ◦C, the design air flowrate is 1.54 m3/s.
Weather is not considered in the simulations of this model, nor is the thermal interaction between zones.
Instead, a specified amount of convective load is introduced to each zone. This does not tie the model to
a specific zone configuration, orientation, or location and allows for the general study of any variation of
zone thermal loading. Similarly, the exterior facades of each construction element are assumed adiabatic
so that the effects of construction thermal capacitance are directly studied without the influence of ex-
terior conditions. Lastly, the temperature of each construction element is initialized to the starting zone
air setpoint temperature for each simulation presented in this chapter. The two-zone thermal model was
implemented in Dymola using two instances of Buildings.Rooms.MixedAir (Wetter et al., 2011a). The
modelica code for the two-zone thermal model is presented in Appendix A.
5.1.2 Air System
The air system model is designed to represent a common VAV system. This includes the modeling of
diffuser pressure drops, terminal unit performance and control, duct pressure drops, and variable speed
supply fan performance and control. For this thesis, the design thermal load for this system was assumed
split equally between the two thermal zones. Therefore, the design air flowrate for each zone is 0.77 m3/s
with an assumed supply air temperature of 12.78 ◦C. Air properties were implemented in Dymola using
the media model Buildings.Media.IdealGases.SimpleAir, which is valid from -50 ◦C to 100 ◦C and treats
air as an ideal gas. While latent heat is neglected throughout the model, this treatment of the air flow
simplifies the heat transfer phenomena for basic understanding.
Diffusers were selected from a manufacturer’s catalog (Titus, 2013a) on the basis of design air flowrate
requirements and diffuser throw. As shown in Figure 5.2 below, the geometry of each thermal zone
encourages the use of three diffusers with a characteristic room length of 4.57 m (15 ft), defined as the
horizontal distance from the diffuser to the nearest boundary or half of the distance between diffusers
(ASHRAE, 2005). Dividing the design air flowrate by three yields 0.257 m3/s per diffuser. Selecting a
0.254 m (10 inch) diameter round TMR ceiling diffuser from the Titus catalog yields a diffuser throw
based on a 0.25 m/s (50 fpm) terminal velocity (T50) of 4.57 m (15 ft), which satisfies Air Diffusion
Performance Index (ADPI) requirements (ASHRAE, 2005). The selected diffusers are rated with a Noise
Criteria (NC) of 30. Although this rating is no longer the standard in verifying comfortable acoustical
properties of HVAC equipment, the value is less than the generally recommended value for office spaces
of 35 (ASHRAE, 2005). With this diffuser selection from the manufacturer’s catalog, the static pressure
drop at the design flowrate of each diffuser is 29.6 Pa (0.119 inwg). Assuming the diffusers are ducted
in parallel from the exit of the terminal unit and neglecting pressure drops due to ducts from the exit of
the terminal unit to each diffuser, the static pressure drop due to the diffusers can be modeled as a single
resistance with the design zone air flowrate. Therefore, the diffusers were modeled in Dymola using a
single instance of Buildings.Fluid.FixedResistances.FixedResistanceDpM for each zone. See Appendix
A for the modelica code implementation of the diffuser resistance model and see Appendix B for the
manufacturer’s catalog selection.
Terminal units for each zone were selected from a manufacturer’s catalog (Titus, 2013b) on the basis
of design air flowrate, yielding a selection of a 12 in diameter DESV Pressure Independent Single Duct
Terminal Unit with hot water reheat for each zone. A resulting NC rating of 35 is adequate for office
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Figure 5.2 – Thermal zone layout with assumed placement of round ceiling diffusers using a T50 of 4.57 m (15 ft),
as recommended by ASHRAE (2005).
spaces. The selected terminal unit has a maximum air flowrate of 0.944 m3/s (2000 cfm) and a minimum
air flowrate of 0.153 m3/s (325 cfm). The static pressure drop through the unit at the design air flowrate,
including one heating coil row, is equal to 66.7 Pa (0.268 inwg). The terminal units and their control
were modeled in Dymola as described below.
A pressure-independent terminal unit model was developed for implementation into the Dymola simula-
tion. The model is composed of a control damper, fixed resistance, reheat coil, and controller. The inputs
to the model are an inlet fluid port, zone dry bulb temperature setpoint input port, and zone dry bulb
temperature measurement input port. The outlet of the model is a fluid outlet port. The damper and fixed
resistance, which represents the pressure drop through the unit with a wide open damper, are modeled in
series using an instance of Buildings.Fluid.Actuators.Dampers.VAVBoxExponential. The control damper
variable resistance model is based on that which was developed by Haves and Norford (1997). The reheat
coil is implemented in series with the control damper and fixed resistance using an instance of Build-
ings.Fluid.HeatExchangers.DryEffectivenessNTU, which uses an effectiveness-NTU method to model
the heat exchange of the coil. The configuration of the heat exchanger is cross flow with both streams un-
mixed. An ideal hot water pressure source, implemented with Buildings.Fluid.Sources.FixedBoundary
supplies hot water to the reheat coil through a two-way modulating valve, implemented with Build-
ings.Fluid.Actuators.Valves.TwoWayLinear. The hot water supply temperature is set to 93.3 ◦C and the
pressure drop through the reheat coil on the water side is assumed to be 5971 Pa (24 inwg), which are
the design values for terminal unit reheat coils in the test building described in Chapter 3. See Appendix
A for the modelica code implementation of the terminal unit physical model and see Appendix B for the
manufacturer’s catalog selection.
The terminal unit controller is based on that which is described in Montgomery and McDowall (2008)
and applied in Englander and Norford (1992b) and Haves and Norford (1997) to represent the control of
a common pressure-independent terminal unit. The controller is diagrammed in Figure 5.3 below.
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Maximum Air Flowrate
Closed
100%
Figure 5.3 – Diagram of terminal unit control (top) and schematic of operation (bottom), based on that which is
described in Montgomery and McDowall (2008) and applied in Englander and Norford (1992b) and Haves and
Norford (1997).
The inputs to the controller are zone air temperature setpoint, measured zone air temperature, mea-
sured supply air temperature, and measured terminal unit air flowrate. Outputs of the controller are
the damper and hot water valve positions. In general, as the cooling load decreases, the demanded
air flowrate through the terminal unit is reduced until a minimum air flowrate is demanded. Once the
minimum air flowrate has been reached, any further decrease in cooling load, or increase in heating
load, modulates the hot water valve open. To alleviate cycling that can occur around this operating
point, a hysteresis of 1 K exists between the demanding of minimum air flow and modulating of the
hot water valve open. The controller consists of two cascading sub-controllers, each implemented by
Modelica.Blocks.Continuous.LimPID, a feedback controller model that utilizes PID control with output
limiting and anti-windup capabilities. The first (PID1) determines a demanded air flowrate and hot water
valve position from the error between zone air temperature setpoint and measurement, while the second
(PID2) determines the damper position from the error between demanded air flowrate and measured air
florwate through the terminal unit. The demanded air flowrate passes through a limiter that limits the
demand between a minimum and maximum value. In the case of this thesis, these are set to those found
in the manufacturer’s catalog for the chosen terminal unit, 0.153 m3/s (325 cfm) and 0.944 m3/s (2000
cfm) respectively. In practice, the minimum value should also consider the outdoor air requirements of
the given zone set by ASHRAE (2010). For PID1, kP is equal to 0.8 and TI is equal to 600 seconds.
For PID2, kP is equal to 2 and TI is equal to 30 seconds. PID1 gains were determined mainly based on
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those used in Haves and Norford (1997), but also so that the terminal unit dampers respond to changes
in duct static pressure within approximately two minutes, as seen by the response of the test building
terminal unit dampers in Chapter 3. PID2 gains were tuned so that the damper response is faster than the
flow demand response. It is advantageous to have the response of PID1 be slower than that of PID2 in
order to allow the modulation of damper position in response to variations in duct static pressure before
the modulation of demanded air flowrate. Note that the control damper model contains a first order filter
on opening speed, which can be used to simulate transient dynamics associated with internal equipment
controllers or limit the speed of actuation. In this case, the filter was set with a rise time of 120 seconds.
Additionally, HVAC system dynamics are often slow enough to dismiss the requirement of derivative
control, as seen in both Haves and Norford (1997) and Englander and Norford (1992b). See Appendix
A for the modelica code implementation of the terminal unit controller model.
The total static pressure drop from the diffusers and terminal boxes equals 96.3 Pa (0.387 inwg). VAV
supply duct static pressure setpoints have been found to range from 199 to 398 Pa (Haves and Norford,
1997), 373 to 622 Pa (Englander and Norford, 1992a), 199 to 597 Pa (Englander and Norford, 1992b),
and 249 to 373 Pa as seen in the test building described in Chapter 3. Therefore, it was assumed the
duct static pressure setpoint for this system would be 373 Pa. A detailed design and analysis of the duct
system considering pressure losses through duct length and fittings is possible, for instance via the static
regain method (ASHRAE, 2005), however, it is not necessary for the simple representation of common
VAV system operation in this case. Therefore, the static pressure drop due to duct lengths and fittings
through each terminal unit branch is 277 Pa, the difference between the static pressure setpoint of 373
Pa and that resulting from the diffusers and terminal units of 96.3 Pa. A duct splitter, implemented
with Buildings.Fluid.FixedResistances.SplitterFixedResistanceDpM, is used to model the separation of
supply air flow to each of the two terminal units and the static pressure drop associated with the duct
lengths and fittings from the split to each terminal unit. An air handling unit (AHU) was selected from
a manufacturer (Trane, Inc, 2012) using the design air flowrate of 1.54 m3/s and system static pressure
drop of 373 Pa (1.5 inwg). The AHU selected added an additional pressure drop of 537 Pa (2.16 inwg),
from preheat and cooling coils, filters, dampers, and construction. This pressure drop was implemented
using an instance of Buildings.Fluid.FixedResistances.FixedResistanceDpM in series with the splitter
inlet. See Appendix A for the modelica code implementation of the duct and AHU static pressure drops
as well as Appendix B for the manufacturer’s AHU specification.
The resulting design condition of the supply fan is an air flowrate of 1.54 m3/s (3263 cfm) at 910.7 Pa
(3.66 inwg) static pressure rise. The fan model was implemented using Buildings.Fluid.Movers.FlowMa-
chine_Nrpm. This model takes speed and current air flowrate as inputs and determines the pressure rise
of the fan. The performance of the fan is determined based on pressure-flow data points supplied by
the user from manufacturer fan curves at a single speed, which are splined together to form a functional
relationship between pressure and flow. Fan similarity laws are then used to describe this pressure-flow
relationship at different speeds. This method of pressure-flow modeling is not unlike that which was
developed in Haves and Norford (1997). The following three data points were used to describe the
pressure-flow relationship of the supply fan at a speed of 1600 RPM; (1.18 m3/s, 746 Pa), (1.42m3/s, 741
Pa), and (1.65 m3/s, 697 Pa). In a similar way, the fan model uses data from manufacturer performance
curves relating air flowrate to power consumption at a single speed to output fan power. The following
three data points were used to describe the power-air flow relationship of the supply fan at a speed of
1600 RPM; (0 m3/s, 0 W), (1.18m3/s, 1641 W), and (1.65 m3/s, 2424 W). See Appendix A for the
modelica code implementation of the fan performance model and see Appendix B for the manufacturer’s
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supply fan performance curves.
The fan speed is controlled by a PID controller to maintain a duct static pressure just upstream of the
duct splitter. The controller model is implemented using Modelica.Blocks.Continuous.LimPID with a
kp equal to 0.15 and TI equal to 5 seconds. Note that the fan model also contains a first order filter on
modulating speed, which can be used to simulate transient dynamics associated with internal equipment
controllers or limit speed change rate, with a rise time of 30 seconds. The controller was tuned to these
gains so that the fan responds to changes in static pressure setpoint within approximately two minutes,
as seen by the response of the test building supply fan in Chapter 3. See Appendix A for the modelica
code implementation of the supply fan controller model.
Fan power modeling for this VAV system model does not come from the use of manufacturer data points
alone. As described by Englander and Norford (1992c), systems using centrifugal flow machinery, such
as pumps or fans, can be placed into one of five categories depending on the operations of the system.
Two of these system operation types are common to VAV air systems; 1) Variable flow, with pressure
determined solely by flow and 2) Variable flow, with constant pressure offset. The first operation type
considers a system where flow is the controlled variable and there exists a constant system curve. That is,
the relationship between operating pressure and flow in the system is quadratic, includes the zero point,
and is based on the fluid dynamics associated with pressure losses in ducts and pipes. Return fans are an
example of this type of system, as they are generally controlled to maintain an air flowrate offset from
the supply fan. The second operation type considers a system where the piece of centrifugal equipment
must first overcome a constant pressure at all fluid flowrates before flow is achieved. An example of this
is a pump pumping water up a given height from a tank and then through a pipeline. The pump must
first overcome the static head associated with the height of the pipeline from the tank. This situation also
applies to a VAV system in the case of a supply fan that is controlled to maintain a duct static pressure
setpoint. Here, the system curve, and subsequently air flowrate, may change independently from the
duct static pressure, based on the position of terminal unit dampers. It is conceivable, though theoretical
in practice, that a point of operation can include zero flow with a pressure offset, if the terminal unit
dampers are fully closed. To create this pressure offset, the fan must use energy at zero flow, just as the
pump with a static head. This is unlike the first operation case, where zero flow corresponds to the point
of zero pressure, and therefore, zero energy. Therefore, the power of the supply fan does not follow a
simple cubic relation with air flowrate, as similarity laws suggest, due to the necessity of the offset at
zero flow.
Englander and Norford (1992c) developed Equations 5.2 to 5.5 below to approximate the power con-
sumption of a piece of centrifugal equipment subject to the variable flow with constant pressure offset
operating condition. This model agreed well with measured data shown in that study as well as data
presented in Englander and Norford (1992a). Therefore, Equations 5.2 to 5.5 are used in the simulation
to model the supply fan power consumption. Note that motor efficiency curves are not considered in this
model, which means the calculated power from the model is fan shaft power. See Appendix A for the
modelica code implementation of this fan power model.
H =
[
1−
( po
2
)1.5][
(1− po) f 2+ po
]
f +
( po
2
)1.5
(5.2)
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H =
P
Pmax
(5.3)
po =
ps
pmax
(5.4)
f =
V˙
V˙max
(5.5)
Where:
H = Normalized Power (-)
Pmax = Maximum System Capacity Power (W)
P = Operating Power (W)
po = Normalized Duct Static Pressure Setpoint (-)
pmax = Maximum System Capacity Duct Static Pressure Setpoint (Pa)
ps = Operating Duct Static Pressure Setpoint (Pa)
f = Normalized Flowrate (-)
V˙max = Maximum System Capacity Flowrate (m3/s)
V˙ = Operating Flowrate (m3/s)
5.1.3 Chilled Water System
A simplified chilled water system was included in the VAV system model in order to relate changes in
air system performance to changes in chilled water system performance, particularly relating to chiller
power. The chilled water system is designed to serve the cooling coil of the AHU described above using
an ideal chiller, three-way modulating bypass valve, and constant total water flowrate. This constant flow
with modulating bypass system is similar to that used in the test building described in Chapter 3.
For the cooling coil design operation and modeling, only sensible cooling is considered. Assuming the
air stream transfers all of its heat to the water stream through the coil heat exchanger, and treating the
air again as an ideal gas, a First Law energy balance around the cooling coil describes the required
heat transfer from the air stream to the water stream through the cooling coil to satisfy the supply air
temperature setpoint at the design air flowrate. The result is shown in Equation 5.6 below, where the left
and right sides of the equation represent the enthalpy changes of the water and air respectively through
the coil:
m˙watercpwater (TCHWR−TCHWS) = ρairV˙aircpair (TRA−TSA) (5.6)
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Where:
m˙water = Chilled Water Mass Flowrate (kg/s)
cpwater = Specific Heat Capacity of Water (J/Kg-K)
TCHWR = Chilled Water Return Temperature (◦C)
TCHWS = Chilled Water Supply Temperature (◦C)
ρair = Density of Air (kg/m3)
V˙air = Volumetric Supply Air Flowrate (m3/s)
cpair = Specific Heat Capacity of Air (J/Kg-K)
TRA = Return Air Dry Bulb Temperature (◦C)
TSA = Supply Air Dry Bulb Temperature (◦C)
Using TCHWS = 6 ◦C, TCHWS = 11 ◦C, cpwater = 4,200 J/kg-K, V˙air = 1.54 m3/s, ρair = 1.20 kg/m3, cpair =
1,005 J/kg-K, TRA = 24.3 ◦C, which includes a temperature rise of 1.5 ◦C in zone return air from the fan,
and TSA = 12.78 ◦C, the required m˙water = 1.02 kg/s and total sensible heat transfer through the cooling
coil is 21,395 W.
The cooling coil was implemented using an instance of Buildings.Fluid.HeatExchangers.DryEffectivene-
ssNTU with the heat exchanger configuration assumed to be crossflow with both streams unmixed.
This model uses an effectiveness-NTU method to model the sensible heat exchange between fluids
and does not consider condensation. The chilled water flow through the system originates in an ideal
mass flow source and is controlled by a three-way modulating valve that diverts chilled water through
a cooling coil bypass created by a pipe splitter. The chilled water return is mixed with the chilled
water supply bypass in the modulating valve and exhausted to an ideal fluid sink. The ideal mass
flow source, modulating bypass valve, flow splitter, and ideal fluid sink are implemented by instances
of Buildings.Fluids.Sources.MassFlowSource_T, Buildings.Fluids.Actuators.Valves.ThreeWayLinear,
Buildings.Fluids.FixedResistances.SplitterFixedResistancesDpM, and Buildings.Fluid.Sources.FixedB-
oundary respectively. The modulating bypass valve is controlled by a PID controller to maintain the sup-
ply air temperature setpoint. The controller model is implemented using Modelica.Blocks.Continuous.Li-
mPID with a kp equal to 0.06 and TI equal to 30 seconds. Note that the modulating valve model also
contains a first order filter on actuating speed, which can be used to simulate transient dynamics asso-
ciated with internal equipment controllers or limit actuating speed, with a rise time of 60 seconds. The
valve controller was tuned to respond relatively quickly to supply air temperature fluctuations in order to
allow the terminal units to respond to disturbances with a constant supply air temperature. See Appendix
A for the modelica code implementation of the cooling coil, mass flow source, modulating bypass valve,
flow splitter, and chilled water valve controller.
The chiller power associated with cooling the return water to the chilled water supply setpoint is not
modeled with an explicit chiller model. The added complexity of such a model is not necessary in this
thesis to understand the bulk dynamics of the VAV system performing a demand response curtailment.
Instead, the chiller power is approximated by taking the enthalpy difference between the return chilled
water and supply chilled water and applying a constant COP equal to 3.0, as described in Equation 5.7
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below. This COP is similar to the nominal COP found in the test building described in Chapter 3.
Pchiller =
m˙watercpwater (TCHWR−TCHWS)
COP
(5.7)
Where:
Pchiller = Chiller Power (W)
COP = Coefficient of Performance (-)
Lastly, changes in chilled water supply setpoints do not occur in steps, as there are internal dynamics of
a chiller that filter the actual chilled water supply temperature response. To approximate these dynamics
for any adjustment to the chilled water supply setpoint, a first order filter was applied to the supply water
temperature signal given to the ideal mass flow source that causes a chilled water temperature rise of 5
◦C in 20 minutes, which is similar to that seen in Berardino and Nwankpa (2010).
5.2 Simulated System Performance
For all of the simulations presented in this section, the integration algorithm used in Dymola was Radau
IIa - order 5 stiff, as suggested by LBNL (2012), with a tolerance of 1E-5. The output interval length
was one second.
5.2.1 Design Conditions
A simulation was performed to determine the maximum capacity of the VAV system and compare oper-
ating parameters to those calculated as design values. The simulation forced the maximum air flowrate
through the fan at the design static pressure setpoint of 373.2 Pa (1.5 inwg). This occurs when the termi-
nal unit dampers for both thermal zones are fully open. This was done by subjecting both thermal zones
to full cooling load (9300 W), setting the zone air temperature setpoint to 22 ◦C, the supply air tempera-
ture to 12.78 ◦C, and the chilled water temperature to 6 ◦C and letting the simulation run to steady state.
The results of this simulation are compared to the calculated design conditions in Table 5.1 below. As
can be seen, the VAV system model does a good job of simulating the design conditions determined in
the previous section. The only significant discrepancy is seen in the fan power consumption, which has
an approximate 18% error. This could be a result of the approximation of power consumption data points
from the fan performance curve.
5.2.2 Supply Fan Power
The maximum capacity parameters of the alternative fan power model (Englander and Norford, 1992c)
were set to the values obtained in the design condition simulation presented in Table 5.1. Note that this in-
cludes the fan power calculated by the similarity law method integrated into Buildings.Fluid.Movers.Flo-
wMachine_Nrpm, as it is assumed that at the maximum capacity operating point the power calculated
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Table 5.1 – Comparison of design conditions as designed and as simulated using the implemented VAV system
model.
using the similarity law method is equal to the power calculated using the alternative method. A series of
simulations were then run in order to plot the performance of the fan with respect to pressure rise across
the fan and power consumption over a range of air flowrates at two different operating duct static pressure
setpoints, similar to the presentation of fan performance in Englander and Norford (1992c) and Englan-
der and Norford (1992a). These simulations slowly varied the cooling load from the design cooling load
(9300 W) to zero with the minimum air flowrate setpoint on the terminal units disabled, allowing the air
flowrate to go as close to zero as the model solver allowed with the fan still maintaining the static pres-
sure setpoint. Additionally, one simulation was run to plot the performance of the model while adjusting
the static pressure setpoint during a simulation. During this simulation, the operating duct static pressure
setpoint was set to the actual duct static pressure to avoid a discontinuity in the power calculation, which
would occur when the duct static pressure setpoint is adjusted by equations 5.2 and 5.4. The two duct
static pressure setpoints used for the tests were the design setpoint of 373.2 Pa (1.5 inwg) and 248.8 Pa
(1.0 inwg). Each simulation began by allowing the system operation to come to steady state at design
conditions, before implementing the slow decrease in cooling load.
The results are plotted in Figure 5.4 on the following page. For comparison, the plots of operating power
and normalized power also contain a curve indicating the power calculated as a result of a fan power
model which uses manufacturer’s data and similarity laws. Notice that at zero flow, the pressure rise
across the fan indeed approaches the static pressure setpoint. In addition, the choice of using the actual
duct static pressure as the operating duct static pressure setpoint allows for a well-behaved continuous
power model during the transition from one static pressure setpoint to another. Lastly, the normalized
power curve intersects the y-axis at 0.093. This, as well as the general form of the curve, match well
with the modeled and measured data presented in Englander and Norford (1992c) and Englander and
Norford (1992a) of supply fans equipped with VFDs maintaining duct static pressure setpoints in VAV
systems. Note that the curl of points at the upper end of the pressure curves result from initial fan speed
adjustments to maintain duct static pressure when the terminal unit dampers first begin to close.
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Figure 5.4 – Simulated performance of the supply fan over a range of air flowrates at static pressure setpoints of
373.2 Pa (red), 248.8 Pa (blue), and variable (black) with respect to a) power, b) fan pressure rise, c) normalized
power, and d) normalized pressure rise using the fan performance model developed in Englander and Norford
(1992c). Power determined from similarity laws alone is plotted (dashed black) for comparison.
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5.2.3 Step Responses
A group of simulations was run to test the performance of the VAV system model in response to changes
in cooling load and various system setpoints, which include zone air temperature, duct static pressure,
supply air temperature, and chilled water supply temperature. For each simulation, the normal setpoints
were a zone dry bulb temperature of 22 ◦C, static pressure of 373.2 Pa, and supply air temperature of
12.78 ◦C. A moderate cooling load of 5300 W was applied to both thermal zones and a chilled water
supply temperature of 6 ◦C was used. The results of the simulations are plotted in Figures 5.5 to 5.9 on
the following pages. In each plot, step changes in setpoints or operating conditions were implemented at
zero seconds, and changes were reset after 2000 seconds.
The first simulation introduces a step change in cooling load from the normal 5300 W to -1300 W for
thermal zone two, which represents a switch in terminal unit operation from cooling to heating. The
results are plotted in Figure 5.5. When the load is adjusted, the zone two terminal unit dampers begin
to close, which reduces the system air flowrate and increases the static pressure in duct until the supply
fan modulates down. While the duct pressure is raised, notice that the zone one terminal unit dampers
close slightly in order to maintain the demanded air flowrate through them. Also notice a small dip in
supply air temperature until the chilled water valve modulates closed to maintain supply air temperature.
Once the zone two terminal unit dampers reach the position for minimum flow, the reheat valve begins to
modulate open until the new zone heating load is satisfied. The total system air flowrate is reduced, along
with the fan power and chiller power. When the system returns to normal conditions, the reheat valve of
the zone two terminal unit modulates until closed, at which point the dampers begin to modulate open.
The opening of the terminal unit dampers reduces the static pressure in the duct momentarily, during
which time the zone one terminal unit dampers open slightly to maintain the demanded air flowrate. The
modulation of terminal unit dampers, the regain of static pressure setpoint, fan power reduction, and
chiller power reduction occurs in approximately 100 seconds from step change implementation. Overall,
the zone temperature setpoint of each zone is maintained very well.
The second simulation introduces a step change in duct static pressure setpoint from the normal 373.2 Pa
to 248.8 Pa. The results are plotted in Figure 5.6. Upon implementation of the static pressure adjustment,
the supply fan speed slows to meet the new static pressure setpoint. The total air flowrate through the
system is maintained relatively constant through this process because the terminal unit dampers are
tuned to respond faster than the supply fan to fluctuations in duct static pressure. In general, this keeps
the supply fan from hunting the static pressure setpoint as terminal units vary their damper position in
response to changes in load. No significant change in air flowrate leads to virtually no change in supply
air temperature, zone air temperature, and chiller power consumption. Fan power is reduced slightly due
to the reduction in static pressure. The modulation of the fan to meet the new static pressure setpoint
occurs in approximately 120 seconds.
The third simulation introduces a step change in zone air temperature setpoint for both thermal zones
from the normal 22 ◦C to 25 ◦C. The results are plotted in Figure 5.7. The change in zone air temperature
setpoint has an immediate effect on the demanded air flowrate through the terminal units, and the dampers
modulate quickly closed, within 60 seconds of the change. This is in contrast to the step change in load
of the first simulation, where the dampers do not modulate closed until the zone experiences a change
in temperature. In summary, this third simulation directly impacts PID2 of the terminal unit controller
described in the previous section, whereas the first simulation directly impacts PID1, which is tuned
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to respond slower. Once the terminal unit dampers reach their minimum position, the reheat valve is
modulated open until the new zone air setpoint is reached, which occurs 320 seconds after step change
implementation. At this point, the reheat valve is modulated to closed and the dampers are modulated
open to a lesser degree than the normal condition. The reheat valve does not stay open because there is
still ultimately a cooling load in the zone. However, this cooling load can be met with less supply air
due to contributions of convective cooling by construction elements that are slow to respond to changes
in air temperature due to their thermal capacitance. Therefore, the resulting damper position is smaller.
Notice that this modulation process of the damper position causes an initial decrease in fan air flowrate
and chiller power until the new zone air setpoint is reached, at which point these values increase slightly
and remain steady for the duration of the setpoint change. Upon returning to normal conditions, the
terminal unit dampers are modulated wide open to cool the space until the normal zone air setpoint is
reached, during which time the fan air flowrate and chiller power consumption is increased above the
normal condition.
The fourth simulation introduces a step change in supply air temperature setpoint from the normal value
of 12.78 ◦C to 17.78 ◦C. The results are plotted in Figure 5.8. The supply air temperature increases
sharply in response to the setpoint change as the chilled water valve closes. The new supply air tem-
perature is reached in approximately 90 seconds. The increase in supply air temperature causes the
zone air temperatures to rise slowly, which then causes the terminal unit dampers to slowly modulate
open. They end up reaching the fully open position after about 240 seconds, indicating the new supply
air temperature is not cool enough to meet the cooling loads of each zone with maximum supply air.
Notice that the chiller initially experiences a sharp drop in power consumption followed by a slow rise
to a steady value, reached when the terminal unit dampers reach their maximum position. The steady
state power consumption of the chiller during the setpoint change is actually slightly more than observed
during normal operation. An increase in fan power is also observed, though without an initial reduction.
Both phenomenon are ultimately due to the increase in system air flowrate and will be explored further
in the next section with regard to implementing supply air temperature setpoint increase as a curtailment
strategy. Once the supply air temperature setpoint is returned to its normal value, the chiller power is
increased for approximately 500 seconds to cool the supply air until the normal operating temperature is
reached, at which point the system returns to normal performance.
The last simulation introduces a step change in chilled water supply temperature from the normal value
of 6 ◦C to 9◦C. The results are plotted in Figure 5.9. A similar trend to raising the supply air temperature
is seen, however, over a longer period of time due to the time it takes the chilled water supply temperature
to rise to the new setpoint, approximately 20 minutes. Once again, after an initial sharp decrease, chiller
power and fan power are ultimately increased during the setpoint change due to the increase in system
air flowrate. Additionally, because of an increase in supply air temperature, is is apparent that the chilled
water valve is starved open.
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Figure 5.5 – Simulated response of a representative VAV system to a step change in cooling load from 5300 W to
-1300 W in thermal zone 2 and a constant cooling load of 5300 W in thermal zone 1. Plots are shown for (first)
zone air dry bulb temperature for thermal zones 1 (blue) and 2 (red) as well as supply air temperature (black),
(second) terminal unit damper position (solid) and reheat valve position (dashed) for each thermal zone, (third)
supply fan speed, (fourth) duct static pressure, (fifth) supply fan air flowrate, and (sixth) fan power (solid) and
chiller power (dashed).
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Figure 5.6 – Simulated response of a representative VAV system to a step change in duct static pressure setpoint
from 373.2 Pa to 248.8 Pa. Plots are shown for (first) zone air dry bulb temperature for thermal zones 1 (blue) and
2 (red) as well as supply air temperature (black), (second) terminal unit damper position (solid) and reheat valve
position (dashed) for each thermal zone, (third) supply fan speed, (fourth) duct static pressure, (fifth) supply fan
air flowrate, and (sixth) fan power (solid) and chiller power (dashed).
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Figure 5.7 – Simulated response of a representative VAV system to a step change in zone air temperature setpoint
from 22 ◦C to 25 ◦C. Plots are shown for (first) zone air dry bulb temperature for thermal zones 1 (blue) and 2
(red) as well as supply air temperature (black), (second) terminal unit damper position (solid) and reheat valve
position (dashed) for each thermal zone, (third) supply fan speed, (fourth) duct static pressure, (fifth) supply fan
air flowrate, and (sixth) fan power (solid) and chiller power (dashed).
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Figure 5.8 – Simulated response of a representative VAV system to a step change in supply air temperature setpoint
from 12.78 ◦C to 17.78 ◦C. Plots are shown for (first) zone air dry bulb temperature for thermal zones 1 (blue) and
2 (red) as well as supply air temperature (black), (second) terminal unit damper position (solid) and reheat valve
position (dashed) for each thermal zone, (third) supply fan speed, (fourth) duct static pressure, (fifth) supply fan
air flowrate, and (sixth) fan power (solid) and chiller power (dashed).
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Figure 5.9 – Simulated response of a representative VAV system to a step change in chilled water temperature
setpoint from 6 ◦C to 9◦C. Plots are shown for (first) zone air dry bulb temperature for thermal zones 1 (blue) and
2 (red) as well as supply air temperature (black), (second) terminal unit damper position (solid) and reheat valve
position (dashed) for each thermal zone, (third) supply fan speed, (fourth) duct static pressure, (fifth) supply fan
air flowrate, and (sixth) fan power (solid) and chiller power (dashed).
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5.3 Curtailment Characterization Setup
Four batches of simulations were run in order to evaluate the performance of four different VAV cur-
tailment strategies under a wide range of operating conditions. This evaluation includes both how and
why variations occur in the power consumption curtailment observed at 10 and 30 minutes after strategy
implementation under different curtailment intensities and load conditions. The strategies tested include
a zone dry bulb temperature setpoint adjustment (ZDBA), static pressure setpoint adjustment (SPA),
supply air temperature setpoint adjustment (STA), and chilled water temperature setpoint adjustment
(CWA). For each of the four curtailment strategies, the curtailment strategy was varied over a range of
intensities, according to Table 5.2 below. For each strategy intensity, the cooling load applied to each
zone was varied from the design cooling load of 9300 W to 1300 W by increments of 1000 W. Note that
the normal operating zone setpoint temperature is 22 ◦C in order to include the case where the system is
operating just beyond its design capacity. Also, for the STA and CWA tests, the fan speed was locked at
the point of curtailment implementation to avoid speed-up for increased air flow, as suggested in Motegi
et al. (2007) and Raustad and Basarkar (2011). Lastly, all simulations were run with the reheat coil in the
terminal units disabled, which is representative of a building operating in summer mode with no heating
available.
The simulations were run for 10,000 seconds with the first 5,000 seconds under normal operating set-
points and the second 5,000 seconds under curtailment setpoints, which were implemented as step
changes at 5,000 seconds. Each zone air temperature and construction element was initialized to the
normal operating temperature setpoint of 22 ◦C. As noted above for these simulations, the operating con-
ditions of each zone were identical and the air system design is symmetric, so that inter-zone interactions
are not considered.
Table 5.2 – Curtailment strategy intensities implemented for simulated VAV system demand response curtailment
evaluations.
Each of the four simulation groups were run in batches controlled by a MATLAB script (file.m). This
script initialized inputs and saved them as MATLAB data files to the hard disk, wrote a Dymola script
file (file.mos) that outlined simulation and output parameters, commanded Dymola to run the script file,
collected the data output from the simulation, and saved the data to comma-separated files on the hard
disk for future processing. For Dymola, the integration algorithm used was Radau IIa - order 5 stiff, as
suggested by LBNL (2012), with a tolerance of 1E-5. The output interval length was one second. The
simulation time for each individual simulation in Dymola was 20 seconds, where 15 of those seconds
were used for model compilation and translation. For each simulation batch in MATLAB, the time was
45 minutes except for the static pressure adjustment batch which took approximately one hour because
of a larger number of simulations.
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5.4 Curtailment Characterization Results
Results of the simulations are plotted in Figures 5.10 to 5.21 of this section and are organized by cur-
tailment strategy. Of two sets of plots, the first presents dynamic performance data of pertinent HVAC
parameters over the time interval of interest. A select number of operating conditions was chosen to plot,
as plotting all of the data for all simulations is unnecessary and would lack clarity. The conditions plotted
were the 4 ◦C temperature setpoint adjustment for ZDBA, STA, and CWA, or the 50% static pressure
setpoint reduction for SPA and the 9300 W, 6300 W, and 3300 W load cases, as they clearly show the
transients of interest through the progression of load conditions. The parameters plotted include zone air
dry bulb temperature, supply air temperature, terminal unit damper position, terminal unit reheat valve
position, duct static pressure, fan air flowrate, chilled water valve position, fan power, and chiller power.
Note that because of identical operating conditions for each of the two zones, only the data from thermal
zone one is presented and referenced in the discussions below.
The second set of data presents characterization curves formulated by the plotting of a value of interest
with curtailment strategy intensity and load condition, which present clear correlations between these
variables. The values of interest include both the magnitude (α) of and normalized (β ) total power
reduction, chiller power reduction, fan power reduction, and fan air flowrate reduction, as defined by
Equations 5.8 and 5.9 below, at 10 minutes after the curtailment implementation. This time after im-
plementation is representative of spinning reserve provision. An additional value of interest is the time
required for the zone temperature to rise. A rise of 2 ◦C is presented on the following pages. This value
is modified for the ZDBA tests to represent the time required for the zone dry bulb temperature to reach
within 5% of the new setpoint. For all tests, a value of zero indicates that the temperature did not rise the
indicated amount during the simulation time period.
αθ = θnormal −θreduced (5.8)
βθ =
θreduced
θnormal
(5.9)
Where:
θ = Parameter Value
αθ = Reduction Magnitude of θ
βθ = Normalized Reduction of θ
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Figure 5.10 – Simulated response of a representative VAV system to a step change in zone air temperature setpoint
from 22 ◦C to 26 ◦C at thermal zone cooling load intensities of 9300 W (red), 6300 W (black), and 3300 W (blue).
Plots are shown for (first) zone air dry bulb temperature, (second) terminal unit damper position (solid) and reheat
valve position (dashed), (third) duct static pressure, (fourth) supply fan air flowrate, (fifth) chilled water valve
position, (sixth) supply fan power, and (seventh) chiller power. Dotted lines indicate the starting, 10-minute, and
30-minute points of curtailment implementation.
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Figure 5.11 – Reduction magnitude characterization curves for ZDBA for a) total power, b) chiller power, c) fan
power, and d) the supply fan air flowrate measured at 10 minutes after implementation. The time for thermal zone
temperature rise to new setpoint is plotted in e).
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Figure 5.12 – Normalized reduction characterization curves for ZDBA for a) total power, b) chiller power, c) fan
power, and d) the supply fan air flowrate measured at 10 minutes after implementation.
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Figure 5.13 – Simulated response of a representative VAV system to a step change in duct static pressure setpoint
from 373.2 Pa to 186.6 Pa at thermal zone cooling load intensities of 9300 W (red), 6300 W (black), and 3300
W (blue). Plots are shown for (first) zone air dry bulb temperature, (second) terminal unit damper position (solid)
and reheat valve position (dashed), (third) duct static pressure, (fourth) supply fan air flowrate, (fifth) chilled water
valve position, (sixth) supply fan power, and (seventh) chiller power. Dotted lines indicate the starting, 10-minute,
and 30-minute points of curtailment implementation.
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Figure 5.14 – Reduction magnitude characterization curves for SPA for a) total power, b) chiller power, c) fan
power, and d) the supply fan air flowrate measured at 10 minutes after implementation. The time for thermal zone
temperature rise of 2 ◦C is plotted in e).
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Figure 5.15 – Normalized reduction characterization curves for SPA for a) total power, b) chiller power, c) fan
power, and d) supply fan air flowrate measured at 10 minutes after implementation.
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Figure 5.16 – Simulated response of a representative VAV system to a step change in supply air temperature
setpoint from 12.78 ◦C to 16.78 ◦C at thermal zone cooling load intensities of 9300 W (red), 6300 W (black),
and 3300 W (blue). Plots are shown for (first) zone air dry bulb temperature, (second) terminal unit damper
position (solid) and reheat valve position (dashed), (third) duct static pressure, (fourth) supply fan air flowrate,
(fifth) chilled water valve position, (sixth) supply fan power, and (seventh) chiller power. Dotted lines indicate the
starting, 10-minute, and 30-minute points of curtailment implementation.
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Figure 5.17 – Reduction magnitude characterization curves for STA for a) total power, b) chiller power, c) fan
power, and d) the supply fan air flowrate measured at 10 minutes after implementation. The time for thermal zone
temperature rise of 2 ◦C is plotted in e).
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Figure 5.18 – Normalized reduction characterization curves for STA for a) total power, b) chiller power, c) fan
power, and d) the supply fan air flowrate measured at 10 minutes after implementation.
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Figure 5.19 – Simulated response of a representative VAV system to a step change in chilled water temperature
setpoint from 6 ◦C to 10 ◦C at thermal zone cooling load intensities of 9300 W (red), 6300 W (black), and 3300
W (blue). Plots are shown for (first) zone air dry bulb temperature, (second) terminal unit damper position (solid)
and reheat valve position (dashed), (third) duct static pressure, (fourth) supply fan air flowrate, (fifth) chilled water
valve position, (sixth) supply fan power, and (seventh) chiller power. Dotted lines indicate the starting, 10-minute,
and 30-minute points of curtailment implementation.
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Figure 5.20 – Reduction magnitude characterization curves for CWA for a) total power, b) chiller power, c) fan
power, and d) the supply fan air flowrate measured at 10 minutes after implementation. The time for thermal zone
temperature rise of 2 ◦C is plotted in e).
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Figure 5.21 – Normalized reduction characterization curves for CWA for a) total power, b) chiller power, c) fan
power, and d) the supply fan air flowrate measured at 10 minutes after implementation.
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5.5 Discussion
5.5.1 Zone Dry Bulb Temperature Adjustment
As seen in Figure 5.10, upon implementation of the zone dry bulb temperature adjustment, the error
between the zone temperature and zone temperature setpoint immediately becomes negative, indicating
a heating load. This causes the terminal unit damper position to modulate to the minimum. This sudden
closing of the dampers sharply reduces air flow, reduces the supply air temperature, and increases the
duct static pressure. The chilled water valve closes to maintain supply air temperature setpoint and the
fan slows down to maintain the static pressure setpoint, leading to both fan and chiller reductions in
power. The fan power reduction occurs over 60 seconds while the chiller power reduction occurs over
90 seconds. Upon reaching the new zone temperature setpoint, the damper modulates open to maintain
the zone setpoint at the new cooling load. The new required air flowrate is decreased, as the system
is now taking advantage of the thermal capacitance of the construction, which is providing convective
cooling to the zone. Simultaneous with the opening of terminal unit dampers, the air flowrate increases,
supply air temperature increases, and duct static pressure decreases. This causes the fan to speed up
and chilled valve to modulate open, increasing chiller power and fan power to a new steady state value
for the duration of the curtailment. Notice that if the load in the room is not high enough to raise the
air temperature to the new setpoint, the reopening of terminal unit dampers does not occur. Also, at
high loads, the supply air flowrate is reduced faster than the chilled water valve can maintain supply air
temperature. The result of this is an initial chiller unloading due to the sharp reduction in supply air
flowrate, and a continued, smaller, unloading rate as the chilled water valve reaches its new position.
Figure 5.11 shows that total power reduction at 10 minutes after implementation increases with setpoint
adjustment until a particular value, depending on the load condition. The exception to this is in the highest
load case, where the curves are shifted one unit to the right on the x-axes. This is due the terminal units
beginning starved due to the high load and remaining starved with a small setpoint adjustment. Figure
5.12a shows that power is reduced with an increase in setpoint adjustment until a particular value, where
a further increase in temperature adjustment has no further effect on reduction amount. It is seen from
5.12d that this inflection point occurs at the setpoint adjustment that causes the air flowrate through the
terminal unit to no longer decrease. This point corresponds to when the minimum damper position is
required to maintain the new setpoint and occurs with high setpoint adjustments or low initial cooling
loads.
It is important to note the effect of disabling the hot water reheat systems for these tests. If the reheat
were enabled, the sudden increase in setpoint temperature would cause the reheat valve to open in order
to heat the room as quickly as possible to the new setpoint. This phenomenon is seen in the first step test
simulation and is not advantageous to ancillary service provision because it shortens the time in which
the dampers are at minimum position to less than 10 minutes after implementation. This faster change in
zone temperature is also more likely to be sensed by occupants and could lead to thermal discomfort.
5.5.2 Static Pressure Adjustment
As seen in Figure 5.13, upon implementation of the static pressure setpoint adjustment, the fan slows to
meet the new static pressure setpoint. This reduces the pressure in the duct, which decreases air flow
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through the terminal unit. The terminal unit dampers are then modulated open until the demanded air
flowrate is once again met. The initial decrease in air flowrate decreases the supply air temperature
slightly until the combination of increased airflow and slight chilled water valve modulation correct the
temperature to the setpoint. The fan power is reduced due to a decrease in pressure, however, chiller
power reduction is small. The exception is the highest cooling load case, where the terminal damper
positions are at their maximum during normal operation. In this case, their inability to modulate further
open causes the air flowrate to reduce in the wake of the static pressure adjustment. This decrease in air
flowrate reduces the temperature of the supply air until the chilled water valve modulates closed. Fan
power is reduced due to a decrease in pressure and air flowrate and chiller power is reduced due to a
decrease in air flowrate. With the terminal units starved and unable to meet the cooling load, note that
the chiller power rises slightly over time as the zone air, and corresponding return air, warms.
Figures 5.14 and 5.15 show that total power reduction is increased with increasing intensity of static
pressure adjustment. However, there is an obvious inflection point in all of the curves of both figures
that corresponds to the point where terminal unit starving takes place. From this point, further reduction
in static pressure continues to reduce air flow, which increases the reduction in fan power and initializes
a reduction in chiller power. Also note that the zone temperature does not rise drastically, as shown in
Figure 5.14e. Only in the highest load cases with high setpoint adjustments does the zone temperature
rise 2 ◦C in an appreciable amount of time relative to the time periods of ancillary service provision.
In practice, static pressure reset controllers operate the system as close to the inflection point of the
correlation curves as possible. However, for truly effective demand response applications, the point
of operation should extend beyond this inflection point to the degree occupant service is not severely
impacted.
5.5.3 Supply Air Temperature Adjustment
As seen in Figure 5.16, upon implementation of the supply air temperature setpoint adjustment, the cool-
ing valve modulates closed until the supply air temperature rises to the new setpoint. The increased
supply air temperature begins to warm the zone air, which causes the terminal unit to increase its de-
manded air flowrate and modulate its dampers open. The modulation of the dampers open decreases the
duct static pressure and increases the air flowrate. Unlike the previous two curtailment strategies, how-
ever, the fan speed has been locked to avoid speed-up. Therefore, the duct static pressure remains below
the setpoint. The fan power ultimately increases, as it is now riding a constant speed fan performance
curve with increasing air flowrate. The chiller power decreases sharply initially and then begins to in-
crease as air flowrate increases or zone air temperature increases, which occurs in the case that terminal
unit dampers are or become starved.
Figures 5.17 and 5.18 show that fan power increases with increased supply air temperature adjustment
until the setpoint adjustment where terminal unit boxes become starved and air flow can no longer in-
crease. If the terminal units do not become starved, the zone air temperature is maintained at the normal
setpoint and airflow is increased. Although the fact that the zone air temperature does not change implies
that the chiller must be providing the same rate of cooling as normal conditions, there is additional en-
ergy added to the system in the form of fan work. If the same amount of heat is added to the air system
from the zone cooling load, and additional work is added to the air system from the fan, the First Law of
Thermodynamics says that the total amount of energy the chiller must remove from the system increases.
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Once the terminal unit becomes starved, any further increase in setpoint adjustment will only increase the
supply air temperature and not the air flowrate, causing an increase in chiller power reduction. At higher
cooling load intensities, this transition to terminal unit starving occurs at small supply air temperature
adjustments. It should be noted, however, that the magnitude that power increases due to the effects of
added fan work is small compared to the magnitude of power curtailed after terminal unit starving takes
place.
The exception to the above process is in the case with the lowest cooling load. In this case, the minimum
position of the damper provides more cooling than is necessary to maintain the zone air temperature
setpoint. When the supply air temperature is increased, the damper position and corresponding flowrate
do not change from minimum. Without an increase in supply air flowrate, the supply air temperature
increase unloads the chiller. It is hypothesized that the slope of this curve is less than the unloading slope
of the other load cases due to the smaller air flowrate (minimum compared to maximum), however the
discussion of forming functional relationships for these curves and relating them to physical parameters
of operation is saved for future work.
5.5.4 Chilled Water Temperature Adjustment
As seen in Figure 5.19, upon implementation of the chilled water temperature setpoint adjustment, the
cooling valve modulates open so that the supply air temperature is maintained. In the case that the
cooling valve modulates fully open, the supply air temperature is increased. The increase in supply
air temperature begins to heat the zone air and causes the terminal unit dampers to modulate open,
increasing the air flowrate and dropping the duct static pressure. This process, as in the case of the
supply air temperature adjustment, ultimately increases fan power. Chiller power is reduced sharply
initially, however begins to increase as the air flowrate increases and the chilled water valve modulates
to maintain supply air flowrate setpoint.
Figures 5.20 and 5.21 show similar trends to that of the supply air temperature adjustment. That is, fan
power only increases with chilled water temperature setpoint adjustment due to the resulting increase in
air flowrate. Once the terminal unit is starved, a continued increase in setpoint adjustment unloads the
chiller.
5.6 Conclusion
This chapter has developed a representative VAV model to analyze the performance of four demand
response curtailment strategies; zone air dry bulb temperature setpoint adjustment (ZDBA), duct static
pressure setpoint adjustment (SPA), supply air temperature adjustment (STA), and chilled water tempera-
ture adjustment (CWA). The model was used to simulate each strategy under various load conditions and
strategy implementation intensities in order to formulate correlation curves between these two parame-
ters and performance variables of interest, which included absolute and normalized total power reduction,
chiller power reduction, fan power reduction, and fan air flowrate reduction at a time 10 minutes from
implementation. This time was chosen as representative of providing spinning reserve ancillary services.
Additionally, zone temperature rise times were plotted to gauge the impact on occupant service. From
the results and discussion presented in this chapter, the following conclusions can be drawn.
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First, terminal unit position plays the largest role in determining the performance of each curtailment
strategy. This is because they ultimately control the airflow through the central system and into each
zone. While this fact is almost obvious, the results show a clear distinction in curtailment performance
before and after operating conditions are met that cause a terminal unit to reach minimum or maximum
position. These points are indicated by inflection points of the correlation curves presented for each strat-
egy. For ZDBA, terminal unit damper position minimization marks the point of maximum curtailment,
beyond which further curtailment does not affect the performance. For SPA, terminal unit starvation
marks the point of increased curtailment effectiveness, which results from the additional decrease in air
flowrate as well as static pressure. After this point, there is no physically relevant limit to effectiveness,
however until this point, the curtailment strategy has minimal effectiveness. Though operation in this
range should be considered as a year-round energy conservation strategy. For STA and CWA, terminal
unit starvation marks the point of any positive curtailment effectiveness except for the initial moments
after implementation. This observation is also noted in Motegi et al. (2007) and is true even with fan
speed locking. Until this point, an increase in supply air flowrate from terminal unit damper modula-
tion at constant fan speed results in increased fan power added to the system, as can be seen on any fan
performance curve. This analysis makes it clear that effective load curtailment is not possible without
some impact on service, as ZDBA load curtailment increases when zone temperature can be risen higher
and SPA, STA, and CWA load curtailment increases when terminal units become starved. The key is
to predict curtailment performance so that the optimum strategy may be chosen to minimize occupancy
service loss and maximize ancillary service provision.
Second, the results show clear families of curves associated with each curtailment strategy. While the
simplicity of the developed VAV model contributes to the relative simplicity of the correlation curves, this
method of visualizing data proves to be effective in determining the general performance effectiveness
of each strategy under different load conditions and implementation intensities. Simulations that add ad-
ditional complexities (e.g. unbalanced thermal load or asymmetrical duct design) may reveal additional
important governing parameters to that of terminal unit position described above. Examples include the
relative number or duct location of terminal units, especially with respect to the location of the duct static
pressure sensor and amount of flow resistance to different terminal units. Additionally, the presence of
exterior weather conditions that play a role in driving cooling loads as a function of zone air temperature
(such as wall conduction) will affect the shape of the curves in the cases in which zone air temperature
changes.
Third, this analysis reveals important insights to fundamental differences in these curtailment strategies
with application to ancillary services. SPA could be considered the "cleanest" of the curtailment strate-
gies from a dynamics point of view. That is, once the strategy is implemented, there is only one transient
period that occurs. The duct pressure is reduced, the terminal unit dampers modulate open, and if they
become starved, the chiller unloads. This is unlike any of the other curtailment strategies, which involve
multiple transients. In ZDBA, there is an initial decrease in air flow when terminal unit dampers close
and then a re-opening of these dampers to a new position once the new zone air setpoint has been reached.
For STA and CWA, there is an initial unloading of the chiller in order to order meet the new supply air
or chilled water setpoints, however, as terminal unit dampers open and air flow increases, the chiller and
fan increase in power consumption. Also, the impact of each curtailment strategy on occupant service is
important to consider. Only at high loads and high curtailment intensities is it possible that SPA, STA, or
CWA contributes to zone over-heating within a time period relevant to ancillary service provision. This
is because terminal units are supplying as much air as possible to the zones during curtailment, which
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may still be at an acceptable temperature or flowrate for relative thermal comfort. For ZDBA, thermal
comfort is definitely affected for each load intensity, although the degree is completely controllable.
It could be concluded, then, that SPA represents an attractable strategy for spinning or non-spinning re-
serve provision due to the relative simplicity of the implementation dynamics and small thermal comfort
impact below some critical high-load condition. This makes curves such as those presented above at-
tractable for predicting performance. CWA and STA may be attractable options for regulation provision,
as curtailment is immediate with slow secondary transients. However, mechanical durability is a large
concern in this case. Lastly, ZDBA may be an attractable option for long-term demand response due to
its ability to control thermal comfort at a high level.
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Conclusions and Future Work
Increasing penetration of intermittent renewable power generation from solar and wind sources requires
the operation of future electric grids to be flexible. Buildings account for the largest portion of electricity
consumption in the U.S., providing them with an incredible opportunity to help shape the operation
of future electric grids. Additionally, the coupling of a building’s electric power consumption with its
thermal energy storage through HVAC systems make building HVAC systems prime targets for electric
demand flexibility. Termed demand response, there has been much study of this application for building
HVAC systems over the last decade. However, much of this study lacked the evaluation of multi-zone
commercial building HVAC systems at a level fine enough to capture the physical processes and system
dynamics responsible for demand response performance. This is especially important when considering
the use of HVAC systems in providing grid ancillary services, which are of most importance when
considering the high use of renewable intermittent generation and have timescales of implementation on
the order of transient HVAC dynamics. Through this type of study, it will be possible to better predict
performance in the face of varying operating conditions, as occurs on a daily basis. Therefore, this thesis
set out to analyze and characterize the performance of a common multi-zone HVAC system, the VAV
system, providing grid ancillary services.
Initially, high resolution electrical and HVAC data from a real test building was analyzed to gain insights
into real-world operational qualities that affect the provision of ancillary services. The first observation
was that the HVAC system accounted for approximately 80% of whole building power demand, with
the air-cooled chiller accounting for approximately 50% of whole building power demand, giving the
HVAC system significant authority over building power consumption. Second, the direct and indirect
relationship between environmental conditions and HVAC power were observed, pointing out the need
to consider these conditions with HVAC power curtailment. Third, the discrete operation of staged or
cycled equipment was presented and considered to be advantageous to ancillary service provision only if
properly controlled. Fourth, the effect of operational faults on service provision was discussed, including
sticky actuators and improper controller tuning. Lastly, three static pressure adjustments were applied to
the test building throughout one day. The results showed that the damper and fan controllers responded
quickly, within two minutes and well within the response time required to provide 10-minute spinning
reserves. Additionally, observations were made about the strong effect terminal unit starvation has on
fan airflow and power reduction, something that was further explored through simulations.
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In order to study the operation of VAV systems providing ancillary services under varying operating
conditions and curtailment strategies, a representative VAV model was developed and simulated. The
strengths of Modelica, a progressive physical modeling language, were shown in simulating pressure-
flow relationships in complex flow networks that are required to study the dynamic operation of VAV
systems. Dymola was used to implement a Modelica model of a VAV system containing a fan, cooling
coil, two terminal units with hot water reheat, various duct resistances, two thermal zones, and vari-
ous equipment controllers. Explicit control of terminal unit damper position, reheat valve position, fan
speed, and chilled water valve position based on operating temperatures, pressures, and air flowrates was
demonstrated through a series of simulations with various setpoint step changes. The VAV model was
then used to simulate five different load curtailment strategies at various intensities and load conditions,
including zone dry bulb temperature setpoint adjustment (ZDBA), static pressure setpoint adjustment
(SPA), supply air temperature setpoint adjustment (STA), and chilled water temperature setpoint ad-
justment (CWA). Characterization curves were developed that map the power curtailment, air flowrate
reduction, and zone temperature rise of each strategy. These curves are helpful in visualizing the perfor-
mance and could form a basis of performance prediction. The influence of terminal unit damper position
was observed through the presence of inflection points in the curves that drastically changed curtailment
performance. For ZDBA, terminal unit damper position minimization marks the point of maximum
power curtailment, while for SPA, STA, and CWA, terminal unit damper starvation marks the point be-
yond which power curtailment performance significantly increases. In the case of STA and CWA, if the
setpoint temperatures are not raised high enough to starve the terminal units for a given load condition,
the increase in required air flowrate by the opening of terminal unit dampers will ultimately lead to an
increase in total power consumption.
In conclusion, the work of this thesis has contributed to the investigation of how multi-zone commerical
HVAC systems may provide reliable ancillary services from a system dynamics point of view. In gen-
eral, it has revealed that highly effective grid service provision only comes with an amount of occupant
service loss. More specifically, it has identified and begun to characterize important processes by which
this occurs so that the performance of different strategies under various load conditions can be better
predicted in real applications. Groups of buildings on institution campuses or under regional curtailment
service provider control may better deal with variability in performance due to the flexibility given by
controlling multiple systems. However, understanding and predicting performance in individual build-
ings is still important for facility managers and owners without this luxury and can enhance the reliability
and optimization of the services provided by those with it.
Future work associated with this thesis includes both the test building and simulations. The static pres-
sure setpoint adjustment in the test building was performed in November, a time of low cooling loads for
the building and little chiller operation. Similar tests during the summer would allow the study of chiller
performance in addition to that of the air system. Additionally, a range of tests could be designed similar
to those performed in the simulations to map the performance of the HVAC system with different strat-
egy and load intensities through characterization curves. These curves could be compared with those
developed in this thesis. Future simulations should include cases with differential loading across the
thermal zones as well as asymmetrical terminal unit duct branch design. Both of these cases will cause
terminal unit dampers to reach their maximum or minimum position at different points, likely adding
additional inflection points in the characterization curves. Further exploration of the characterization
curves should be performed to identify their mathematical functional relationship to physical variables
and determine whether these functions can be identified without the explicit mapping of data, which is
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not likely to be so available in real buildings. These functions may not only be used in ancillary service
bidding algorithms that predict service performance, but also optimization routines that determine the
implementation strategy that maximizes ancillary service provision and minimizes occupancy service
loss for a given load condition.
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Appendix A
Simulation Models
A.1 VAV System - Top Level
A.2 Supply Fan
Buildings.Fluid.Movers.FlowMachine_Nrpm Fan(
N_nominal=1600,
dp(start=0),
riseTime=30,
N_start=1765,
redeclare package Medium = Buildings.Media.IdealGases.SimpleAir,
filteredSpeed=true,
m_flow(start=1.8),
use_powerCharacteristic=true,
pressure(V_flow={1.1798,1.4158,1.6517}, dp={746.45,741.48,696.69}),
addPowerToMedium=true,
power(V_flow={0,1.1798,1.6517}, P={0,1640.57,2423.56}),
T_start=303.15);
A.3 Supply Fan Power Model
model FanPower_wPressureHead
parameter Modelica.SIunits.Pressure designPressure;
parameter Modelica.SIunits.MassFlowRate designMassFlowRate;
parameter Modelica.SIunits.Power designShaftPower;
parameter Real designFanSpeed;
Real a;
Real b;
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Figure A.1 – Graphical implementation of representative VAV system model in Dymola used for Chapter 5 simu-
lations.
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A.4. SUPPLY FAN CONTROLLER
Real d;
Real po;
Real f;
Real H;
Modelica.Blocks.Interfaces.RealInput FanAirflow;
Modelica.Blocks.Interfaces.RealOutput FanPower;
Modelica.Blocks.Interfaces.RealInput SPSetpoint;
equation
po = if abs(SPSetpoint/designPressure) < 1e-4 then 0
else SPSetpoint/designPressure;
f = FanAirflow/designMassFlowRate;
a = (po/2)^(3/2);
b = po*(1-a);
d = 1 - a - b;
H = a + b*f + d*f^3;
FanPower = H*designShaftPower;
end FanPower_wPressureHead;
A.4 Supply Fan Controller
model SFController
parameter Real Nmax "Maximum Fan Speed";
parameter Real Nmin "Minimum Fan Speed";
Modelica.Blocks.Continuous.LimPID PI(
yMax=Nmax,
yMin=Nmin,
k=0.15,
Ti=5);
Modelica.Blocks.Interfaces.RealOutput FanSpeedSet;
Modelica.Blocks.Interfaces.RealInput SAPSetpoint;
Modelica.Blocks.Interfaces.RealInput SAPMeasure;
equation
connect(PI.y, FanSpeedSet);
connect(PI.u_s, SAPSetpoint);
connect(PI.u_m, SAPMeasure);
end SFController;
A.5 Cooling Coil
Buildings.Fluid.HeatExchangers.DryEffectivenessNTU CoolingCoil(
redeclare package Medium1 = Modelica.Media.Water.StandardWater,
redeclare package Medium2 = Buildings.Media.IdealGases.SimpleAir,
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Figure A.2 – Graphical implementation of supply fan controller model in Dymola used for Chapter 5 simulations.
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A.6. AHU RESISTANCE
dp1_nominal=0,
dp2_nominal=0,
m2_flow_nominal=1.848,
configuration=
Buildings.Fluid.Types.HeatExchangerConfiguration.CrossFlowUnmixed,
r_nominal=2/3,
m1_flow_nominal=1.02,
Q_flow_nominal=21395,
T_a1_nominal=279.15,
T_a2_nominal=297.45);
A.6 AHU Resistance
Buildings.Fluid.FixedResistances.FixedResistanceDpM ahuresis(
redeclare package Medium = Buildings.Media.IdealGases.SimpleAir,
m_flow_nominal=1.54*1.2,
dp_nominal=537);
A.7 Supply Duct Splitter
Buildings.Fluid.FixedResistances.SplitterFixedResistanceDpM split(
dh={1,2,3},
res1(m_flow(start=0)),
res2(m_flow(start=0)),
res3(m_flow(start=0)),
p_start(displayUnit="Pa") = system.p_ambient,
redeclare package Medium = Buildings.Media.IdealGases.SimpleAir,
T_start(displayUnit="degC") = 285.93,
dp_nominal(displayUnit="kPa") = {0,-277,-277},
m_flow_nominal={1,-0.77,-0.77}*1.2) "Splitter";
A.8 Terminal Unit
Terminal unit model code:
model TermUnit
parameter Modelica.SIunits.Velocity v_nominal
"Nominal Air Velocity";
parameter Modelica.SIunits.Velocity v_max
"Maximum Air Velocity at Max Flow";
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Figure A.3 – Graphical implementation of terminal unit model in Dymola used for Chapter 5 simulations.
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A.8. TERMINAL UNIT
parameter Modelica.SIunits.MassFlowRate m_flow_nominal
"Nominal Air Mass Flowrate";
parameter Modelica.SIunits.MassFlowRate m_wflow_nominal
"Nominal HW Water Mass Flowrate";
parameter Modelica.SIunits.Pressure dp_nominal
"Nominal Pressure Drop (w/ Damp Open)";
parameter Modelica.SIunits.Pressure dp_max
"Maximum Pressure Drop (w/ Damp Open at Max Flow)";
parameter Modelica.SIunits.MassFlowRate m_flow_max
"Maximum Terminal Unit Air Mass Flowrate";
parameter Modelica.SIunits.MassFlowRate m_flow_min
"Minimum Terminal Unit Air Mass Flowrate";
parameter Modelica.SIunits.Power Q_flow_nominal
"Nominal Heating Coil Heat Flow";
parameter Modelica.SIunits.Temperature T_a1_nominal
"Nominal Entering Water Temperature";
parameter Modelica.SIunits.Temperature T_a2_nominal
"Nominal Entering Air Temperature";
Modelica.Blocks.Interfaces.RealInput ZDBSetpoint;
Modelica.Blocks.Interfaces.RealInput ZDBMeasure;
Buildings.Fluid.Actuators.Dampers.VAVBoxExponential vavDam(
redeclare package Medium = Buildings.Media.IdealGases.SimpleAir,
use_v_nominal=true,
m_flow_nominal=m_flow_nominal,
dp_nominal=dp_nominal,
v_nominal=v_nominal);
Buildings.Fluid.HeatExchangers.DryEffectivenessNTU HeatingCoil(
redeclare package Medium1 = Modelica.Media.Water.StandardWater,
redeclare package Medium2 = Buildings.Media.IdealGases.SimpleAir,
m1_flow_nominal=m_wflow_nominal,
dp1_nominal=0,
dp2_nominal=0,
Q_flow_nominal=Q_flow_nominal,
T_a1_nominal=T_a1_nominal,
T_a2_nominal=T_a2_nominal,
m2_flow_nominal=0.18405,
configuration=
Buildings.Fluid.Types.HeatExchangerConfiguration.CrossFlowUnmixed);
Modelica.Fluid.Interfaces.FluidPort_b AirOut(
redeclare package Medium = Buildings.Media.IdealGases.SimpleAir);
Modelica.Fluid.Interfaces.FluidPort_a AirIn(
redeclare package Medium = Buildings.Media.IdealGases.SimpleAir);
Buildings.Fluid.Actuators.Valves.TwoWayLinear val(
redeclare package Medium = Modelica.Media.Water.StandardWater,
m_flow_nominal=m_wflow_nominal,
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dpFixed_nominal=5971,
dpValve_nominal=6000,
l=0.000001,
y_start=0);
Buildings.Fluid.Sensors.MassFlowRate senMasFlo(
redeclare package Medium = Buildings.Media.IdealGases.SimpleAir);
Buildings.Fluid.Sensors.TemperatureTwoPort senTem(
redeclare package Medium = Buildings.Media.IdealGases.SimpleAir,
m_flow_nominal=m_flow_nominal);
TUController terminalUnit(
m_flow_max=m_flow_max,
m_flow_min=m_flow_min,
hysteresis(displayUnit="K") = 0.5);
Buildings.Fluid.Sources.FixedBoundary HWsink(
nPorts=1,
p(displayUnit="Pa") = 101325,
redeclare package Medium = Modelica.Media.Water.StandardWater)
"Sink for terminal box ";
Buildings.Fluid.Sources.FixedBoundary HWsource(
nPorts=1,
redeclare package Medium = Modelica.Media.Water.StandardWater,
p(displayUnit="Pa") = 101325 + 12000,
T=366.45) "Source for terminal box";
equation
connect(vavDam.port_b, HeatingCoil.port_a2);
connect(val.port_b, HeatingCoil.port_a1);
connect(senMasFlo.port_b, AirOut);
connect(terminalUnit.DamperSet, vavDam.y);
connect(terminalUnit.HWValveSet, val.y);
connect(val.port_a, HWsource.ports[1]);
connect(HWsink.ports[1], HeatingCoil.port_b1);
connect(ZDBSetpoint, terminalUnit.ZDBSetpoint);
connect(ZDBMeasure, terminalUnit.ZDBMeasure);
connect(senMasFlo.m_flow, terminalUnit.TUm_flow);
connect(senTem.port_b, senMasFlo.port_a);
connect(HeatingCoil.port_b2, senTem.port_a);
connect(vavDam.port_a, AirIn);
connect(senTem.T, terminalUnit.ATMeasure);
end TermUnit;
Implementation of terminal unit model within VAV model:
Controls.TermUnit_idealair termUnit1(
m_flow_max=1.133,
Q_flow_nominal=6982,
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dp_nominal(displayUnit="Pa") = 66.6,
m_wflow_nominal=6982/(4200*10),
m_flow_nominal=0.77*1.2,
dp_max(displayUnit="Pa") = 98.3,
v_nominal=6.66,
v_max=8.07,
m_flow_min=0.184,
T_a1_nominal=366.45,
T_a2_nominal=285.93);
Controls.TermUnit_idealair termUnit2(
m_wflow_nominal=6982/(4200*10),
m_flow_max=1.133,
Q_flow_nominal=6982,
dp_nominal(displayUnit="Pa") = 66.6,
m_flow_nominal=0.77*1.2,
dp_max(displayUnit="Pa") = 98.3,
v_nominal=6.66,
v_max=8.07,
m_flow_min=0.184,
T_a1_nominal=366.45,
T_a2_nominal=285.93);
A.9 Terminal Unit Controller
model TUController
parameter Modelica.SIunits.MassFlowRate m_flow_max
"Maximum airflow through TU";
parameter Modelica.SIunits.MassFlowRate m_flow_min
"Minimum airflow through TU";
parameter Modelica.SIunits.Temperature hysteresis
"Half of full range";
parameter Real cbreak = 0
"Break between damper actuation and valve actuation";
Real norm_flow_min "Normalized minimum VAV airflow";
Real FlowDem "Normalized VAV flow demand";
Real HWDem "Hot water valve demand";
Modelica.Blocks.Interfaces.RealInput ZDBSetpoint;
Modelica.Blocks.Interfaces.RealInput ZDBMeasure;
Modelica.Blocks.Interfaces.RealInput TUm_flow;
Modelica.Blocks.Interfaces.RealInput ATMeasure;
Modelica.Blocks.Interfaces.RealOutput DamperSet;
Modelica.Blocks.Interfaces.RealOutput HWValveSet;
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Modelica.Blocks.Continuous.LimPID PIDSig(
controllerType=Modelica.Blocks.Types.SimpleController.PI,
yMax=1,
y_start=0.8,
yMin=-1,
k=0.8,
Ti=600);
Modelica.Blocks.Continuous.LimPID PIDDamper(
controllerType=Modelica.Blocks.Types.SimpleController.PI,
yMax=1,
y_start=0.8,
yMin=m_flow_min/m_flow_max,
Ti=30,
k=2);
Modelica.Blocks.Nonlinear.Limiter FlowDemLim(
uMax=1.0,
uMin=m_flow_min/m_flow_max);
Deadband deadband(deadband=0);
Hysteresis hysteresis1;
equation
// Define normalized minimum flow
norm_flow_min = m_flow_min/m_flow_max;
// Determine normalized demanded flow setpoint.
// If the supply air temperature is warmer than the zone air temperature,
// the box is heating and minimum flow should be demanded.
// If the supply air temperature is colder than the zone air temperature,
// the box is cooling and flow is set based on cooling need.
hysteresis1.uLow = ZDBSetpoint - 0.5;
hysteresis1.uHigh = ZDBSetpoint + 0.5;
FlowDem = if hysteresis1.y then norm_flow_min else
(PIDSig.y - cbreak)*(1.0 - norm_flow_min)/(-1.0 - cbreak) + norm_flow_min;
// Limit normalized flow demand to minimum normalized flow
FlowDemLim.u = FlowDem;
// Determine the hotwater demand based on zone temperature error
HWDem = (PIDSig.y - cbreak)*(1.0-0)/(1.0 - cbreak)+0;
// Limit hot water valve set to greater than 0 and to only open
// when the box is demanding minimum normalized flow.
HWValveSet = if HWDem > 0 and FlowDem <= norm_flow_min then HWDem else 0;
PIDDamper.u_m = TUm_flow/m_flow_max;
connect(ZDBMeasure, PIDSig.u_m);
connect(PIDDamper.y, DamperSet);
connect(FlowDemLim.y, PIDDamper.u_s);
connect(deadband.SetEff, PIDSig.u_s);
connect(ZDBMeasure, deadband.VarMea);
connect(ZDBSetpoint, deadband.VarSet);
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connect(ATMeasure, hysteresis1.uComp);
end TUController;
A.10 Diffuser Resistance
Buildings.Fluid.FixedResistances.FixedResistanceDpM diffuser1(
redeclare package Medium = Buildings.Media.IdealGases.SimpleAir,
dp_nominal=29.6,
m_flow_nominal=0.77*1.2);
Buildings.Fluid.FixedResistances.FixedResistanceDpM diffuser2(
redeclare package Medium = Buildings.Media.IdealGases.SimpleAir,
dp_nominal=29.6,
m_flow_nominal=0.77*1.2);
A.11 Thermal Zones
record datConstr
// DEFINE BUILDING MATERIALS //////////////////////////////////////
// x [m]
// k [W/m-k]
// d [kg/m^3]
// c [J/kg-k]
// *If c == 0 or d == 0 --> Steady State Conduction
Buildings.HeatTransfer.Data.Solids.Generic matDOEstucco(
x = 0.0253,
k = 0.6918,
d = 1858.0,
c = 837.0) "1 in Stucco";
Buildings.HeatTransfer.Data.Solids.Generic matDOEconc(
x = 0.2032,
k = 1.3110,
d = 2240.0,
c = 836.8) "8 in Concrete";
Buildings.HeatTransfer.Data.Solids.Generic matDOEwallins(
x = 0.036539,
k = 0.049,
d = 265.0,
c = 836.8) "1 1/2 in Ext Wall Insulation";
Buildings.HeatTransfer.Data.Solids.Generic matDOEgyp(
x = 0.0127,
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Figure A.4 – Graphical implementation of thermal zone models in Dymola used for Chapter 5 simulations.
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k = 0.1600,
d = 784.9,
c = 830.0) "1/2 in Gypsum";
Buildings.HeatTransfer.Data.Solids.Generic matDOEsog(
x = 0.1016,
k = 1.311,
d = 2240.0,
c = 836.8) "4 in SOG";
Buildings.HeatTransfer.Data.Resistances.Generic matDOEcarp(
R = 0.2165) "Carpet";
Buildings.HeatTransfer.Data.Solids.Generic matDOEacoutile(
x = 0.0127,
k = 0.0570,
d = 288.0,
c = 1339.0) "Acoustic Tile Drop Ceiling";
Buildings.HeatTransfer.Data.Solids.Generic matDOEroofmem(
x = 0.0095,
k = 0.1600,
d = 1121.3,
c = 1460.0) "1/16 in Roofing Membrane";
Buildings.HeatTransfer.Data.Solids.Generic matDOEatticins(
x = 0.23413,
k = 0.049,
d = 265.0,
c = 836.8) "9 in Attic Insulation";
Buildings.HeatTransfer.Data.Solids.Generic matDOEmetdeck(
x = 0.0015,
k = 45.0060,
d = 7680.00,
c = 418.40) "3/8 in Metal Decking";
// DEFINE BUILDING CONSTRUCTIONS (outside to roomside) ////////////
Buildings.HeatTransfer.Data.OpaqueConstructions.Generic conDOEextwall(final
nLay = 4,
material = {matDOEstucco,matDOEconc, matDOEwallins, matDOEgyp})
"Exterior Wall";
Buildings.HeatTransfer.Data.OpaqueConstructions.Generic conDOEintwall(final
nLay = 2,
material = {matDOEgyp, matDOEgyp}) "Interior Wall";
Buildings.HeatTransfer.Data.OpaqueConstructions.Generic conDOEfloor(final
nLay = 2,
material = {matDOEsog, matDOEcarp}) "Floor";
Buildings.HeatTransfer.Data.OpaqueConstructions.Generic conDOEceil(final
nLay = 4,
material = {matDOEgyp, matDOEatticins, matDOEgyp, matDOEacoutile})
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"Ceiling";
Buildings.HeatTransfer.Data.OpaqueConstructions.Generic conDOEroof(final
nLay = 2,
material = {matDOEroofmem, matDOEmetdeck}) "Roof";
// DEFINE BUILDING GLAZING SYSTEMS (outside to roomside) ///////////
Buildings.HeatTransfer.Data.GlazingSystems.SingleClear3 glazDOEsingle(
UFra = 2,
haveExteriorShade = false,
haveInteriorShade = false) "Single Pane 3mm Fixed";
end datConstr;
model BuildingDef2_nowea_idealair "2-Zone DOE Small Office"
import Buildings;
extends datConstr;
Buildings.Rooms.MixedAir z1(
AFlo = 255,
hRoo = 3.05,
nConExt = 0,
nConExtWin = 0,
nConPar = 0,
nConBou = 3,
datConBou(
layers = {conDOEfloor, conDOEceil, conDOEextwall},
A = {255, 255, 140.8},
til = {Buildings.HeatTransfer.Types.Tilt.Floor,
Buildings.HeatTransfer.Types.Tilt.Ceiling,
Buildings.HeatTransfer.Types.Tilt.Wall},
T_a_start = {273.15+22, 273.15+22, 273.15+22},
T_b_start = {273.15+22, 273.15+22, 273.15+22}),
nSurBou = 0,
nPorts=2,
redeclare package Medium = Buildings.Media.IdealGases.SimpleAir,
T_start(displayUnit="degC") = 295.15,
lat=43);
Buildings.Rooms.MixedAir z2(
AFlo = 255,
hRoo = 3.05,
nConExt = 0,
nConExtWin = 0,
nConPar = 0,
nConBou = 3,
datConBou(
layers = {conDOEfloor, conDOEceil, conDOEextwall},
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A = {255, 255, 140.8},
til = {Buildings.HeatTransfer.Types.Tilt.Floor,
Buildings.HeatTransfer.Types.Tilt.Ceiling,
Buildings.HeatTransfer.Types.Tilt.Wall},
T_a_start = {273.15+22, 273.15+22, 273.15+22},
T_b_start = {273.15+22, 273.15+22, 273.15+22}),
nSurBou = 0,
nPorts=2,
redeclare package Medium = Buildings.Media.IdealGases.SimpleAir,
T_start=295.15,
lat=43);
Modelica.Blocks.Interfaces.RealInput IntLoadz1
"Radiant, convective and latent heat input into room";
Modelica.Blocks.Interfaces.RealInput IntLoadz2
"Radiant, convective and latent heat input into room";
Modelica.Thermal.HeatTransfer.Interfaces.HeatPort_a heaPorAir1
"Heat port to air volume";
Modelica.Thermal.HeatTransfer.Interfaces.HeatPort_a heaPorAir2
"Heat port to air volume";
Modelica.Fluid.Vessels.BaseClasses.VesselFluidPorts_b ports1[2](
redeclare package Medium = Buildings.Media.IdealGases.SimpleAir)
"Fluid inlets and outlets";
Modelica.Fluid.Vessels.BaseClasses.VesselFluidPorts_b ports2[2](
redeclare package Medium = Buildings.Media.IdealGases.SimpleAir)
"Fluid inlets and outlets";
Modelica.Blocks.Math.Gain RadSplit1(k=0);
Modelica.Blocks.Math.Gain ConvSplit1(k=1);
Modelica.Blocks.Math.Gain LatSplit1(k=0);
Modelica.Blocks.Math.Gain RadSplit2(k=0);
Modelica.Blocks.Math.Gain ConvSplit2(k=1);
Modelica.Blocks.Math.Gain LatSplit2(k=0);
inner Modelica.Fluid.System system(p_ambient(displayUnit="kPa"));
equation
connect(z1.heaPorAir, heaPorAir1);
connect(z2.heaPorAir, heaPorAir2);
connect(z1.ports[1], ports1[1]);
connect(z2.ports[1], ports2[1]);
connect(z1.ports[2], ports1[2]);
connect(z2.ports[2], ports2[2]);
connect(IntLoadz1, RadSplit1.u);
connect(IntLoadz1, ConvSplit1.u);
connect(IntLoadz1, LatSplit1.u);
connect(RadSplit1.y, z1.qGai_flow[1]);
connect(ConvSplit1.y, z1.qGai_flow[2]);
connect(LatSplit1.y, z1.qGai_flow[3]);
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connect(RadSplit2.y, z2.qGai_flow[1]);
connect(ConvSplit2.y, z2.qGai_flow[2]);
connect(LatSplit2.y, z2.qGai_flow[3]);
connect(IntLoadz2, RadSplit2.u);
connect(IntLoadz2, ConvSplit2.u);
connect(IntLoadz2, LatSplit2.u);
end BuildingDef2_nowea_idealair;
A.12 Return Duct Splitter
Buildings.Fluid.FixedResistances.SplitterFixedResistanceDpM split2(
dh={1,2,3},
res1(m_flow(start=0)),
res2(m_flow(start=0)),
res3(m_flow(start=0)),
p_start(displayUnit="Pa") = system.p_ambient,
redeclare package Medium = Buildings.Media.IdealGases.SimpleAir,
T_start(displayUnit="degC") = 285.93,
m_flow_nominal={-1,0.77,0.77}*1.2,
dp_nominal(displayUnit="kPa") = {0,0,0}) "Splitter";
A.13 Chilled Water Ideal Flow Source and Sink
Buildings.Fluid.Sources.MassFlowSource_T CHWSource(
redeclare package Medium = Modelica.Media.Water.StandardWater,
nPorts=1,
use_T_in=true,
m_flow=1.02,
T=279.15);
A.14 Chilled Water Flow Splitter
Buildings.Fluid.FixedResistances.SplitterFixedResistanceDpM split1(
dh={1,2,3},
res1(m_flow(start=0)),
res2(m_flow(start=0)),
res3(m_flow(start=0)),
p_start(displayUnit="Pa") = system.p_ambient,
m_flow_nominal={1,-1,-1},
redeclare package Medium = Modelica.Media.Water.StandardWater,
dp_nominal(displayUnit="kPa") = {0,0,0}) "Splitter";
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A.15 Chilled Water Modulating Valve
Buildings.Fluid.Actuators.Valves.ThreeWayLinear val(
redeclare package Medium = Modelica.Media.Water.StandardWater,
l={0.001,0.001},
dpValve_nominal=30000,
riseTime=60,
m_flow_nominal=1.02);
A.16 Chilled Water Valve Controller
Figure A.5 – Graphical implementation of chilled water valve controller model in Dymola used for Chapter 5
simulations.
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model CHWVController
parameter Modelica.SIunits.MassFlowRate mw_flow_max
"Maximum Chilled Water Flowrate";
Modelica.Blocks.Continuous.LimPID PI(
controllerType=Modelica.Blocks.Types.SimpleController.PI,
yMax=0,
yMin=-mw_flow_max,
k=0.06,
Ti=30);
Modelica.Blocks.Nonlinear.Limiter ValveLim(uMin=0, uMax=1);
Modelica.Blocks.Interfaces.RealOutput ValvePos
"Chilled water flow valve position set";
Modelica.Blocks.Sources.Constant Off(k=0);
Modelica.Blocks.Logical.LessThreshold lessThreshold(threshold=0.01);
Modelica.Blocks.Logical.Switch switch1;
Modelica.Blocks.Logical.Or or1;
Modelica.Blocks.Logical.LessEqualThreshold lessEqualThreshold(
threshold=200);
Modelica.Blocks.Interfaces.RealInput SFNMeaure;
Modelica.Blocks.Interfaces.RealInput SATSetpoint;
Modelica.Blocks.Interfaces.RealInput SATMeasure;
Modelica.Blocks.Math.Gain gain(k=-1);
equation
connect(Off.y, switch1.u1);
connect(switch1.y, ValvePos);
connect(lessThreshold.u, ValveLim.y);
connect(switch1.u3, ValveLim.y);
connect(lessThreshold.y, or1.u2);
connect(lessEqualThreshold.y, or1.u1);
connect(lessEqualThreshold.u, SFNMeaure);
connect(SATMeasure, PI.u_m);
connect(PI.y, gain.u);
connect(or1.y, switch1.u2);
connect(SATSetpoint, PI.u_s);
connect(gain.y, ValveLim.u);
end CHWVController1;
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Appendix B
Equipment Specifications and
Performance
The following includes specification and catalog excerpts for the equipment selected to be used in the
VAV simulation model. The supply fan specification was obtained by direct communication with a sales
representative from Trane, Inc. and is not available online. A full version of the Titus Single/Dual Duct
Terminal Unit performance data catalog can be found at
http://www.titus-hvac.com/utility/getfile2.aspx?fileid=1163. The Titus TMR Diffuser performance data
can be found at http://www.titus-hvac.com/utility/getfile2.aspx?fileid=823.
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BHP adjusted 5% for approximate drive loss
UnitSize: 10FA
Operating Airflow: 3200.00 cfm
Operating Static Pressure: 3.66 in H2O
Operating RPM: 1764.93 
Operating Brake Power: 3.47 hp
Altitude: 0.00 ft
Design Temp: 70.00 F
Max BHP: 3.68 hp
Date: 2/23/12
Datafile: C:\Program Files\Trane Company\TOPSS\CSAA\Csaa_fans.ran
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Performance Data
Recommended Primary Air cfm Ranges • All Terminals
Control Types:
 PESV • Pneumatic
 AESV • Analog electronic
 DESV • Digital electronic
Quick Selection Procedure
Select unit inlet size based 1.
upon acoustic parameters and/
or maximum pressure drop 
requirements, using pages 
Q12–Q13.
Check inlet size selection against 2.
cfm control limits based on control 
type shown on this page.
Select accessories (multi-outlets, 3.
attenuators) as required.
Select reheat coil, if required. 4.
Make your selection using the 
actual heating ﬂow rate, 
not cooling.
Inlet Size Total cfm Range
cfm Ranges of Minimum and Maximum Settings
PESV - Pneumatic PESV - Pneumatic AESV - Analog Electronic DESV - Digital
TITUS II Controller TITUS I Controller TA1 Controller Typical Controller
Minimum Maximum Minimum Maximum Minimum Maximum Minimum Maximum
4 0-225 45*-170 80-225 55*-170 80-225 45*-225 45-225 45*-225 45-225
5 0-350 65*-270 120-350 85*-270 120-350 65*-350 65-350 65*-350 65-350
6 0-500 80*-330 150-500 105*-330 150-500 80*-500 80-500 80*-500 80-500
7 0-650 105*-425 190-650 135*-425 190-650 105*-650 105-650 105*-650 105-650
8 0-900 145*-590 265-900 190*-590 265-900 145*-900 145-900 145*-900 145-900
9 0-1050 175*-700 315-1050 225*-700 315-1050 175*-1050 175-1050 175*-1050 175-1050
10 0-1400 230*-925 415-1400 300*-925 415-1400 230*-1400 230-1400 230*-1400 230-1400
12 0-2000 325*-1330 600-2000 425*-1330 600-2000 325*-2000 325-2000 325*-2000 325-2000
14 0-3000 450*-1800 810-3000 575*-1800 810-3000 450*-3000 450-3000 450*-3000 450-3000
16 0-4000 580*-2350 1100-4000 750*-2350 1100-4000 580*-4000 580-4000 580*-4000 580-4000
24x16 0-8000 1400*-5200 2600-8000 1800*-5200 2600-8000 1400*-7500 1400-7500 1400*-7500 1400-7500
*Factory cfm settings (except zero) will not be made below this range because control accuracy is reduced.
On pressure dependent units, minimum cfm is always zero and there is no maximum.
Note: On controls mounted by Titus but supplied by others (FMA or Factory Mounting Authorization), these values are 
guidelines only. Controls mounted on an FMA basis are calibrated in the eld.
AESV
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Performance Data (continued)
PESV, AESV, DESV • Minimum Pressures
• Ps is the difference in static pressure 
across the assembly.
To obtain total pressure (Pt), add the velocity pressure • 
for a given cfm to the static pressure drop (DPs) of the 
desired ESV conﬁguration.
Example:   Pt for a Size 8 ESV Basic Unit  @ 
700 cfm = 0.207 + 0.021 = 0.228
Inlet 
Size
cfm
Velocity 
Pressure 
VP
Basic 
Unit 
Ps
Basic + 
Atten. 
Ps
Basic + 
Multi-out. 
Ps
Basic + 
Round Out. 
Ps
Basic + 
1 Row Coil 
Ps
Basic +
2 Row Coil 
Ps
Basic + 
3 Row Coil 
Ps
Basic + 
4 Row Coil 
Ps
Basic + 
Elec. Coil. 
Ps
4
100 0.080 0.020 0.021 0.022 0.023 0.027 0.034 0.041 0.048 0.020
150 0.181 0.044 0.048 0.049 0.052 0.061 0.078 0.093 0.109 0.044
200 0.322 0.078 0.084 0.088 0.092 0.108 0.138 0.165 0.193 0.078
225 0.407 0.099 0.107 0.111 0.116 0.137 0.175 0.209 0.244 0.099
5
150 0.072 0.011 0.014 0.016 0.018 0.028 0.044 0.060 0.075 0.011
200 0.129 0.019 0.025 0.029 0.032 0.049 0.079 0.106 0.134 0.019
300 0.289 0.043 0.057 0.064 0.073 0.111 0.177 0.239 0.301 0.043
350 0.394 0.059 0.077 0.088 0.099 0.151 0.241 0.325 0.410 0.059
6
200 0.059 0.033 0.038 0.044 0.060 0.063 0.092 0.120 0.147 0.033
300 0.133 0.073 0.085 0.098 0.134 0.141 0.207 0.269 0.331 0.073
400 0.236 0.130 0.151 0.175 0.238 0.250 0.368 0.478 0.588 0.130
500 0.369 0.203 0.236 0.273 0.372 0.391 0.575 0.747 0.919 0.203
7
300 0.070 0.031 0.036 0.044 0.055 0.066 0.098 0.131 0.163 0.031
400 0.125 0.055 0.064 0.079 0.098 0.118 0.175 0.232 0.290 0.055
600 0.282 0.124 0.145 0.177 0.220 0.265 0.394 0.523 0.653 0.124
650 0.331 0.145 0.170 0.208 0.259 0.311 0.462 0.613 0.766 0.145
8
350 0.052 0.005 0.009 0.015 0.031 0.053 0.097 0.141 0.185 0.042
500 0.105 0.011 0.019 0.030 0.064 0.109 0.198 0.288 0.378 0.086
700 0.207 0.021 0.038 0.059 0.126 0.213 0.388 0.564 0.741 0.169
900 0.342 0.035 0.062 0.097 0.208 0.353 0.642 0.932 1.225 0.279
9
500 0.069 0.015 0.021 0.031 0.045 0.063 0.108 0.152 0.197 0.141
650 0.117 0.026 0.035 0.052 0.076 0.107 0.182 0.258 0.334 0.237
800 0.177 0.040 0.053 0.078 0.115 0.162 0.276 0.390 0.505 0.360
1050 0.306 0.068 0.092 0.134 0.198 0.279 0.476 0.672 0.871 0.620
10
600 0.060 0.006 0.007 0.012 0.030 0.069 0.134 0.198 0.263 0.090
800 0.107 0.011 0.012 0.022 0.054 0.124 0.238 0.352 0.467 0.160
1100 0.203 0.021 0.023 0.041 0.102 0.234 0.449 0.665 0.883 0.303
1400 0.328 0.035 0.035 0.066 0.165 0.378 0.728 1.077 1.430 0.491
12
900 0.064 0.012 0.006 0.014 0.033 0.080 0.150 0.222 0.292 0.101
1200 0.113 0.021 0.011 0.025 0.058 0.142 0.266 0.394 0.519 0.180
1500 0.177 0.032 0.016 0.039 0.091 0.222 0.416 0.616 0.811 0.281
2000 0.314 0.057 0.029 0.070 0.162 0.395 0.740 1.095 1.441 0.500
14
1200 0.063 0.013 0.018 0.029 0.046 0.077 0.137 0.195 0.254 0.094
1600 0.113 0.023 0.032 0.052 0.082 0.138 0.243 0.347 0.451 0.166
2000 0.176 0.036 0.050 0.082 0.128 0.215 0.379 0.543 0.705 0.260
3000 0.396 0.080 0.112 0.184 0.289 0.484 0.854 1.221 1.587 0.584
16
1500 0.056 0.009 0.014 0.027 0.039 0.078 0.140 0.203 0.264 0.125
2000 0.100 0.015 0.025 0.047 0.070 0.139 0.249 0.360 0.469 0.221
3000 0.225 0.034 0.056 0.107 0.156 0.312 0.560 0.811 1.056 0.498
4000 0.401 0.060 0.099 0.190 0.278 0.555 0.996 1.441 1.878 0.886
24x16
2500 0.038 0.013 0.014 NA NA 0.091 0.161 0.233 0.303 0.242
4000 0.096 0.033 0.035 NA NA 0.233 0.411 0.595 0.776 0.619
6000 0.216 0.073 0.079 NA NA 0.523 0.925 1.340 1.746 1.392
8000 0.384 0.130 0.140 NA NA 0.931 1.644 2.382 3.103 2.475
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PERFORMANCE DATA
Neck Velocity 400 500 600 700 800 900 1000 1200 1400
Velocity Pressure 0.010 0.016 0.022 0.031 0.040 0.051 0.062 0.090 0.122
Total Pressure, Pos. 1 0.029 0.045 0.065 0.089 0.116 0.146 0.181 0.260 0.354
Total Pressure, Pos. 2 0.047 0.074 0.106 0.145 0.189 0.239 0.295 0.425 0.578
6"
Dia.
Airflow, cfm 80 100 120 140 160 180 200 235 275
NC, Pos.1  -  -  - 14 19 23 26 32 37
NC, Pos.2  - 12 18 22 26 29 32 38 42
Throw feet, Pos. 1 2-2-5 2-3-6 2-4-7 3-4-8 3-5-8 4-6-9 4-6-9 5-7-10 6-7-11
Throw feet, Pos. 2 2-3-6 2-4-7 3-4-7 3-5-8 4-6-8 4-6-9 5-7-9 6-7-10 6-8-11
8"
Dia.
Airflow, cfm 140 175 210 245 280 315 350 420 490
NC, Pos.1  -  - 12 17 21 25 28 34 39
NC, Pos.2  - 14 19 24 28 31 34 39 44
Throw feet, Pos. 1 2-3-7 3-4-8 3-5-9 4-6-10 4-7-11 5-7-11 5-8-12 7-9-13 8-10-14
Throw feet, Pos. 2 3-4-8 3-5-9 4-6-9 4-7-10 5-8-11 6-8-12 6-9-12 8-9-13 8-10-14
10"
Dia.
Airflow, cfm 218 273 327 382 436 491 545 654 763
NC, Pos.1  -  - 14 19 23 27 30 36 41
NC, Pos.2  - 15 20 25 29 32 35 41 45
Throw feet, Pos. 1 3-4-8 3-5-10 4-6-12 5-7-12 5-8-13 6-9-14 7-10-15 8-12-16 10-12-18
Throw feet, Pos. 2 3-5-9 4-6-11 5-7-12 5-8-13 6-9-14 7-10-14 8-11-15 9-12-17 10-13-18
12"
Dia.
Airflow, cfm 315 390 470 550 630 705 785 940 1100
NC, Pos.1  -  - 16 20 25 29 32 38 43
NC, Pos.2  - 16 21 26 30 33 36 42 46
Throw feet, Pos. 1 3-5-10 4-6-12 5-7-14 6-9-15 7-10-16 7-11-17 8-12-18 10-14-20 11-15-21
Throw feet, Pos. 2 4-6-11 5-7-13 6-8-14 7-10-15 8-11-16 8-12-17 9-13 -18 11-14-20 12-15-22
14"
Dia.
Airflow, cfm 425 530 635 745 850 955 1060 1270 1490
NC, Pos.1  - 11 17 22 26 30 33 39 44
NC, Pos.2 11 17 22 27 31 34 37 42 47
Throw feet, Pos. 1 4-6-11 5-7-14 6-8-16 7-10-17 8-11-19 8-13-20 9-14-21 11-16-23 13-17-25
Throw feet, Pos. 2 4-7-13 5-8-15 7-10-16 8-11-18 9-13-19 10-14-20 11-15-21 13-16-23 14-18-25
16"
Dia.
Airflow, cfm 560 700 840 980 1120 1260 1400 1680 1960
NC, Pos.1  - 12 18 23 27 31 34 40 45
NC, Pos.2 11 18 23 28 31 35 38 43 48
Throw feet, Pos. 1 4-7-13 5-8--16 7-10-18 8-11-20 9-13-21 10-15-23 11-16-24 13-18-26 15-20-28
Throw feet, Pos. 2 5-8-15 6-9-17 8-11-19 9-13-20 10-15-22 11-16-23 13-17-24 15-19-27 17-20-29
18"
Dia.
Airflow, cfm 710 885 1060 1240 1420 1590 1770 2120 2480
NC, Pos.1  - 13 19 24 28 32 35 41 46
NC, Pos.2 12 18 24 28 32 36 39 44 48
Throw feet, Pos. 1 5-7-15 6-9-18 7-11-21 9-13-22 10-15-24 11-17- 25 12-18-27 15-21-29 17-22-32
Throw feet, Pos. 2 6-8--17 7-11-19 8-13-21 10-15-23 11-17-25 13-18-26 14-19-27 17-21-30 19-23-32
20"
Dia.
Airflow, cfm 875 1100 1310 1530 1750 1970 2190 2610 3060
NC, Pos.1  - 14 20 25 29 33 36 42 47
NC, Pos.2 13 19 24 29 33 36 39 45 49
Throw feet, Pos. 1 5-8-16 7-10-21 8-12-23 10-14-25 11-16-27 12-18-28 14-20-30 16-23-33 19-25-35
Throw feet, Pos. 2 6-9-19 8-12-22 9-14-24 11-16-25 13-19-27 14-20-29 16-22-30 19-24-33 21-25-36
24"
Dia.
Airflow, cfm 1260 1570 1880 2200 2510 2820 3140 3770 4400
NC, Pos.1  - 16 22 27 31 35 38 44 49
NC, Pos.2 14 20 25 30 34 37 40 46 50
Throw feet, Pos. 1 7-10-20 8-12-24 10-15-28 11-17-30 13-20-32 15-22-34 16-24-36 20-28-39 23-30-42
Throw feet, Pos. 2 8-11-23 9-14-26 11-17-28 13-20-31 15-23-33 17-24-35 19--26-36 23-28 -40 25-31-43
30"
Dia.
Airflow, cfm 1960 2450 2940 3430 3920 4410 4900 5880 6860
NC, Pos.1  - 18 23 28 33 37 40 46 51
NC, Pos.2 15 21 27 31 35 38 41 47 51
Throw feet, Pos. 1 8-12-24 10-15-31 12-18-35 14-21-37 16-24-40 18-27-42 20-31-45 24-35-49 28-37-53
Throw feet, Pos. 2 9-14-28 12-18-32 14-21-35 16-25-38 19-28-41 21-31-43 23-32-46 28-35-50 31-38-54
36"
Dia.
Airflow, cfm 2820 3520 4230 4930 5630 6340 7040 8450 9850
NC, Pos.1 12 19 25 30 34 38 41 47 52
NC, Pos.2 16 22 28 32 36 39 43 48 52
Throw feet, Pos. 1 10-15-29 12-18-37 15-22-41 17-26-45 19-29-48 22-33-51 24-37-53 29-41-59 34-45-63
Throw feet, Pos. 2 11-17-34 14-21-39 17-25-42 20-29-46 22-34-49 25-37-52 28-39-55 34-42-60 37-46-65
•	 All pressures given are in inches of water.
•	 Throw values given are for terminal velocities of 150, 
100 and 50 fpm and for isothermal conditions.
•	 To obtain static pressure, subtract the velocity pressure 
from the total pressure.
•	 If the diffuser is mounted on an exposed duct, the 
throw values are 70% of those listed in the table and 
will project downward.
•	 Each NC value represents the noise criteria curve which 
will not be exceeded by the sound pressure in any of 
the octave bands, 2 through 7, with a room absorption 
of 10 dB, re 10-12 watts.
•	 Dash (-) in space denotes an NC value of less than 10.
•	 Diffusers are shipped in Position 2 (cones down).
•	 Data obtained from tests conducted in accordance with 
ANSI / ASHRAE Standard 70-2006. Actual performance, 
with flexible duct inlet, may vary in the field. See 
the section, Engineering Guidelines, for additional 
information.
•	 For an explanation of catalog throw data, see the 
Engineering Guidelines section of this catalog.
TMR, TMR-AA
